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Abstract

The crastal dichotomy is the term used for the surface division of Mars into a lightly- 

cratered third of the planet, in the middle to upper latitudes of the northern hemisphere, and 

a remaining heavily-cratered two-thirds. The lightly-cratered third stands approximately 

3 km lower than the heavily-cratered surface.

Established explanations for the crustal dichotomy consider it a stable feature that orig

inated early in the planet’s history either by endogenic means (in the form of catastrophic 

overturn of the mantle, probably associated with core formation) or by exogenic means 

(either in the form of a giant single impact or the focusing of several large impacts). A 

review of the processes acting on the surface of Mars, combined with detailed geological 

mapping studies, shows that five conditions must be met by any explanation for crustal 

dichotomy formation. They are:

1. That fretted terrain formation occurred between the late Noachian to early Hesperian, 

and small-scale structural adjustment occurred subsequently;

2. The subsurface thermal activity leading to surface volcanism between the late Noachi

an and early Hesperian needs to be accounted for;

3. The existence of a faulted southern-hemisphere-type surface beneath the northern 

plains needs to be accounted for;

4. The origins of the three highland-lowland boundary provinces (namely the Tharsis 

Province, the chaotic terrain and the fretted terrain) need to be compatible with the 

proposed explanation;

5. The topography and isostatic equilibrium of the northern lowlands needs to be ac

counted for.

None of the explanations so far put forward for the crustal dichotomy on Mars are 

consistent with these conditions. The conditions support an endogenic mechanism for 

crustal dichotomy formation, and as an alternative I suggest that Mars constitutes a single 

plate planet that was at the threshold of developing more than one plate between the late 

Noachian and early Hesperian. This resulted in crustal dichotomy formation whereby the 

Tharsis Province represents the site of continental rifting, and the northern lowlands a 

corresponding region of subsidence that formed in order to maintain isostatic equilibrium 

and to accommodate the stretching involved in the formation of the Tharsis Province and 

the fretted terrain. *



For the man who reminded me ‘you ain’t ever gonna forget’.

‘Ignorance is preferable to error, and he is less remote from 

the tru th  who believes nothing, than he who believes what is wrong’

Thomas Jefferson.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

‘THE WHOLE OF SCIENCE IS NOTHING MORE THAN A REFINEMENT 

OF EVERYDAY THINKING’: ALBERT EINSTEIN.

1.1 T he Planet Mars

Mars has been known to man from prehistoric times as the Roman god of war, because 

of its angry, red appearance in the night sky. It is the fourth planet from the Sun, after 

Mercury, Venus and Earth, and like these planets its surface is mainly solid, in contrast 

to the outer planets which are predominantly gaseous. Mars has two moons (discovered 

in 1877 by Asaph Hall), called Deimos, meaning terror, and Phobos, meaning fear. This 

thesis concentrates on the surface analysis of Mars and makes use of data from the Viking 

spacecraft .

1.2 The Viking M ission

Viking followed the Mariners in a series of NASA Mars exploration missions. Mariner 

imagery is not used in this thesis, but has provided a framework for evaluating the Viking 

results. Viking was initiated with the aim of significantly increasing our knowledge of 

Mars in several scientific disciplines, but it was especially geared to seek evidence for life 

(Viking Project Team 1969).

The view was that the detection of life different from our own would constitute one of
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the most significant finds of this century. Yet should Mars prove lifeless, it would intrigue 

biologists equally with respect to the factors preventing its development. For example, 

Wolf Vishnian, the Viking biology instrument team leader, said that if he were a biologist 

from another galaxy, sent to this solar system for the purpose of studying biology, he could 

wish for nothing better than to find two comparable planets, one with and one without 

life, one experimental planet and one control. With this basis the Viking mission could 

not fail!

The Viking ships were superb performers. They far exceeded their anticipated lifetime 

of 90 days, continuing to operate for four years, because of a surprisingly effective design 

and careful use of fuel. The entire surface was photographed at a resolution of 200 m, 

and a significant fraction at a resolution ranging down to 8 m. Therefore, when analysing 

the data the investigator is dependent on the orbiter images, and is denied the luxury of 

taking a field trip. In this way he is faced with a geological question, but is denied the 

usual tests and tools of the trade. This is resolved by employing photogeology, analytical 

models and analogues to Earth, to make use of the spacecraft imagery. It was established 

that life ‘as we know it’ has not been certified on Mars. Even so, the Viking mission 

has kept scientists scientifically happy in many disciplines for a decade and a half, and 

progress is still being made from the gradual digestion of the wealth of space-craft data, 

and also earth-based observations. Such work has been first summarised and integrated 

in this thesis to serve as the touchstone from which my research into the martian crustal 

dichotomy could follow.

1.3 Chapter R eview

The martian crustal dichotomy refers to the surface division into a lightly cratered third 

of the planet in the middle to upper latitudes of the northern hemisphere, and a remaining 

heavily cratered two-thirds. The lightly cratered third stands approximately 3-km lower 

than the heavily cratered surface.

The aim of my research was to carry out a detailed examination of the surface in an attempt 

to gain insight into the geological history of Mars, and thus facilitate the understanding of 

crustal dichotomy formation. It must be remembered that each of the terrestrial planets 

has an individual pattern of evolution, governed by its size and position in the early solar
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system. The ages of accretion and differentiation set the stage for internal heat-driven 

activity in the planet that is manifested in diverse ways on its exterior (Siever 1974). For 

these reasons, a thorough geological examination of the surface should allow constraints 

to be placed on any model subsequently developed for crustal dichotomy formation.

Chapter two reviews the proposals of previous researchers for the explanation of the crustal 

dichotomy. Proposals were made using two observations, namely the relief difference and 

volcanic history. It was found that problems encountered in their interpretations were due 

to the limited number of surface observations. It must be remembered that the crustal 

dichotomy is a global feature, and for this reason I decided to approach my research by 

carrying out a thorough surface review to establish the geology important to the crustal 

dichotomy, before attempting a proposal. In this way I hope to introduce a new perspective 

for interpretation of the crustal dichotomy.

Chapter three reviews many aspects of past research on Mars. The Viking data have been 

thoroughly studied by experts in independent fields. Much work has been redone utilising 

different methods or including different observations for the same analysis. This has added 

to the abundant literature available for Mars, leading to a tendency for new work carried 

out to be based on the most recent work done. In this way assumptions made in past 

models are sometimes ignored, so that new more elaborate models result. However, 

new work has also served to reinforce previous ideas and concepts. Therefore, past and 

new work should be used in tandem, and this is the approach I have taken. Another 

function of the research for chapter three was to identify the processes that have modified 

the surface. This allowed the different features to be interpreted accordingly during my 

mapping. Finally, chapter three aims af a better understanding of the sequence and 

interaction of different geological events, that is essential for a compilation of a global 

geological history.

Chapter four summarises the detailed geological mapping I carried out to investigate the 

crustal dichotomy. The choice of mapping area was decided by the reading carried out for 

chapter three. Geological mapping is a well-established method of bringing together data 

about the surface of a planetary body. By building on the work carried out for chapter 

three, I constructed a map that attempts to distinguish the essential rock framework from 

irrelevant detail, and the geological events that occurred prior, during and post crustal

16



Orbital And Physical Parameters Of Mars And Earth; 

(adapted from Carr 1981, p.ix, and 

Batson^and^Greeley 1990, p.176)

Object Diameter

(km)

Mass

(gm)

Mean

Density

(g/cm3)

Orbit

Eccentricity

Reference 

Datum 

(0 km)

Gravity

(m/s2)

Earth 12,756 5.98X1027 5.52 0.017 sea-level 9.82

Mars 6,788 6.44X1026 3.90 0.093

triple point 

of water = 

6.1 mbars

3.70

Table 1.1: Orbital And Physical Parameters Of Mars And Earth Compared

dichotomy formation.

Chapters five and six summarise the results of my research. Chapter five deals with the

secondary consequences resulting from crustal dichotomy formation. It shows that many

‘anomalous’ surface features on Mars, such as the fluvial channels, can be directly or

indirectly linked to volcanic activity; itself interpreted to be genetically related to crustal
fch&b

dichotomy formation. This deduction is reassuring on the grounds A the more surface 

features which can be linked, the less ambiguous the interpretation.

Chapter six outlines five constraints! which had to be satisfied in a proposal for the 

origin of the crustal dichotomy. The constraints aim to represent the fusion and synthesis 

of the different strands of research examined and undertaken in this thesis.

Table 1.1, and figures 1.1 to 1.4, provide information referred to in chapters two to six. 

Key To Figure 1.1

Gordii D: Gordii Dorsum
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Figure 1.3: Equatorial Topographic Map of Mars
(Source: Carr p 2U+-JZ15)
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Chapter 2

R eview  O f Previous Proposals  

For Crustal D ichotom y Form ation

‘IF EVERYONE IS THINKING ALIKE THEN SOMEBODY ISN’T THINK

ING’: GEORGE PATTON.

2.1 Introduction

The origin of the crustal dichotomy remains the outstanding unresolved problem of martian 

geological evolution, and no generally accepted explanation for its cause has been proposed.

2.2 R eview  O f Previous Proposals

The established proposals for the crustal dichotomy thus far are essentially two-fold. First, 

as a catastrophic overturn of the mantle, probably associated with core formation (as 

initially proposed by Mutch and Saunders in 1976). Second, in the impact hypotheses, 

either in the form of a giant single (Wilhelms and Squyres 1984), or the focusing of several 

large (Frey and Schultz 1988), impacts.

To facilitate the understanding of previous proposals I shall begin the review by compiling 

a stratigraphy of geological events from the work of previous authors who used different age 

dating techniques (e.g., superposition and crosscutting relationships, and crater counting;
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Stratigraphy Of Geological Events On Maxs

Time Period Tectonic Events Fluvial And 

Aeolian Activity

Volcanic Activity

Lower

Noachian

1.Impact basin 

formation (e.g., 

Isidis and Hellas) 

with associated 

faulting 

2.Heavy impact 

cratering

No evidence No evidence

Middle

Noachian

1. Heavy impact 

cratering

1.Peak in aeolian 

activity

2.Formation of 

runoff channels

l.Planetwide 

emplacement of 

plateau material 

and formation of 

rimless craters 

2.Small volcanic 

constructs at 

Tharsis and Elysium

Table 2.1: Geological Events On Mars Between The Lower And Middle Noachian

the purpose of this approach was to reduce ambiguities in relative age determination). 

The stratigraphy will subsequently be referred to throughout the remainder of the thesis.

The stratigraphy is compiled from the following references: Barlow 1988, Carr 1981 and 

1986, De Hon 1990, Frey et al. 1989, Grant and Frey 1988, Maxwell and McGill 1988, 

Neukum and Greeley 1988, Neukum and Hiller 1981, Scott 1988, Soloman and Head 1999, 

Tanaka et al. 1980, and Wilhelms and Baldwin 1989.

2.2 .1  P ro p o sa l O f M utch  A n d  Sau nders, 1976

They developed a simple model using Mariner 9 data to explain the crustal dichotomy 

that accounted for the topographic relief difference and the faulting they observed in 

the northern hemisphere. They kept their model simple because of the low resolution of
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Stratigraphy Of Geological Events On Mars
Time Period Tectonic Events Fluvial And 

Aeolian Activity
Volcanic Activity

Late
Noachian

1.Tectonic 
signature of 
Tharsis already 
left to south of 
Tharsis (e.g., in 
Claritas Fossae 
and Gordii Dorsum)
2.Faulting of 
boundary scarp 
between 180-300° 
longitude

Formation of 
runoff channels

1.Formation of 
highland patera (e.g., 
Tyrrhena Patera) 
2.1nitial activity at 
Alba Patera

Lower
Hesperian

1.Heavy faulting 
continues south 
of Tharsis
2.Faulting of 
boundary scarp 
between 180-300° 
longitude
3.Formation of 
fault scarps in 
Valles Marineris 
and Noctis 
Labyrinthus
4.Formation of 
mesa and butte 
plateau material
5.Formation of 
knobby terrain 
beneath northern 
plains

1.Final formation 
of runoff 
channels
2.Peak in 
formation of 
unconfined 
outflow channels 
(e.g., Kasei 
Valles)
3.Formation of 
chaotic terrain

1. Planet wide 
emplacement of ridged 
plains (e.g., Lunae 
Sinai and Hesperia 
Planum, and Argyre, 
Hellas, Syrtis Major 
and Chryse Planitia)
2.Continued activity 
at Alba Patera
3.Initial formation 
of northern plains 
(e.g., polygonal 
terrain in Adam as 
Labyrinthus)

Table 2.2: Geological Events On Mars Between The Late Noachian And Lower Hesperian
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Stratigraphy Of Geological Events On Mars

Time Period Tectonic Events Fluvial And Volcanic Activity

Aeolian Activity

Late 1. Continued Tharsis 1. Continued 1. Continued

Hesperian faulting and and final northern plains

canyon formation formation of formation (e.g.,

2. Small-scale unconfined outflow mottled plains,

faulting of channels and Elysium, Isidis and

boundary scarp chaotic terrain Utopia Planitia, and

(e.g., Mangala and Solis and Syria

Kasei Valles Planum)

2.Elysium channel 2.Continued activity

formation at Alba Patera

3.Formation of 3.Elysium volcanism.

equatorial 4.Small-scale

layered terrain Tharsis volcanism

Table 2.3: Geological Events On Mars In The Late Hesperian
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Stratigraphy Of Geological Events On Mars
Time Period Tectonic Events Fluvial And 

Aeolian Activity
Volcanic Activity

Lower
Amazonian

1.Local fault sets 
associated with 
large Tharsis 
volcanoes
2. Small-scale 
faulting of 
boundary scarp
3. Lyot impact

1.Elysium channel 
formation 
2.Small Medusae 
channel
3.Fretted channel 
formation
4.Formation of 
equatorial 
layered terrain

1.Large-scale 
Tharsis volcanism 
(e.g., Olympus, Arsia 
Ascreaus and 
Pavonis Mons)
2.Elysium volcanism
3. Continued 
northern plains 
formation (e.g., 
Utopia, Arcadia, 
and Acidalia 
Planitia)

Middle
Amazonian

No evidence Fretted channel 
formation

Continued Tharsis 
and Elysium central 
volcanism

Late
Amazonian

No evidence 1. Aeolian 
resurfacing at 
Poles: formation 
of dunes and 
layered terrain
2.Debris flow and 
fretted channel 
formation
3.Floodplain 
material of 
southern Elysium 
Planitia
4.Landslides in 
Valles Marineris

Olympus Mons 
activity

Table 2.4: Geological Events On Mars In The Amazonian
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Mariner 9 data.

They proposed that shortly after the accretion of Mars the planet differentiated, laxgely 

using the kinetic energy of accretion, to form the crust, mantle and core. They postulated 

that the crust developed with a primordial difference in thickness, whereby it was thin 

in the north and thick in the south. Different elevations resulted so that isostasy was 

maintained causing the topographic division of the planet into a northern topographically 

low hemisphere, and a southern topographically high hemisphere.

Mutch and Saunders continued by proposing that the tectonic breakup of the crust might 

have occurred as a result of expansion of the mantle when an olivine-to-spinel structure 

phase change migrated downward with increasing internal temperatures. They suggested 

that regions of thin crust in the northern hemisphere would be weaker and more susceptible 

to such mantle expansion, and this would cause faulting In this way, they postulated that 

the originally thin crust would be made even thinner, and subsequent isostatic adjustments 

would cause it to stand at progressively lower elevations.

Therefore, Mutch and Saunders explained the crustal dichotomy formation by a primor

dial, endogenic process.

2 .2 .2  P ro p o sa l O f W ise  et a l., 1979

In contrast to Mutch and Saunders, Wise et al. had access to Viking data. This enabled 

a more convincing geological stratigraphy to be compiled, a more thorough investigation 

of the martian surface to be carried out, and ultimately a more involved proposal for the 

crustal dichotomy to be made. The threshold of their research was to use the stratigraphy 

compiled by Neukum and Wise as a framework for their proposal (see table 2.5).

Wise et al. perceived the importance behind the stratigraphy to lie in the tectonic evo

lution of the two major crustal elements. They determined that the two should not be 

treated independently since they considered their size and sequential development to sug

gest both might be related to a unifying global-scale internal process, that shifted in 

location and nature of operation through time. This deduction became the Poundahor, to 

their proposal.

Wise et al. proceeded by supplementing this condition with three morphological premises
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Outline of Stratigraphy Adapted from Wise et al. 1979

1. Formation and intense impacting 

of early crust

2. Lowering and resurfacing of northern 

third of planet

Crustal element 

one

NOACHIAN

3. Hiatus in development of first order 

tectonic features

4. Development of Lunae Planum and 

related plains deposits

5. Tharsis uplift and major radial 

faulting

Crustal element 

two

HESPERIAN

6. Continued faulting around Tharsis

7. Development of the giant central 

volcanoes at Tharsis with minor 

local faulting

AMAZONIAN

Table 2.5: Stratigraphy Used By Wise et al. 1979
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that they decided must also be explained by the global-scale internal process. First, the 

resurfacing of the lowered northern third of the planet; they assumed the resurfacing to be 

volcanic. Second, the apparent isostatic equilibrium, as suggested by the permanence of 

the elevation difference and the absence of a significant gravity anomaly. Finally, the two

fold development of the Tharsis Province, initially as a rapid topographic rise accompanied 

by the development of a vast radial fault system, followed by an extremely long-lived 

volcanic stage continuing until the geological present.

At this point Wise et al. attempted a proposal to account for the criteria they had outlined.

First, they explored a possible mechanism to explain the development of crustal element 

one. They noted that the relatively thin mantling of material over the highland craters set 

an insurmountable volumetric constraint against an exogenic mechanism involving simple 

surface erosion of ‘missing rock’ in the northern third of the planet, and its corresponding 

deposition on the remaining two-thirds. Therefore, they turned to an endogenic mechanism 

to explain the creation of lowland relief, and established that the removal of ‘missing rock’ 

could be accounted for by subcrustal erosion. They determined that 10 km of sub crustal 

erosion would be necessary in order to maintain isostatic equilibrium. It should be noted 

at this stage that there is some ambiguity concerning this figure. For example, Carr (1986) 

determined that only 200 m of lowland wide erosion, or compaction, would be required 

if removal of material during outflow channel formation is considered in the estimates. 

Nevertheless, on the assumption that there had been 10 km of subcrustal erosion, Wise et 

al. stated that the most obvious process capable of this magnitude, and also corresponding 

volcanic resurfacing, is major mantle overturn/first order convection, by analogy with the 

proposal of Elsasser (1963) for core formation on Earth. Using this comparison, and 

extending it to Mars, the model of Wise et al. involved the creation of an early lighter 

crust, heavily cratered by meteorite bombardment, and supported by a dense mantle. With 

this state established radioactive heat could build up in the interior that initiated the first 

order convection cell. Subsequently, the lighter crustal material above the upward moving 

part of the cell was eroded and redistributed laterally through the mantle (see figure 2.1). 

Wise et al. concluded by saying that isostasy would produce foundering of the locally 

thinned crust, and there would be associated outpourings of dense basaltic lava, to create 

the northern plains. Thus they explained the stratigraphical and morphological conditions 

for crustal element one.
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Figure 2.1: Tectonic Model For The Evolution Of Mars; source: Wise et al. 1979
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Description To Figure 2.1 (source: Wise et al. 1979)

(A) First-order convection cell operating beneath early heavily-cratered crust causes sub

crustal erosion, thinning and crustal foundering with lateral motion of lighter materials 

into other areas of the mantle.;

(B) Convection cell dies, and segregation of denser masses and layers of future core ma

terial begin to collect at intermediate depths of the mantle;

(C) Core-mantle overturn begins centred over the future site of Tharsis. Lateral motion of 

the mantle shifts previously eroded lighter materials into the region beneath Tharsis caus

ing underplating, isostatic rise, and gravity creep off the dome;

(D) Core formation complete with very deep asymmetric thermal anomaly reflecting grav- 

itative heat given up in core formation; and

(E) Slow transfer of heat from deeper zones to produce extremely long-lived volcanic phase.

Wise et al. continued with their proposal by accounting for crustal element two. They 

suggested that the first phase of activity creating the northern lowlands came to a complete 

and permanent end «  100 to 200 ma prior to the development of Tharsis, and among the 

more reasonable mechanisms for stopping the first order convection cell is the initiation 

of core formation, whereby with the demise of the cell, denser segregations of metallic 

materials began to coalesce as a gravitationally unstable layer which finally overturned to 

form the core. They observed that this would allow a hiatus before the development of 

the Tharsis Province, and therefore is consistent with their stratigraphy. They proposed 

that convection ceased due to cooling effects (I assume via the mass expulsion of volcanic 

material), and that during cooling the dying cell still had sufficient upward motion in its 

final stage to shift the denser segregating material of the future core laterally, to form 

a slightly thicker collar around the periphery of the upwelling part of the convection 

cell. They stated that cooler temperatures at downwelling sites would retard segregation 

and hinder formation of a thick layer of core material there. They then suggested that 

Tharsis formed due to being centred on this cell. To account for the asymmetry of Tharsis 

towards the lowlands, they suggested that the dimple, formed during overturn, was at the 

thickest part of the unstable layer at the periphery towards the downwelling site; they 

did not exclude the possibility of the fall of a second mass to form the Elysium volcanic 

region. Wise et al. continued by saying that lateral motions of the mantle associated 

with overturn proceeded to underplate light materials beneath Tharsis to cause rapid and
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permanent isostatic rise and the radial faulting observed. They considered deep injection 

and underplating of material in this way to solve the problem of where to put the ‘missing 

material’ created during formation of the northern lowlands. Therefore this is the mode 

of internal activity they postulated to unify the two crustal elements.

To explain the morphological premises Wise et al. stated that the net transfer of material 

in this way can explain the mass excess at Tharsis as indicated by gravity data. Also, 

they stated that the existence of the bulge itself would cause faulting, whereby the radial 

fault system was produced by minor radial gravity motions of surficial layers off the dome, 

and the minor faulting was produced by the cooling, settling, spreading of the bulge, and 

shifting of volcanic materials at depth.

Wise et al. concluded their proposal by stating that thermal effects beneath Tharsis, 

including the gravitational energy of core formation, were slow to reach the surface and 

hence produced a long-lived volcanic phase over most of the rest of geological time. They 

furthered this statement by suggesting the high thermal gradients around Tharsis might 

have melted crustal volatiles to form the peripheral outflow channels, and therefore dis

covered a versatility in their model that could account for surface observations not included 

in their original morphological premises.

In conclusion, Wise et al. explained the origin of the crustal dichotomy by a primordial, 

endogenic process, similarly to Mutch and Saunders, although their model was more de

tailed. I found their work brave in that they recognised a number of surface features must 

be accounted for in an explanation for the crustal dichotomy. Furthermore, they attempt

ed to explain the surface phenomena by extending internal geological processes established 

for Earth to Mars. However, the model is generally found difficult to understand and grasp 

and for these reasons the diligent research is often overlooked. Yet for these reasons too, 

their model has not suffered the same treadmill of scrutiny that the proposal of Wilhelms 

and Squyres has endured (see section 2.2.3).

2 .2 .3  P ro p o sa l O f W ilh e lm s A nd  S q u yres, 1984

The work carried out by Wilhelms and Squyres for researching the crustal dichotomy 

assumed a reverse approach to that of Wise et al. First, they attempted a proposal to 

account for the lowland relief based on three broad morphological observations, then they
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proceeded to test their proposal with surface observations.

Wilhelms and Squyres began their work by observing the large expanse of lowlands in 

the northern hemisphere, the massifs, narrow plateaux and scarps surrounding the low

lands, and the subsequent volcanism therein, and stated this morphology could plausibly 

result from the formation of a large impact basin in the early history of Mars that pro

foundly shaped the planet’s surface. In this way the crustal dichotomy was accounted for
into

ex-ogenically, thus introducing a new aspect of interpretation A the existing proposals.

Wilhelms and Squyres tested their proposal by mapping the spatial distribution of mas

sifs, scarps, and clusters of knobby remnants found surrounding and within the northern 

lowlands (see figure 2.2). They recognised an approximately circular alignment of massifs 

and scarps, and determined this defined the outer rim of a 7700-km basin. They named 

it the Borealis Basin because it encloses Vastitas Borealis in the northern hemisphere (see 

figure 2.2). They explained existing departures from circularity of the proposed rim (e.g., 

in Acidalia Planitia), to be due to superposition of later smaller basins, and the presence 

of the Tharsis Province on the rim to be due to a later stage development feature. Finally, 

they designated additional rings to lie inside the outer rim by clusters of knobby

remnants (see figure 2.2).

At this stage, Wilhelms and Squyres considered it prudent to ascertain if an impact of this 

size could be feasible in the early history of Mars. They determined, via diameter-energy 

scaling, that an impactor of diameter between approximately 600 and 950 km, depending 

on impact velocity, would be required to produce the Borealis Basin. They found that 

these diameters are considered to be reasonable sizes for residual bodies near the orbit 

of Mars at the end of accretion. Furthermore, they supported the possibility for such a 

large impact by using estimates of ancient impact rates for basins on the Moon that they 

subsequently extrapolated to Mars. In this way, they found that theoretically at least, 

a 7700-km basin could impact once every 900 ma on Mars. Using these two pieces of 

evidence they suspected that the creation of a basin the size of Borealis was feasible.

Reassured so far Wilhelms and Squyres continued and elaborated on a mechanism for 

impact of this kind. They proposed during impact a considerable volume of crustal ma

terial was removed from the basin interior and redeposited on the basin periphery; this 

constituted the excavation phase of impact. They followed it with a modification stage,
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J’o la r  s lc rco g rap h ic  p ro jec tio n  o f  part o r  M ars centred 
ab o u t 50® N, 190® W. A c, A cid a lia ; A m , A m azonis; Ar, A rcad ia ; 
II, Illy sium ; H, I-Icspcria; 1, Is id is; SM , Syrlis M a jo r; U, U topia 
P lun itiac ; L, Lyol, 215-ktn ringed  b asin ;, MT, M arco lis -T cm p c  
te rra ; O M , O lym pus M ons. DIack shad ing , m assifs and  narrow  
p la teau s  believed  part o f  D orculis basin  (includ ing  three n ear II 
(hat m ay be p a ri o f in n c r  ring ); grey shad in g , o th e r  h igh land  te r ra in ; 
s tip p led , w ith  d ashed  b o u n d ary , m odified  h igh land  terrain  in (he 
‘tran sitio n  z o n e ' (frets, chaos , knobs, ch an n e ls ,'an d  so on ); blank, 
y oung  te rra in  (inc lud ing  O M  and  three T harsis M ontes show n 
separa te ly ). D o tted  circle ind ica tes in ferred  rim o f  Dorcalis basin.

Figure 2.2: Location Of The Borealis Basin; source: Wilhelms and Squyres 1984
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during which they determined the loss of mass due to material removal was partly, or 

fully, compensated for by isostatic uplift of the unexcavated sub-basin or mantle mate

rial; thus they accounted for the global state of isostatic equilibrium existing on Mars. 

However, Wilhelms and Squyres noted that since the unexcavated material in the basin 

interior would be denser than the material removed, isostatic uplift would be minimal, 

and hence a large topographic depression would still remain. Futhermore they suggested 

terracing and ‘other tectonic subsidence’ would occur due to relaxation effects of the im

pact basin; they said evidence for this is retained in the inner rings they had defined (see 

figure 2.2). Wilhelms and Squyres noted that such relaxation, together with the isostatic 

effects, would effectively enlarge and i flatten the depression, thus explaining why the 3-km 

height difference is small compared to the proposed size of the Borealis impact. They also 

attributed relaxation effects to explain why highland breakup is localised to the topo

graphic rim and the inner wall of the basin, leaving the remaining heavily cratered terrain 

unaffected. Finally, they proposed that the depression was partly filled later in planetary 

history, by lavas rising isostatically through the weakened lithosphere from the elevated 

mantle whenever heat for partial melting ‘became available’. Thus, they accounted for 

the formation of the lowland lava plains.

Therefore, Wilhelms and Squyres found encouragement with the unveiling of their theory 

since they discovered their surface observations to be fitting with their proposal. At this 

stage they reached the culmination of their model, and concluded their work by proposing 

two ways in which the model could be tested in future missions for validity. First, they 

suggested that orbital geochemical data mi^t'show compositional patterns such as would 

be expected to result from the redistribution of deep crustal material by major impacts, 

and second, that high resolution gravity data mî f* reveal patterns such as mascons, or 

concentric positive or negative gravity anomalies, that coincide! with the proposed basin.

Their model is tidy and well explained, and for these reasons it can be examined easily. 

This has led to a series of objections to the proposed Borealis Basin. First is that such 

a large impact jcould have destroyed the planet. Wilhelms and Squyres clarified this by 

recognising that basins penetrate less deeply in proportion to their diameters than do 

small simple craters. Furthermore, they highlighted that large basins have been found on 

the Moon thatha^e not destroy*the Moon (e.g., the Procellarum impact basin which has 

a diameter approximately equal to the radius of the Moon and thus is proportionately
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larger than the proposed Borealis Basin on Mars). Second is that antipodal effects for 

the Borealis Basin are lacking. Wilhelms and Squyres explained this by saying that with 

such a large impact shock waves would be expected to move across the surface horizontally 

compared to in three-dimensional cones, and therefore antipodal effects would be minimal. 

Third is that since the impact would cause a two dimensional spread of energy it would be 

expected to result in the never ending formation of ring structures. This is not observed 

and this Wilhelms and Squyres did not clarify. Fourth is that no associated mascon has 

been detected as would be expected with large impact basins by analogy with the Moon. 

Wilhelms and Squyres informally explained this to be due to the uniqueness of the impact 

(MEVTV meeting, Easton U.S.A. 1988). However, this statement should be developed 

fully since it contradicts the second way in which they proposed their model could be 

tested.

Besides these four primary objections more fundamental ambiguities exist in their model. 

First, the rim is missing for half the structure. It is drawn on the basis of three approxi

mately placed massifs that are not laterally extensive compared to the circumference of the 

alleged rim (see figure 2.2). I regard this to be very crude science for such a puzzling phe

nomenon as the crustal dichotomy. Second, the topography of the northern third of Maxs 

is not basin like, even allowing for subsequent relaxation of the original shape. Third, 

high-standing cratered terrain remains in the northern lowlands that has a crater reten

tion age equivalent to the high-standing old cratered terrain outside the proposed basin; 

such terrain should have been obliterated during impact. It is morphological details such 

as these, that emphasise the importance of underfaKing a systematic surface review of the 

features on Mars to ascertain if they can provide clues to the process of crustal dichotomy 

formation. Finally, a difficulty will always remain in the testing of their model, since no 

equivalent basin is known to allow a comparative examination of the effects produced by 

such a large impact.

Even so, the model remains attractive because it complies with the |terms Wilhelms and 

Squyres stipulated. That is large impacts are capable of rearranging the entire structure 

of the lithosphere in a relatively short period of time and may also concentrate long-lived 

thermal and tectonic processes. With respect to the thermal processes it is commonly 

known for volcanism to be induced by impact. For example, on Mercury the Caloris Basin 

floor is fractured and ridged, and this has been attributed to the impact penetrating the
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asthenosphere to tap molten magma that rises as a plug to fill the floor of the crater. 

Also, planetary thermal decay occurs over «  107 to 108 years, and the intense faulting of 

the deep lithosphere by large-scale impact might subsequently produce better access to 

the surface for magma created in this way, thus allowing the prolonged emplacement of 

volcanic materials; however, it should be highlighted that this is not the mode of volcanic 

emplacement proposed by Wilhelms and Squyres. With respect to tectonic processes, it 

is possible for an impact of the size suggested to leave a topographic imprint that would 

survive all subsequent geological events.

For these reasons, it is the currently most favoured hypothesis for crustal dichotomy 

formation, and for these reasons too Frey and Schultz continued to examine the possibility 

that the crustal dichotomy arose primordially as a consequence of erogenic impact.

2 .2 .4  P ro p o sa l O f Frey A nd  S ch u ltz , 1988

Their model resulted as an extension to the proposal of Wilhelms and Squyres. Their 

paper tests the Wilhelms and Squyres idea by estimating the total population of large 

impacts that might have occurred on Mars if the Borealis impact was the largest member 

of a D-2 impact population. It should be stated here that the D-2 impact population curve 

is considered to be the standard post-accretion cratering record for terrestrial planetary 

bodies in this solar system. Frey and Schultz stated the difference between the ‘expected’ 

and the ‘observed’ number of basins (i.e., those that are presently recognised on Mars) 

would provide an estimate of the number of ‘missing’ basins that must have been obscured 

or removed by subsequent geological processes, if both the Borealis Basin and the D-2 

population curve are valid concepts. They found that if Borealis were the largest basin then 

1> 5000-km, 3 to 4> 3000-km, 10> 2000-km and 40 to 50> 1000-km impact basins are 

‘missing’. Frey and Schultz said this poses a real problem to the mega-impact hypothesis 

that they attempted to account for in the following ways.

First, the Borealis impact did not occur, on the basis that the number of ‘missing’ basins 

would occupy an area which is equivalent to approximately 80% of the surface area of 

Mars, even allowing for overlap. Therefore, they cannot all be hidden under the younger 

geological complexes. Second, the D-2 distribution is not a valid approximation of the 

original impact basins on Mars if Mars was unique in its post-accretion cratering. Frey
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and Schultz said if this was the case then there is no known way to estimate the original 

impact population on Mars. However, since the D-2 distribution seems to be valid for 

large craters and impact basins on the other terrestrial planets in this solar system, they 

considered this not to be a satisfactory way to test whether the Borealis Basin did or did 

not occur. Finally, the Borealis Basin was a unique statistical fluke. Frey and Schultz 

stated that planetary unique events are not only possible but are becoming recognised 

as necessary to explain some events in planetary evolution; they did not give examples. 

In this way they considered that if the Borealis Basin is unique, a detailed study of the 

cratered highlands could reveal a significant number of very large craters not previously 

recognised, again assuming the D-2 distribution to be a valid approximation. However, 

they emphasised that Wilhelms and Squyres went to some length to argue that the Borealis 

Basin could be part of a normal population of impact basins formed on Mars and therefore, 

this argument cannot be combined with their proposal. In summary, Frey and Schultz 

concluded that this reasoning does not disprove the existence of the Borealis Basin, but it 

does cast doubts on its reality. Therefore, as a comparison they went on to determine the 

total population of large impacts that may have occurred on Mars if the Chryse Basin, the 

other largest currently recognised impact basin (see figure 2.3), was the largest member 

of the D-2 impact population.

Key To Figure 2.3

 : transition from highland to lowland terrain types

 : outer edge of the Tharsis and Elysium Provinces

= =  : outer edge of impact basins defined by Frey and Schultz

In this case Frey and Schultz determined the number of ‘missing’ basins to be 1> 2000 km 

and 7 to 8> 1000 km. They considered the numbers to be more modest and therefore, their 

removal by subsequent geological processes to be more feasible, compared to Borealis. For 

example, Frey and Schultz suggested they could be hidden under the younger geological 

units since they had determined that the ‘missing’ basins would occupy «  30% of the 

martian surface, an area equivalent to the area of the northern plains. In continuation 

Frey and Schultz proposed that since the ‘missing’ basins of the Chryse-largest case could 

fit into the area now occupied by the lowland plains there is a ‘possibility’ that the northern
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Figure 2.3: Location Of The Large Impact Basins In The Northern Lowlands
adapted from Frey and Schultz 1988
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lowlands, but not the plains that fill them, are the result of multiple overlapping large, but

not mega, impact basins. In this way, they considered the explanation of morphological

features associated with the crustal dichotomy to be more viable, 
they

First, ̂ stated that multiple impacts have the potential for greater crustal thinning and 

greater local distribution of heat than a single event, and so can more readily account 

for the rearrangement of lithospheric structure and subsequent prolonged volcanism, that 

have set the northern plains apart from the ancient cratered southern highlands. Further

more, they argued that the distribution of knobby terrain and detached plateaux is more 

consistent with many large impacts than a single immense one. The postulated impacts 

that they defined in this way are the Chryse, Utopia, Amazonis, Elysium and Isidis Basins 

(see figure 2.3). With closer inspection Frey and Schultz proposed that the overlapping 

nature of the postulated basins could also explain some of the geological detail observed 

within the northern plains, not accounted for in the Wilhelms and Squyres model. For 

example, they said that since the Elysium Basin is centred on the rim of the older Utopia 

Basin, this provided the necessary conditions for volcanism inside Utopia while allowing 

a certain degree of preservation of old cratered terrain outside (see figures 1.1 and 2.3). 

Additionally, they explained the variable topographic relief of the northern lowlands ae 

the result of enhanced mechanical thinning at regions of overlap; they did not test 

this statement by observing if regions of overlap were coincident with regions of low re

lief. Finally, Frey and Schultz postulated that the multiple impacts might have led to the 

formation of the Tharsis and Elysium Provinces, although they did not state how.

Frey and Schultz continued to explore their proposal by stating it had the advantage

that it could be extended to account for the crustal dichotomy observed on the Moon and
with

the crustal dichotomy observed on the Earth. In their comparison A the lunar crustal 

dichotomy (i.e., the separation into densely-cratered uplands and sparsely-cratered mare 

plains distributed throughout both hemispheres), they simply stated that it could be 

the result of a combination of large impact events that overlapped one another ‘in some 

places . In their comparison A the crustal dichotomy on Earth (i.e., the separation into 

‘thin’ oceanic crust and ‘thick’ continental crust distributed throughout both hemispheres), 

they stated it could be produced by a modest number of large overlapping impacts without 

the need for invoking ‘exceptional or unique’ events, that is plate tectonics?!
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Obvious flaws in their model must be mentioned. For example, the lack of corresponding 

antipodal effects for all of the proposed basins; they would be expected to be greater in this 

situation compared to Borealis, and yet were not investigated. Additionally, there is no 

mechanical explanation for the required focusing of simultaneous large impacts on a third 

of Mars (general agreement at the MEVTV meeting, Easton U.S.A. 1988) and in this way, 

their proposal for crustal dichotomy formation on Mars varies from that they proposed 

for the Moon and the Earth, since on the latter two planets the crustal dichotomy is 

observed to be distributed throughout both hemispheres. Finally, multiple impacts would 

be expected to produce a topography that includes areas higher than the original surface as 

well as lower; this is rarely observed. However, their work is commendable in that it closely 

scrutinizes the validity that the crustal dichotomy resulted from primordial, endogenic 

impact. Also, it highlights the ambiguities that arise when attempting to oversimplify the 

requisites to explain the crustal dichotomy.

2 .2 .5  P ro p o sa l O f M cG ill: from  p erson a l corresp on d en ce; n ot y e t in  

p rin t

McGill’s proposal varies from the previous four in that he determined the crustal dichotomy 

to have formed during the late Noachian to early Hesperian (see table 2.2), compared to 

it being a primordial feature; this observation serves as the anchorage of his proposal. 

The different timing for crustal dichotomy formation stems from three pieces of evidence 

he collected and unified. The first piece of evidence comes from detailed stratigraphical 

mapping of the boundary region in the eastern hemisphere, carried out by himself and 

Maxwell in 1988. From this work they determined that the highland-lowland boundary 

should be treated in its present form with respect to crustal dichotomy formation, and 

that the major structural events along the boundary region occurred between the late 

Noachian to early Hesperian. McGill attributes the structural events to be a consequence 

of crustal dichotomy formation. Second, he recognised that volcanic, fluvial and aeolian 

resurfacing rates also peaked during the late Noachian to early Hesperian (see tables 

2.2), and he considered that it was ‘rational’ for such resurfacing to be related to crustal 

dichotomy formation. Finally, from a detailed examination of the Viking line-of-sight 

gravity data McGill determined a weak negative anomaly to exist in the boundary regions.
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He considered this to indicate that the boundary had not yet regained equilibrium, as 

would be expected with primordial development. In conclusion, McGill recognised his 

new timing for crustal dichotomy formation would invalidate the previous proposals, and 

thus began a new proposal for the crustal dichotomy.

He began his proposal by attributing the topography to be due to crustal differences 

between the highland and lowland areas of Mars, where he considered the thickness dif

ferences to be the ‘most likely cause’ for the crustal variation. He did not consider the 

possibility that thickness differences resulted from a mega impact (I assume this to be 

on the basis that is not known a mega impact to occur late-stage in planetary history). 

Instead he employed an endogenic mechanism, and stated that these thickness differences 

could arise from extensional thinning of the crust above the rising half of a convection cell, 

or alternatively above a large cluster of mantle plumes. He considers such a subsurface 

situation to be feasible at this stage in martian history, since peak heat loss occurred 

between the late Noachian to early Hesperian (i.e., «  108 years after accretion), as im

plied by the volcanic record (see tables 2.1 to 2.4). Likewise, it is known on Earth that 

thermal plumes develop at the base of the mantle which have characteristic delay times 

in the order of 108 years. For this reason he decided that first order mantle convection, 

resulting before and during core formation, is not only feasible but a distinct possibility 

on Mars. McGill proceeded by saying that the subsurface thermal activity would produce

a large-scale, pervasive, long-lived stress regime, that would cause the surface rocks in the
w anner a l  depHn

overlying crust to be extended in a ductile A , and this would result in surface faulting. 

Thus he accounted for the fractured knobby terrain, scarps, and fretted terrain in the 

northern lowlands.

At this stage McGill points out his model uses the assumption that the crust was originally 

homogeneous, and therefore, concludes his mechanism must also involve the removal of 

a large volume of crustal material to create the thickness difference. He determined the 

removal of material would have been equivalent to 21 km of thinning and the lateral 

transport of «  199 km3 of crustal material; he did not explain how he arrived at this 

figure. Realising the 21-km thinning requisite was very large, he attempted to reduce it 

by proposing crustal thinning was accompanied by planetary expansion arising from the 

internal heating. However, he found that a radius increase of 275 km would be required for 

a significant reduction, and this he knew to be inconsistent with previous estimates that
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show only «  20 km of thermal expansion could occur with such a subsurface situation 

(personal communication with Solomon at the MEVTV meeting, Easton U.S.A. 1988). 

Therefore, he looked at other alternatives to account for the removal of crustal material, 

such as the proposal of Wise et al. He dismissed their concept of subsurface erosion 

and underplating beneath Tharsis on the basis | that it does not match the geometry of 

the lowlands. He determined that the geometry of the lowlands implies roughly radial 

extension that he considered to be related to outward radial heat flow in the mantle 

during crustal thinning. Therefore, McGill invented an ‘endogenic dispersal process’ that 

involves widespread redistribution of crustal material. In this way, he accounted for the 

geometry of the northern lowlands, by proposing that extensional thinning of the crust was 

accompanied by widespread lateral redistribution of crust, whereby a larger volume was 

accreted to the bottom of the upland crust in a zone peripheral to the lowland, compared 

to the remainder of the lowland. He suggests that this extra subsurface crust peripheral 

to the northern lowlands has not been entirely compensated and hence, produces the 

broad negative gravity anomaly along the boundary that he found to exist in the Viking 

line-of-sight gravity data. He continues to propose that the edges of the lowland crustal 

slab were dismembered, and distributed uniformly around the globe in a way that did 

not significantly increase the average crustal thickness of the highland. He says this 

observation is important because it explains why there is little geological or geophysical 

evidence indicating where crustal material removed to create the northern lowlands now 

resides.

McGill’s proposal should be treated leniently because it is still in its preliminary stages.
I

Even so, I found his model I is piecemeal in construction; whereby he introduced

new observations during the course of his text that subsequently shaped his previous 

deductions, and unlike the previous proposals, there is no set framework that can be 

referred to. For these reasons, I found his model difficult to decipher. Additionally, 

two basic weaknesses exist in his early proposal that need to be mentioned. First, the 

‘endogenic dispersal process’ is not fully understood, even by McGill, and there is no 

analogue on Earth with which it can be compared. Since the ‘endogenic dispersal process’ 

constitutes the essence of his proposal for the crustal dichotomy, this should be considered 

a major flaw. Finally, on a lesser scale, McGill neglects to discuss whether, or how, the 

Tharsis and Elysium Provinces axe important to his hypothesis. Despite these criticisms,
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McGill’s model is jhelpful in that he was the first person to consider the highland- 

lowland boundary region as an important region to investigate with respect to a proposal 

for the crustal dichotomy. In the first four proposals it has not been examined on the 

basis that it has suffered scarp retreat after creation of the relief difference (for a full 

description on scarp retreat see section 3.6.3.2). However, McGill extracted information 

from the highland-lowland boundary region that he considered important to the time and 

mode of formation of the crustal dichotomy. In this way, he brings a new perspective 

into the debate of the martian crustal dichotomy by suggesting it may be a ‘late-stage’ 

development feature on Mars, compared to having a primordial origin. Therefore, his 

observations of the highland-lowland boundary region, and his evidence for the proposed 

new time of formation, are important to examine.

2.3 Sum m ary O f Previous Proposals For C rustal D ichoto

m y Form ation

It is apparent that the proposals for crustal dichotomy formation so far have attempted 

to explain a possible mode of creation for the lowland relief, without first carrying out 

extensive research of the surface features on Mars, to ascertain if they provide clues to the 

formation of the crustal dichotomy. It is now accepted that it is vital to examine individ

ual aspects of the crustal dichotomy (general agreement at the MEVTV meeting, Easton 

U.S.A. 1988), in order for a robust mechanism to be proposed. Especially important is 

inspection of the highland-lowland boundary region (the fundamental plane of separation 

into highland and lowland terrain), the chronology of geological processes considered rel

evant to the crustal dichotomy, and their correlation to one another. I have approached 

such work by making use of concepts already established about martian geology. Howev

er, it must be stressed that with the opportunities of forthcoming missions to Mars, from 

which a bonanza of returned scientific data is anticipated, it is likely that any currently 

attractive models concerning martian geology will shortly have to be revised, perhaps in a 

radical manner. Even so, it must be acknowledged that a fairly large body of conventional 

wisdom has been developed regarding the geology of Mars with the information available, 

although many questions remain. I have endeavoured to clarify and summarise such con

cepts in chapter three, before commencing my own research as will be outlined in chapter
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four. In this way it is hoped that advances can still be made; waste not, want not!
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C hapter 3

R eview  O f Surface Features On 

M ars

‘YOU’LL FIND THAT NO EASY PROBLEMS EVER COME TO THE PRES

IDENT OF THE UNITED STATES. IF THEY ARE EASY TO SOLVE, 

SOMEBODY ELSE HAS ALREADY SOLVED THEM’: DWIGHT EISEN

HOWER.

3.1 A tm ospheric Effects On T he M artian Surface

The martian atmosphere differs from our own in two primary ways. First, it is thin, ap-
the density op

proximately one hundredth^that on Earth (Carr and Evans 1980). Carr (1986) speculated 

that the thin atmosphere represents only a fraction of the volatiles that have outgassed 

from the planet, as would be expected by analogy with Earth. He proposed jthat large 

amounts of volatiles, especially carbon dioxide and nitrogen, escaped as a result of pro

cesses at the top of the atmosphere, enhanced by the low gravity on Mars (see table 1.1). 

Additionally, he considered a significant fraction of volatiles, especially of carbon dioxide 

and water, to reside in the megaregolith, or near-surface rocks, at high to middle lati

tudes. This is indicated by fluidized ejecta patterns around superimposed craters (that 

axe thought to arise from entrainment of volatiles from the megaregolith during impact; 

Carr et al. 1977, and Horner 1988), and high seasonal water vapour fluctuations between 

the atmosphere and megaregolith (that are thought to indicate water-rich near-surface
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Composition Of The Atmosphere At The Surfaces Of Mars And Earth 

Source: Carr 1981 from Owen et al. 1977, p.25, and Allen 1973, p.119

GAS PERCENTAGE

MARS EARTH

Carbon dioxide % 95.32 % 0.03

Nitrogen % 2.70 % 78.08

Argon % 1.60% 0.93

Oxygen % 0.13 % 20.95

Carbon monoxide % 0.07% 6 <-► 10.0

Water % 0.03 % 0.10 ~  2.80

Neon ppm 2.50 ppm 0.002

Krypton ppm 0.30 ppm 100

Xenon ppm 0.08 ppm 0.87

Ozone ppm 0.03 ppm 1 <-* 10

Table 3.1: Atmospheric Gas Content On Earth And Mars Compared

rocks; Squyres 1979) at these locations.

Second, the chemistry is different (see table 3.1).

Despite the two primary differences, similarities of the martian atmosphere to that on 

Earth include regional and seasonal weather patterns, pressure variations, and global wind 

regimes. These three factors influence the nature of the surface geology, and therefore it 

is important to clarify the way in which they do so.

3 .1 .1  T em p eratu re  E ffects

Mars has seasons, like Earth, because the rotation axis is inclined at 25°from the orbital 

plane (Glasstone 1968, p.55). The seasons in each hemisphere are of unequal lengths 

and intensities, because of the eccentricity of the orbit around the Sun (see table 1.1; 

Glasstone 1968, p.55). Consequently the south has short, hot summers and long, cold 

winters, whereas seasons in the north are less extreme.

The temperature of the atmosphere at the surface of Mars is largely governed by the
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temperature of the ground, and the amount of dust in the atmosphere. Average daily 

temperatures range from 200 K at the equator to 150 K at the winter pole (Fanale et 

al. 1976), and diurnal temperatures vary by 70 K, as recorded at Viking lander sites (see 

figure 1.1), during the Viking mission (Hess et al. 1977).

The primary importance of temperature variation to surface geology is that it affects the 

wind regime (see section 3.1.3), and also controls the subsurface distribution of ice (see 

section 3.2.2.4).

3 .1 .2  P ressu re  E ffects

The pressure at the surface of Mars varies according to elevation, being greater in low ele

vation regions. There is considerable relief on Mars, and therefore the effect is substantial. 

For example, the floor of Hellas stands 4 km below the reference datum (see table 1.1), 

and the summit of Olympus Mons stands 27 km above, giving an elevation range of 31 

km, and resulting in a surface pressure variation of a factor of ten (Seiff and Kirk 1977, 

quoted by Carr 1981, p.25).

Pressure variations also occur as a function of time, and result from carbon dioxide freezing 

out onto the polar caps during winter, having been transported there by the latitudinal 

temperature gradient. This pressure cycle is dominated by temperature variations at the 

South Pole (see section 3.1.1). Compared to the North Pole the longer and colder winters 

in the south allow more carbon dioxide to be incorporated into the polar cap, and the 

shorter and hotter summers allow more complete sublimation of the seasonal cap. In this 

way a seasonal surface pressure variation of a factor of two was recorded at both Viking 

landing sites (Hess et al. 1977). Finally, adsorption and desorption of carbon dioxide into 

the megaregolith may also contribute to the pressure variations (Hess et al. 1977).

The primary importance of pressure variations to surface geology is that they affect the 

wind regime (see section 3.1.3).

3 .1 .3  W in d  E ffects

The planetwide atmospheric circulation is controlled by seasonal variations in surface 

temperature (see section 3.1.1), condensation and evaporation of carbon dioxide from
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the Poles (see section 3.1.2), and Coriolis forces. The local circulation pattern is also 

perturbed by local temperature and pressure anomalies (see sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2). It 

is in this way that temperature, pressure, and wind effects are inter-related, to produce 

wind speeds rarely exceeding 5 ms-1 (although wind speeds may reach 50 ms-1 during 

southern summer dust storms; Carr and Evans 1980). Therefore the extent to which wind 

modifies the surface needs to be clarified.

That wind erodes the martian surface cannot be doubted. The uncertainty is where 

and to what extent. Despite the thin atmosphere and moderate wind speeds, aeolian 

processes are evident on Mars, as indicated by planetwide dust storms, a dust mantle 

of varying thickness covering high to middle latitudes, yardangs, layered terrain at polar 

and equatorial latitudes, and a vast, morphologically youthful dune field surrounding the 

North Pole. However, an ancient cratered topography, considered to be over 3 ba old (see 

table 2.1), survives over much of the planet, and many plains, such as Chryse Planitia 

(also billions of years old; see table 2.2), have crisp wrinkle ridges and well-defined craters 

at a scale of 100 m. From these observations it can be determined that it is only at a 

scale of 10 to 100 m that aeolian effects are significant (Arvidson et al. 1979), and thus it 

appears that wind does not play a prominent role in modification of the martian surface, 

but simply contributes to small-scale geological landforms.

3.2 G eological Landforms Controlled B y A tm ospheric Ef

fects

The martian surface illustrates a variety of landforms that are atmospherically controlled. 

It is of advantage to distinguish these landforms so that they can be recognised during 

the course of mapping, and thus be treated independently of landforms important to the 

crustal dichotomy.
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3 .2 .1  A eo lia n  F eatu res

3.2.1.1 A lbedo Patterns

In many parts of Mars light and dark streaks and splotches extend downwards from craters, 

or other features that present obstacles to the uniform flow of air across the surface (Carr 

1981, p.160). They are usually evenly displaced to one side of the obstacle. Light streaks 

are thought to be caused by the differential accumulation, and dark streaks by differential 

erosion, of wind- blown debris (Greeley et al. 1974, El Baz et al. 1979), especially during 

major dust storms (Carr 1981, p.160). In this way their orientation can be used to indicate 

wind direction at the time they formed.

3.2.1.2 Yardangs

Yardangs refer to elongate, streamlined, wind-eroded ridges aligned parallel to the dom

inant wind direction. On Earth, they provide definitive evidence for wind erosion, since 

they form when topographic irregularities on a surface become emphasised by sustained 

wind action. A large array of yardangs is thought to exist on Mars in southern Amazonis 

(see figure 1.1; Carr 1981, p.78), where they occur mainly in a sparsely-cratered layered 

deposit that overlies the old cratered terrain and local lava plains. The origin of the de

posits is unclear, but they were considered by Carr to be easily erodible material such as 

ignimbrite, porous lava or aeolian material. In other areas yardangs are uncommon.

3.2.1.3 Layered Terrain

Fine, horizontally layered terrain can be identified in polar and equatorial regions. At the 

Poles the layered terrain extends outward for 10°, to the 80°latitude circles (Carr 1981, 

p.172). It lies on the old cratered terrain in the south, and the younger plains in the north. 

It has a smooth, gently undulating surface that is essentially crater free, and therefore has 

been dated as late Amazonian (see table 2.4). In equatorial regions layered terrain is found 

in the Valles Marineris canyons (see figure 1.1), where it forms isolated, irregular hills or 

flat-topped mesas, in the centre of the canyons. It has been dated as late Hesperian to 

early Amazonian age, forming after the creation of the canyons (see tables 2.3 and 2.4).

At the Poles it is accepted that the layered terrain is formed by the cyclic deposition
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of volatiles and dust, carried to the polar regions in the winter months by virtue of the 

latitudinal temperature gradient (Cutts 1973, Arvidson et al. 1979). A depositional origin 

is unlikely for the layered terrain in Valles Marineris, for two reasons. First, the equatorial 

location of Valles Marineris means aeolian-Jborne material will be carried away from such 

sites during the winter months. Second, the layered terrain is restricted to the centre of 

the canyon floors, and a depositional mechanism would be expected to form a deposit that 

abuts against the walls of the canyons. Therefore, alternative origins for the equatorial 

layered terrain have been proposed, including:

1. It represents erosional remnants of materials into which the canyons were cut (Malin 

1976, quoted by Carr 1981, p.132); or

2. It formed by deposition in lakes present within Valles Marineris (McCauley 1978, 

quoted by Carr 1981, p. 132). This proposal was prompted by observing the hori

zontal nature and continuity of the beds, but would require long-lasting bodies of 

standing water to have existed in the canyons. At this stage it should be pointed out 

that it has been speculated that the atmosphere on Mars was substantially thicker, 

and the climate warmer during the first 700 ma of the planet’s history (Carr 1979). 

This was inferred from the existence of immature drainage networks, presumed to 

be water worn, that are pervasive throughout the high-standing old cratered ter

rain (see section 3.5). However, it is important to realise that there is increasing 

scepticism regarding the validity of this speculation, on the basis that the drainage 

networks could have developed under alternative conditions (see section 3.5.1). Fur

thermore, Carr (1986) outlined that if the martian atmosphere developed in a similar 

manner to the atmosphere on Eaxth, then it would have outgassed before the geo

logical record emerged following the decline in the impact-rate 3.8 ba ago, and the 

low amounts of erosion and infilling of the high-standing old cratered terrain suggest 

the atmosphere has not been thick for any significant period of time, as required. 

Therefore the speculation is tenuous. Even so, McCauley used this assumption, and 

suggested that the layered terrain developed during such clement periods of climate 

and thicker atmosphere. However, this use of the assumption is even inconsistent 

stratigraphically (see tables 2.1 to 2.4).

Therefore the first interpretation is preferred, although the origin of the layered terrain at
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equatorial latitudes remains controversial.

3.2.1.4 Sand Dunes

Dune-like features are evident on Mars, and the similarity in size and form between dunes 

on Earth and Mars indicates that surface materials have responded to wind action in the 

same way on both planets, despite differences in atmospheric density (see section 3.1), and 

wind speeds (see section 3.1.3). However, the global distribution of dunes differs greatly on 

the two planets. On Earth the most extensive sand dunes are in the mid- to low-latitude 

deserts, whereas on Mars most dunes are in high latitudes. In the North Pole an almost 

continuous expanse of dunes forms a collar, in places 500-km across, around the layered 

terrain, while in the south dune fields form discrete deposits within craters. In equatorial 

latitudes dunes are much less common, but are sometimes present in sheltered areas such 

as parts of Valles Marineris, and in some depressions along the highland-lowland boundary.

The source of material involved in the formation of the martian dunes is unclear. On 

Earth it is known that dunes form by the long-term accumulation of sand (Wilson 1973, 

quoted by Carr 1981, p.159), and that the sand is dominantly composed of quartz. Quartz 

is largely derived from silicic rocks (e.g., granites and granodiorites), and suech rocks are 

thought to be lacking on Mars (see section 3.3.3.2). It is known that other rock-forming 

minerals do not normally form sands on Earth because they are susceptible to  mechanical 

and chemical weathering that results in the production of clay minerals. Therefore, garnet 

has been proposed as an alternative to quartz, because it is sufficiently hard to  withstand 

the erosive action of wind, and it is more consistent than quartz with speculated petrologies 

of the martian soil (McGetchin and Smyth 1978, quoted by Carr 1981, p. 15®)- It was also 

proposed that sand-sized particles could be produced by electrostatic aggregation, or frost 

cementation in the polar regions, of smaller particles (Krinsley et al. 1979, quoted by Carr 

1981, p.158). However, there is uncertainty regarding the validity of this proposal on the 

basis that such aggregates would be constantly destroyed during continual reworking over 

the thousands to millions of years required to form dunes (Sagan et al. 19'77', quoted by 

Carr 1981, p.158).

The North Polar dunes cause most speculation with respect to their mode off formation, 

because of their restricted location and regularity in spacing. It las not Ibesen resolved
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whether they are a permanent feature of the planet, or the result of the planet’s current 

position in the precessional cycle (Carr 1981, p.160). In the latter situation Carr proposed 

that, if the sand is composed of bonded aggregates which readily disintegrate and reform, 

then the interchange of dust, and ultimately sand, between the two poles could occur on 

the precessional cycle every 25000 years, by means of dust storms; thereby the preferential 

deposition in the north can be explained. However, he recognised that, if the sand is 

permanently bonded, then interchange between the two poles could not be achieved in 

this way, and hence the dunes must be a permanent feature. Carr (1981, p.160) therefore 

proposed that sand is more abundant in the north because of fluvial processes, whereby 

the large flood features draining northwards (see figure 1.1 and section 3.5), supplied 

copious amounts of fragmental debris for dune formation; there are no comparable flood 

features draining to the south, explaining the reduced presence of dune formation in these 

regions. I favour this latter alternative since it provides a simple explanation making use 

of morphological information.

3 .2 .2  Ice  R e la ted  F eatu res

The morphology of three superimposed landforms is thought to suggest the presence of 

subsurface ice on Mars. They are debris flows, concentric crater fill and terrain softening.

3.2.2.1 Debris Flows

‘Debris flows’ refers to young (see table 2.4), smooth, convex upward sloping landforms 

with surface lineations, seen to surround the bases of escarpments on the surface of Mars. 

They are focused on two latitude bands between 30 to 55°N and 30 to 55°S. The distribu

tion therein is not homogeneous, but is concentrated around fractured highland material 

(see figure 3.1).

Key To Figure 3.1

 : transition from highland to lowland terrain types

 : outer edge of the Tharsis and Elysium Provinces

m : debris flow
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Figure 3.
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• : concentric crater fill

Description of Figure 3.1.

The most extensive deposits are found within the fretted terrain (e.g., Nilosyrtis Mensae,

Deuteronilus Mensae and Protonilus Mensae), the highland inliers north of the Thar sis

uplift (i.e., Tempe Fossae, Mareotis Fossae and a crescent shaped area «  20PN of Olympus

Mons), and around the Hellas and Argyre Basins. They are also found in Phlegra Montes,

the base of highlands at the south-west edge of Acidalia Planitia, and around isolated 
from.

knobby hills protruding the northern lowland plains.

At other latitude bands around fractured material, and in other terrain types in the specified 

latitude bands, debris flows are lacking. (For example, the well consolidated lava flows 

around Alba Patera are cut by numerous grabenS} and occur within the northern latitude 

band, but debris flows are not found at the base of the escarpments; Carr 1986). Squyres 

(1979) stated that this implies two conditions are essential for their formation. First, 

the latitudinal distribution of debris flows indicates a climatic influence on the formation 

mechanism. Second, accessibility to weakly consolidated material must be required for their 

formation.

Using these two deductions Squyres (1979) forwarded a mechanism explaining debris flow 

formation. He said the latitudinal distribution of debris flows is readily understood if ice 

is involved in their formation. He had established that the two latitude bands are prone 

to high annual frost deposition, and also that ambient surface temperatures are such that 

ice can be maintained near surface, while permitting flow at slow rates by dislocation 

creep. Furthermore, Squyres considered the presence of debris flows around the bases 

of escarpments of fractured highland material to indicate material from the scarp face is 

involved in their formation. Thus Squyres decided that debris flows formed from an ice 

and debris mixture. He concluded his proposal by suggesting that ice condensing from 

the atmosphere and present in the adjacent escarpment (by analogy with rock glaciers on 

Earth) combined with eroded debris on the scarp face. This produced the convex upward 

slopes by creep deformation throughout the entire thickness of the landform, rather than 

by movement of a near-surface process such as frost creep and gelifluction (as originally 

proposed by Carr and Schaber in 1977). Squyres (1979) considered the surface lineations 

on the debris flows to support his proposal. Thus he accounted for the final form of the
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debris flows, and thus the genesis of the term ‘debris flow’ is revealed.

3.2.2.2 Concentric Crater Fill

Concentric crater fill refers to the concentric ridges found on impact crater floors, occurring 

between latitudes + /- 30 to 55°. Squyres (1979) suggested they developed where debris 

flows are confined within impact craters, and the inward flow of material results in the 

concentric ridges. Alternatively, Williams and Zimbelman (1988) suggested they represent 

aeolian material eroded from the crater rims and slumping of this material results in 

the concentric ridges. Therefore, some uncertainty surrounds the origin, although both 

proposals imply concentric crater fill to be an atmospherically controlled landform.

3.2.2.3 Terrain Softening

Terrain softening refers to a distinctive style of landform degradation apparent in high 

resolution images, between latitudes + /- 30 to 55°. At these locations crater rim crests 

are rounded, and crater rims are concave upwards. The terrain between craters has a 

smooth, rolling character, and lacks sharp ridges and hills which are common at low 

latitudes.

Squyres and Carr (1986) considered two alternatives for the development of terrain soft

ening. First, due to burial by aeolian debris, and second, due to ice-creep of the near- 

surface materials (as would be expected by observing the latitudinal restriction; see section 

3.2.2.1). They determined the first alternative is inconsistent with morphology, on the ba

sis that aeolian debris would drape over the terrain to produce convex upward slopes, hide 

the observed sharp basal breaks in slope, and preferentially obscure small-scale knobs, pits 

and impact craters (this is not observed). Therefore, the latter alternative is favoured.

3.2.2.4 Summary Of Ice-related Features

Although it is considered that debris flows, concentric crater fill and terrain softening are 

most readily explained by the presence of ground ice (Squyres 1979, Squyres and Carr 

1986, and Carr 1986), there is no direct evidence of ice at the surface, except at the 

North Pole where a remnant water-ice cap is exposed in the summer months (Carr 1986).
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Accordingly the evidence for ground ice is circumstantial. However, Squyres and Carr 

(1986) found the morphological argument gains credence when correlated with present 

latitudinal mean ground-surface temperatures. They found that within 30°of the equator, 

where the landforms are absent, the temperatures are always above atmospheric frost point 

( «200 K) at all depths. Hence Squyres and Carr realised that ice would be unstable and 

would escape to the atmosphere via sublimation and diffusion through the megaregolith, 

unless hindered by a compact, fine-grained regolith. At latitudes around 40°, where the 

landforms are dominant, they found the temperatures are below frost point (close to 215 

K), from a depth of a few tens of centimetres to kilometres. Thus ice could be retained, 

and in a form that is suitable to allow flow. At latitudes about + /- 55°, where less well- 

developed flow features occur, they found temperatures are between 160 to 200 K. They 

noted that such temperatures cause an increase in viscosity of ice, and therefore Squyres 

and Carr proposed that creep would only be effective in a thin active layer affected by 

periods of warmer climate. In this way, they attributed less well developed flow features 

to a change in rheology of ground ice. In this way they showed a direct correlation to exist 

between atmospheric conditions and the distribution of the features they interpreted as 

being ice-associated.

Finally, the argument for the presence of subsurface ice on Mars is further strengthened by 

thermodynamic calculations carried out by Fanale et al. (1986). They developed a ther

mal diffusive model of water kinetics and water equilibrium, to investigate the long-term 

evolution, and depth distribution, of subsurface ice in the martian megaregolith. Their 

model predicts the long-term desiccation of equatorial regions and retention of ground 

ice at middle to high latitudes; thus it is consistent with the morphological studies. In 

this way the proposal for subsurface ground ice on Mars has become an established con

cept in martian geology and the speculated ground-ice distribution has been illustrated 

diagrammatically (see figure 3.2).

It should be noted that the origin of ice is unclear. Two alternatives include emplace

ment during an early period of intense outgassing, and emplacement during continuous 

outgassing throughout the planet’s history. Both alternatives are feasible. In either case, 

intense early meteoritic brecciation is thought to be responsible for the apparent capability 

of the deep regolith to hold large amounts of water (Carr 1986).
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Figure 3.2: Speculated Distribution of Subsurface Ground Ice on Mars;
source: Carr 1981, p.188
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3 .2 .3  S u m m a ry

It is clear that atmospheric effects result in subsidiary geological features unrelated to the 

crustal dichotomy. At this stage, the origin of the plains material will be discussed to 

clarify its relation to the crustal dichotomy.

3.3 Origin O f T he M artian Plains

The chief limitation involved in attempting to constrain models of plains formation is 

the difficulty in identifying distinctive landforms within the plains that unambiguously 

characterise the composition of the plains-forming material remotely. Lava rilles and 

wrinkle ridges are cited as classical examples of landforms that can be used as exclusive 

photogeological evidence of volcanic material. It is of advantage to review these landforms 

to establish the validity of their application. Furthermore, they should not be confused 

with geology directly related to the crustal dichotomy.

3 .3 .1  F ea tu res  In d ica tiv e  O f V olcan ic  M a ter ia l

3.3.1.1 Lava Rilles

Lava rilles describe features that are typically several kilometres wide, and hundreds of 

kilometres long. They are often sinuous, sometimes branched, and commonly have a crater 

at one end.

Guest and Greeley (1977, p.62) proposed that lava rilles may form either as lava channels 

that produce lava tubes, or by erosion of flowing lava.

Lava channels form in fluid, low-viscosity lava, by analogy with Earth (Greeley 1971, 

quoted by Guest and Greeley 1977, p.62). Greeley proposed that when fluid lava spreads 

away from the point of extrusion, the top surface begins to form a crust due to surface 

cooling. He suggested that this crust will thicken in the areas where the flow is moving 

more slowly, and it is only in the regions of more rapid movement that the flow remains 

fully mobile so that flow can be restricted to well-defined channels in the lava. Greeley 

noted that such a channel may form a crust, leaving a subterranean river of lava, and that 

once the lava supply stops, existent fluid lava will continue to flow, leaving behind a lava
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tube. In this state a lava tube cannot be identified photogeologically because it is hidden 

from the surface by the thin crust developed during formation. However, an impact or 

a Marsquake could cause the roof to collapse, resulting in either an open channel at the 

surface, or a lava tube exposed at the surface by ‘windows’ or ‘skylights’. In either case 

photogeological identification is possible.

Lava erosion is thought to occur by thermal incision. In this process the walls and floors 

surrounding the lava flow become sufficiently heated to induce flow, so that the host 

material is incorporated into the lava flow. In this way a lava channel becomes established, 

and essentially remains fixed in position. It is further incised if lava flow is sustained over 

the surface. The observed sinuosity of lava rilles is explained as an inheritance from the 

initial flow of lava over the surface. However, for this process to be effective it requires 

fast-flowing, turbulent lava flow of long duration; this is thought to be the reason why lava 

erosion is rare on Earth since most eruptions are of short duration (Guest and Greeley 

1977, p.62). For these reasons lava channel development is considered the usual process 

for lava rille formation.

In summary, lava rilles have a two-fold photogeological importance. First, they repre

sent morphological indicators of low-viscosity lava. Second, they mark the paths of lava 

flow, and since lava flows under the influence of gravity, they frequently exploit existing 

topographic lows; thus they can be used to infer the existence of a subsurface valley pho

togeologically. These deductions axe conclusive, because lava rilles are well documented 

on the Earth and the Moon, and so their mode of formation is understood. Therefore, it 

is essential that they are mapped, and are not confused with fluvial features (see section 

3.5), or with grabens (see section 3.7.1), that are both morphologically and genetically 

different.

3.3.1.2 W rinkle Ridges

Wrinkle ridges are classically described as consisting of a rise, a broad arch and an associ

ated narrow sinuous ridge. They may be segmented, to form an ‘en echelon’ arrangement. 

Detailed analysis shows that almost all wrinkle ridges mark a regional elevation offset and 

so axe asymmetrical. Golombek et al. (1988), determined the dimensions of wrinkle ridges 

to be typically «  10-km wide, by «  100-m high, with a regional elevation offset range
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between «  10 to 1000 m where detectable.

Their use to identify volcanic material on Mars photogeologically is based on observing 

the context of analogous structures on the Moon and the Earth. On the Moon they are 

found in the basaltic mare plains, and on Earth they are found in the Miocene Columbian 

flood basalt formation, U.S.A (Watters 1988). Additionally, their formation is frequently 

attributed to a volcanic origin, and if correct this would certainly provide unambiguous 

evidence for volcanic material. For example:

1. Strom and Fielder (1971) interpreted mare ridges on the Moon to be dike, sill or 

laccolith-type intrusions along major fractures;

2. Wilhelms (1989) attributed wrinkle ridges in the highlands of Mars, to sill emplace

ment;

3. Howard and Muehlberger (1973, quoted by Guest and Greeley 1977, p.70) attributed 

wrinkle ridges to uparched surface strata produced by magma in fissures below the 

surface pushing up; and

4. Hodges (1974, quoted by Guest and Greeley 1977, p.70) attributed wrinkle ridges 

to local movements of crust over subsurface, convecting, liquid magma by analogy 

with lava lakes in Hawaii and lunar maxe.

However recent work carried out by Golombek et al. (1988), Plescia (1988), Watters 

(1988), and Zuber (1989) favours a tectonic origin for wrinkle ridge formation. This in

volves either folding or faulting, where the latter alternative is preferred since faulting can 

readily explain the observed asymmetry. In continuation, Plescia and Golombek (1986) 

acknowledged that wrinkle ridge formation may be independent of surface composition, 

using analogies with Earth. For example, they showed that wrinkle ridges formed in sandy, 

lateritic soil in Meckering, Australia, and limestones and sandstones in El Asnam, Algeria. 

If their comparisons axe correct, caxe must be taken when using wrinkle ridges to deter

mine volcanic material unambiguously. Even so, such precautions are often bypassed by 

recognising that the faulting mechanism is also the presently-preferred interpretation for 

wrinkle ridge formation in the maxe basalts on the Moon (Watters 1988), and by speculat

ing that wrinkle ridge formation may ultimately have a volcanic origin and subsequently be 

accompanied by brittle fracture to cause the regional elevation offset (Guest and Murray
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1976, quoted by Guest and Greeley 1977, p.70). Therefore, wrinkle ridges are frequently 

quoted to indicate volcanic material on Mars.

In summary, the preferred approach for a conclusive recognition of plains material is to 

identify several landforms typical of a plains-forming material (e.g., the combined presence 

of wrinkle ridges, flow fronts and lava rilles for volcanic material), supplemented with a 

careful analysis of boundary morphology (that is with respect to superposition relation

ships, erosional escarpments, crispness of boundary detail and evidence of flow of plains 

material). With this viewpoint the following proposals have been made thus far with 

respect to the origin of the martian plains.

3 .3 .2  O rig in  O f T h e  S o u th ern  U p lan d  P la in s

Southern upland plains can be divided into two types, namely ridged plains and plateau 

material. Ridged plains are assumed to be volcanic, on the basis that they possess wrinkle 

ridges (see section 3.3.1.2), and surround recognised volcanic constructs (e.g., Tyrrhena 

Patera; see figure 1.1 and section 3.4.1). However, the composition of the plateau material 

is controversial.

Plateau material refers to a thin mantling of material over the highlands, the surface of

which is often etched, and degraded by runoff channels (see section 3.5). It contains a

morphologically distinct crater type, that lacks a raised rim and evidence for an ejecta 
and

blanket^m which the floors have been levelled by plateau material. It is this crater type 

that forms the basis of proposals made so far for the plateau material.

For example, Maxwell and McGill (1988) determined the maximum diameters for the 

modified craters to be 40 km. Using martian diameter to rim-height curves, they proposed 

that there must have been removal or deposition of 300 to 600 m of material to produce 

the observed craters. They favoured an erosional stripping mechanism of the crater rims 

and ejecta, rather than a mechanism involving deposition of material up to the rim crest. 

To enable such ‘erosional stripping’ Maxwell and McGill proposed that the uplands were 

covered by transient ice-rich deposits of varying thickness, that when later removed also 

caused erosion of the crater rims. Conversely, Wilhelms (1974) preferred a volcanic origin 

for the plateau material, based on analogy with lunar plains. Alternatively, I suggest that 

deposition of material, for example from volcanic air-fall deposits, may have caused the
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crater rims to be subdued. This would remove the requirement of a transient ice-rich 

deposit (the idea itself being ‘ad hoc’), and could explain the degraded surface since air- 

fall deposits are susceptible to degradation, by analogy with Earth. However, th^ exact 

cause of planation is uncertain.

3 .3 .3  O rig in  O f T h e  N o rth ern  L ow land P la in s

The northern lowlands constitute the bulk of plains material on Mars, and formed over

a protracted period of time from the early Hesperian until the Amazonian (see tables

2.2 to 2.4). I suggest that their location Implies the material involved in their formation 
bave. been
mayAimportant in the process of crustal dichotomy formation, and their extended devel

opment may provide insight into the mode of crustal dichotomy formation. Therefore the 

two alternative arguments for their formation (sedimentary versus volcanic) need to be 

weighted.

3.3.3.1 A rgum ent For A Sedim entary Origin

A sedimentary origin has been proposed for plains formation on the basis that Mais may 

have had a significant climatic history (Parker and Saunders 1988, see section 32.1.3). 

Despite the uncertainty of the assumption (see section 3.2.1.3), examples cited of sedi

mentary deposits include alluvial fans (De Hon 1988), and polygonal terrain (Hills 1988, 

Maxwell and McGill 1988, and McGill 1990). De Hon postulated that alluvial fan? have 

formed broad cones of low relief at the junction of outflow channel systems with the low

er plains (see figure 1.1), by comparison with African wadis on Earth. For examile, he 

proposed an alluvial fan exists at the mouth of Maja Valles, where the outflow fron the 

confines of the Maja canyon empties onto Chryse Planitia (see figure 1.1).

Polygonal terrain is extensive in Mare Acidalium and Utopia Planitia (see figure l l ) .  It 

refers to terrain in which the surface is cut by cracks with steep walls that close downward 

in a ‘V’ shape or are flat-floored. The cracks partly intersect to form a rough polygonal 

pattern tens to hundreds of kilometres across. Intersection angles range from 90°tol20°, 

and sometimes occur at «  60°. Occasionally the cracks appear to outline a circh, and 

this has been considered to reflect the presence of an underlying crater (Hills 1981). Ia 

continuation of this observation Hills (1988) proposed that the polygons formed ty the
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differential consolidation of sedimentary material over a buried cratered topography. This 

varies from the sedimentary origin of Maxwell and McGill (1988), who proposed that the 

polygons formed by the desiccation of sediments. Maxwell and McGill alleged that the 

sedimentary material came from the neighbouring outflow channels, or from the eroded 

cratered terrain boundary and the northern plateaux, especially with respect to Adamas 

Labyrinthus. McGill (1990) states that this is feasible, since the ages of the specified 

activities are coincident (see table 2.2).

However, alternative proposals have also been put forward for the origin of the polygonal 

terrain. These proposals assume the pattern of cracks to indicate uniform tension in all 

directions within the plane of the surface. Similar patterns commonly form on Earth 

where horizontal tensional stresses develop because of cooling effects or desiccation. On 

this basis the alternative origins proposed for their formation (as suggested by Mutch et 

al. 1977, quoted by Carr 1981, p.23), include:

1. The contraction of lava on cooling, although the lack of identifiable flows at the 

surface argues against this hypothesis;

2. Desiccation of water-saturated clays exposed at the surface. This hypothesis gains 

some support from the dominant clay signature of material analysed at the Viking 

lander sites;

3. Ice wedging, using analogues to the patterned ground in Arctic regions on Earth; 

and

4. Tensional tectonics as a result of large-scale warping of the surface, on the basis that 

the polygonal terrain is found in the lowest region of the northern plains, below the 

-2-km contour.

Therefore, there is much uncertainty surrounding the origin of the polygonal terrain, and 

it must be accepted that the evidence favouring a sedimentary origin for northern plains 

formation is minimal.
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3.3.3.2 Argument For A Volcanic Origin

The general consensus is that the northern plains are principally of volcanic origin, as 

indicated by the combined presence of lobate flow fronts, wrinkle ridges and lava rilles. 

Additionally, marginal locations of the plains show no erosion but are either lobate, or 

thin gradually. Using this criterion Carr (1986) positively identified volcanic plains around 

Tharsis, Elysium and Syria Planum, where lava flows are readily visible, and Chryse Plani

tia, Lunae and Sinai Planum, where flows are rare but wrinkle ridges plentiful (see figure

1.1). He suggested a possible third type of volcanic plain is represented by Isidis Plani

tia (see figure 1.1), which possesses numerous lines of small cones and narrow ramparts, 

thought to represent volcanic constructs. Carr noted that these regions exist in low to 

middle northern latitudes, and therefore plains of volcanic origin might be less extensive 

at high northern latitudes. Indeed at these localities he only identified primary volcanic 

features around Alba Patera and the northern flank of the Elysium Province (see figure

1.1).

It is considered feasible for volcanism to produce such an extensive covering, as represented 

by these areas, for the following reasons. First, it is known that volcanism is responsible 

for the creation of the mare plains, which are extensive on the Moon (Greeley 1987), and 

also for the development of new oceanic crust at crestal zones of oceanic ridges on Earth 

(Bott 1982, p.111). Furthermore, the low gravity on Mars (see table 1.1), could have 

facilitated emplacement of large volumes of lava (Wilson and Head 1988).

Additionally, the composition of the northern plains, as determined from remote sensing 

techniques, geochemical analysis, and morphological analyses, favours a basaltic compo

sition, and therefore a volcanic origin. With respect to their morphology, the northern 

plains are inferred to be basaltic flood lavas analogous to the Columbia River basalt on 

Earth and the mare plains on the Moon (Greeley 1987). Evidence supporting the mor

phological interpretation comes from Earth-based spectral measurements (Adams et al. 

1988), Viking orbiter and lander images (Adams et al. 1988, and Binder et al. 1977 quot

ed by Carr 1981, p.21), and gamma-ray spectrometry results from the Phobos mission 

(Surkov et al. 1989). Adams et al. (1988) discovered that although Earth-based spectral 

measurements are complicated by the effects of atmosphere and dust, the results suggested 

the rock to be dominantly basaltic. They found no indication of silicic crust, although
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they knew reflectance spectroscopy to be less sensitive to such materials. Adams et al. 

discovered that although the spectral variation of the Viking lander and orbiter images 

have insufficient spectral resolution to make unique mineral or rock identification, the re

sults suggested the presence of a dark grey rock similar to basalts or andesites on Earth. 

Since this result is consistent with that obtained from the telescopic spectra, Adams et 

al. concluded that the argument for widespread basaltic volcanism on Mars is convincing. 

This conclusion has subsequently led to more specific proposals being made regarding 

the composition. For example, a komatiite origin was proposed for plains formation on 

the basis of the apparently rapid extrusion of material (as indicated by the superimposed 

crater distribution; Greeley 1989). Such a composition has also been inferred from SNC 

igneous meteorites. Stolper (1988) stated that analysis of SNC meteorites with respect to 

petrology, geochemistry, radiogenic isotope geochemistry, and their textures, indicate that 

they come from a complex, highly evolved planet with igneous activity spanning most of 

the solar system history; this planet is considered to be Mars. Stolper determined that the 

geochemical and petrological evidence, and some of the textures of SNC materials, show 

strong analogues to komatiites on Earth.

Therefore a number of approaches combine to indicate a volcanic origin for the northern 

plains, and since the arguments are convincing much of the photogeological data have been 

studied in this context (Greeley and Spudis 1981). For example, the U. S. Geol. Surv. 

maps (1986, 1987) were constructed using this assumption, which subsequently showed 

volcanism to be the major resurfacing process on Mars (Tanaka et al. 1988). Even so, 

a scientific debate persists with respect to the nature of the northern plains material, as 

occurred for the Moon with respect to the origin of the marial plains until samples were 

returned from the manned-mission landings which confirmed a volcanic origin (Guest 

and Greeley 1977, p.49). This is also necessary for Mars to put an end to the circular 

arguments. Indeed, it is hoped that a more detailed study of crustal composition from 

the Mars Observer mission, expected to be launched this decade, will greatly improve the 

ability to determine composition of the martian surface. However, for the purpose of this 

thesis the northern lowland plains on Mars are considered to be volcanic.
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3.4 Central Vent Volcanism

Besides the plains volcanism, central vent volcanism is also prominent on the martian 

surface. It is thought to have been active throughout martian history (see tables

2.1 to 2.4), and may still be occurring at reduced rates in the northern hemisphere (as 

indicated by crater counts at the bottom of the Olympus Mons volcano; see figure 3.3). 

Older volcanic constructs are retained in the high-standing old cratered terrain, whereas 

young volcanic constructs are found in the sparsely-cratered northern hemisphere plains 

(see tables 2.1 to 2.4 and figure 3.3; Carr 1976).

Key To Figure 3.3

UrT: Uranius Tholus

UrP: Uranius Patera

JT: Jovis Tholus

TT: Tharsis Tholus

UP: Ulysses Patera

BP: Biblis Patera

OP: Orcus Patera

 : transition from highland to lowland terrain types

 : outer limit of the Tharsis and Elysium Provinces

The central volcanoes illustrate a change in morphology, and thence it is speculated a 

change in composition, through time (Greeley and Guest 1988). Therefore, it is important 

to discuss what has been established about central vent volcanism on Mars with respect to 

the preferential location of young volcanoes in the northern hemisphere (which I suggest 

may imply an association to the crustal dichotomy forming process), and the change in 

morphology (which may provide insight into the history of subsurface thermal activity and 

magmatic differentiation on Mars). Before commencing this discussion it is important to 

outline how the composition of volcanic materials is inferred photogeologically from the 

morphology of central volcanoes. Greeley and Guest (1988) summarised this clearly.
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Figure 3.3: Distribution Of The Central Volcanoes On The Surface of Mars
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Greeley and Guest began by stating that an assessment of morphology and composition of 

volcanoes on Earth shows a ‘potential simplistic’ correlation. The ‘potential’ correlation 

they refer to is that volcanoes composed of high silica lavas have steep flanks, and that 

volcanoes composed of mafic lavas have gently sloping flanks. However, they stressed the 

correlation is ‘simplistic’ since many exceptions are found on Earth. For example, they 

noted that mafic lavas could produce steep sided volcanoes, domes and pyroclastic plains, 

as well as lava plains and shields, although conversely silicic lavas rarely form large, low 

profile volcanoes. In this way mafic volcanoes may be mistaken for silicic volcanoes if 

the simplistic correlation is directly applied to determine volcanic composition photogeo- 

logically. Thus Greeley and Guest concluded that, based on present knowledge, volcanic 

morphology is not a definitive means of determining lava composition photogeologically, 

and should only be used to place broad constraints on interpretations. For example, they 

considered it feasible to attribute the large shield volcanoes and extensive flows (i.e., those 

«  100 km in length) on Mars to Hie accumulat-ion op fluid lavas, which on Earth are mafic 

in composition.

Using these guidelines I shall proceed to discuss the morphological and thence, composi

tional change of central vent volcanism through time. This can be done simply by cate

gorizing central vent volcanism according to location (which may subsequently highlight 

the way in which central vent volcanism might have been important to crustal dichotomy 

formation).

3 .4 .1  C en tra l V en t V o lca n ism  In  T h e S o u th ern  H em isp h ere

Recognition of volcanic constructs in the southern hemisphere is difficult. Because they are 

old, they have been degraded extensively by impact craters and wind erosion, and partially 

buried by aeolian debris (Carr 1976). Features that have been classed, unambiguously, as 

central volcanoes include Tyrrhena, Amphitrites and Hadriaca Patera (Greeley 1989; see 

figure 3.3). They axe areally extensive, low relief volcanoes with central caldera complexes 

and radial channels extending down their flanks.

Greeley (1989) noted that the three volcanoes are all found adjacent to the Hellas Basin 

(see figure 1.1). Consequently, he proposed that their early formation (see table 2.2), 

might be a consequence of impact-induced volcanism, and that the circumferential ring
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fractures created during basin formation served as eruption conduits that provided easy 

avenues for magma to reach the surface.

From their morphology, Carr (1976) initially proposed that the patera represent erup

tions of extremely fluid lava. However, the patera axe currently thought to be composed 

predominantly of ash deposits on the basis of morphological similarities to ash sheets on 

Eaxth, and their apparently easily erodible nature (Guest et al. 1979, Crown et al. 1988). 

Crown (1988) extended this argument by determining that, from an energy perspective, 

the origin of the patera can be explained by the eruption of lava with either juvenile water, 

or near-surface ground ice (see section 3.2.2.4). He alleged this would lead to vaporization 

of the water, and fragmentation of the magma to produce ash. Therefore, although the 

morphological analysis has not yet provided a comprehensive model for their formation, 

as would be expected (Greeley and Guest 1988), Crown felt his calculations lent weight to 

the morphological interpretation that the highland patera are predominantly composed of 

ash sheets. Indeed, this is the most widely accepted composition for the highland patera.

3 .4 .2  C entra l V en t V olcan ism  In  T h e N o r th ern  H em isp h ere

inThe volcanoes in the northern hemisphere are freshappea ranee, because they are young, and 

this facilitates their identification. In order to summarise the volcanic landforms found, 

they will be divided into three categories broadly determined by their morphology (Carr 

1976), and respective interpretations that have been made will be outlined.

3.4.2.1 Alba Patera

Alba Patera exists north of the Tharsis Province (see figure 3.3), and is considered to be 

a unique volcanic landform. It is less than 3-km high above the surrounding plains, the 

slopes of its flanks axe less than a quaxter of a degree, it has a diameter of «  1600 km, 

and is surrounded by an additional 500-km diameter annulus of grabens. Its size makes it 

questionable that it can properly be called a volcano, a name that conjures up an image 

of a distinct conical structure (Carr 1979). Indeed from the ground on Maxs it would 

not even be discernible because the horizontal dimensions axe so large. Nevertheless, it is 

interpreted as a volcanic structure on the basis that it possesses two very large summit 

calcleras from which huge volumes of lava have erupted from the late Noachian until the
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early Amazonian epoch (see tables 2.2 to 2.4), and hence it might be the largest volcanic 

feature on the entire planet (Cattermole 1990).

It has been proposed (Peterson 1978) that the location of Alba Patera was determined 

by deep seated crustal fractures produced at the antipodes of the Hellas Basin. Peterson 

suggested that such fractures might have subsequently provided a conduit for magma to 

reach the surface. It should be pointed out that the centre of the Hellas Basin is at 40°S 

292°W, exactly antipodal to the caldera of Alba Patera at 40°N 112°W, and that deep 

seated crustal fractures are thought to be produced by converging tensile waves at the 

antipodes of basin-forming impacts (Peterson 1978).

Based on morphological similarities between Alba Patera and Venusian Coronae, Barlow 

(1988) suggested Alba Patera formed in multiple stages of volcanic activity, beginning 

with the emplacement of a volatile rich ash layer, followed by more basaltic lava flows, 

related to hotspot volcanism. Unfortunately, no convincing analogues for either structures 

exist on Earth to confirm the interpretation. However, the possibility that hotspot-related 

volcanism was dominant on Mars north of the Tharsis Province, from the late Noachian 

until the early Amazonian, should not be excluded.

3.4.2.2 Shield Volcanoes

Shield volcanoes refer to the volcanoes, dominant in the Tharsis and Elysium Provinces 

(see figure 3.3), which reach enormous heights and have gently sloping flanks.

The Tharsis Province is the most pronounced region of central vent volcanism. It has

four large shield volcanoes (namely, Olympus Mons, Ascraeus Mons, Pavonis Mons and

Arsia Mons; see figure 3.3), the summits of which are concordant, standing 27 km above

the reference datum (see table 1.1). Olympus Mons stands 25 km above the plains, and

the other three stand 17 km above the plains. The volcanoes account for half the planet’s
fco

volcanic production from the late HesperianAthe Amazonian (Phillips 1990; see tables 2.3 

and 2.4).

The Elysium Province is the second most pronounced region of central vent volcanism. 

It is considerably smaller than Tharsis and only has three shield volcanoes of appreciable 

size (namely Albor Tholus, Hecates Tholus and Elysium Mons; see figure 3.3). However, 

the volcanoes are still large compared to those on Earth, with Hecates Tholus standing «
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6 km above the plains and Elysium Mons standing «  9 km above the plains. All of them

are greater than 150 km in diameter (Carr 1981, p.15). The volcanoes are older than those 
and

of Tharsis^formed during the late Noachian to early Hesperian (see table 2.2).

The enormous heights of the shield volcanoes havebeen attributed to the absence of plate 

tectonics on Mars (Kiefer and Hager 1989). On Earth, long-lived volcanic outpourings 

are often strung along segments of moving crust (Kelly Beatty 1982), resulting in a series 

of comparatively small volcanoes (e.g., the Hawaiian Emperor chain; Carr 1976). Kiefer 

and Hager (1989) suggested that because plate tectonics is absent on Mars, the shield 

volcanoes developed by continuous and prolonged eruption from a point source vent over 

a thermal anomaly in the mantle, to result in one volcano of enormous height.

Compositionally, Carr (1976) attributed the Tharsis shield volcanoes to successive erup

tions of low-viscosity lavas. He reached this conclusion by recognising that the Tharsis 

volcanoes have similar characteristics to shield volcanoes on Earth, such as those in Hawaii, 

including ‘levee-like’ structures and long ‘finger-like’flows of lava. Subsequent work largely 

agrees with his interpretation (e.g., Greeley and Guest 1988), and so the interpretation is 

accepted.

The three Elysium volcanoes present a diverse range of volcanic morphologies, and there

fore, the composition of each volcano will be discussed separately. The subdued nature 

of the surface, and the lack of superimposed impact craters, to the west of the Hecates 

Tholus summit area, has been attributed to a recent, large-scale air-fall deposit, generated 

by explosive volcanism (Mouginis-Mark et al. 1982). The subdued morphology and ap

parently steeper flanks of Elysium Mons compared to other Elysium volcanoes, led Malin 

(1977, quoted by Mouginis-Mark et al. 1984) to propose that Elysium Mons is a composite 

volcano with a blanketing of pyroclastic material on its flanks. Finally, due to the absence 

of channels on the flanks of Albor Tholus, Mouginis-Mark et al. (1984) proposed that this 

volcano resulted from effusive | rather than explosive activity. Their morphology indicates 

more pyroclastic activity compared to the Tharsis volcanoes.

In summary, the shield volcanoes illustrate a bimodal distribution on the surface of Mars. 

The volcanic activity was dominant in the Hesperian epoch, and gradually declined during 

the Amazonian.
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3.4.2.3 Other Volcanoes

‘Other’ volcanoes refer to domes with steep sided constructs (e.g., Ceraunius Tholus; see 

figure 3.3), cinder cones, cratered domes less than 5 km in diameter (e.g., in Isidis and 

Utopia Planitia (see figure 1.1; Carr 1981, p.108)), and pseudocraters resembling those 

in Iceland (e.g., identified in the northern lowland plains, and the Tharsis and Elysium 

Provinces; Crown 1989). Owing to their small size the volcanoes are dated according to 

the age of the lava fields on which they exist, and hence are proposed to have formed 

from the lower Hesperian onwards (see tables 2.2 to 2.4). They are considered subsidiary 

landforms that would be expected to form in association with extensive plains and central 

vent volcanism.

3 .4 .3  S u m m ary

It is evident that both plains and central vent volcanism occurred from at least the close 

of the period of heavy impact cratering, w 3.9 ba ago, to the age of the youngest rocks 

visible on the surface (Greeley 1987). Therefore volcanism has played a dominant role in 

the evolution of the martian surface. The enhanced rate of volcanism between the late 

Noachian and early Hesperian implies a second stage of magmatic melting occurred on 

Mars, that was expressed at the surface at this time. Furthermore, I suggest the biased 

location of this volcanism to the sparsely-cratered northern lowland terrain implies that 

this second stage of magmatic melting might have been involved in the process of crustal 

dichotomy formation.

3.5 Fluvial Features On Mars

The martian surface retains evidence of fluvial activity found peripheral to, and through

out, the volcanic landforms described in section 3.4. Fluvial activity is indicated by the 

presence of three channel types, namely runoff channels, outflow channels and fretted 

channels.

Key To Figure 3.4

 : transition from highland to lowland terrain types
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Figure 3.4: Distribution Of Fluvial Features On The Surface Of Mars
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 : outer edge of the Thaxsis and Elysium Provinces

ROCs: runoff channels

Runoff channels are pervasive throughout the plateau material of the southern hemisphere 

old cratered terrain, where they form immature drainage networks around large craters 

and hilly mountainous regions. They are mainly located in low to middle latitudes (see 

figure 3.4). The apparent ‘loss’ of runoff channels at high latitudes has been explained as 

an observational artefact due to lower resolution imagery (Carr 1986), a consequence of 

terrain softening (Squyres 1978; see section 3.2.2.3), or as a consequence of polar wandering 

(Schultz 1988). Because of their concentration in plateau material they are considered to 

be middle to late Noachian in age (see tables 2.1 and 2.2). Runoff channels are also 

present on the flanks of Ceraunius and Hecates Tholus, and Alba Patera, volcanoes in the 

northern hemisphere (see figure 3.4). On Alba Patera they are highly integrated, and have 

a greater drainage density than those in the plateau material. On Ceraunius and Hecates 

Tholus their morphology is intermediate between those found in the plateau material and 

those found on Alba Patera. The northern hemisphere runoff channels axe younger than 

those in the plateau material since they developed after the formation of the volcanoes 

(i.e., beyond the lower Hesperian epoch; see tables 2.2 to 2.4).

Outflow channels axe described as being either ‘unconfined’ or ‘confined’. Unconfined 

outflow channels exist peripheral to, and east of, the Thaxsis Province. They drain north

wards and extend hundreds of kilometres into Chryse Planitia (see figure 3.4). They have 

low sinuosity and a high width-to-depth ratio, and ‘tear-drop’ shaped islands exist within 

the channel floors; the channel floors describing broad, poorly delineated swaths of ter

rain (Caxr 1981, p.140).These observations indicate the channels formed under a state of 

disequilibrium, and this has led to the ‘unconfined’ description. Crater counts suggest the 

channels developed at the same time as the plains in which they occur, and therefore axe 

of predominantly lower Hesperian age, although some axe considered to be as young as 

late Hesperian age (see tables 2.2 and 2.3).

Confined outflow channels exist north-west of Elysium Mons and Hecates Tholus (see 

figure 1.1). They drain north-west and extend «  1000 km into Utopia Planitia (see figure

3.4). They begin in graben like depressions that commonly breakup into several, sinuous, 

steep-walled, well-defined channels. Flow appears to have been restricted to the channels,
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so that inter-channel areas are completely unscoured. The high sinuosity and high width- 

to-depth ratios of the channels do not indicate formation under a state of disequilibrium 

but indicate a slower erosion process; hence the ‘confined’ description (Carr 1981, p.140). 

Crater counts suggest these channels formed between the early to late Hesperian epoch 

(see tables 2.2 and 2.3).

Fretted channels are a channel type affecting much of the fretted terrain (see section 3.6.3). 

Their formation is restricted to two latitude belts centred on 40°N and 45°S and spanning 

«  25°wide. They are most extensive between longitude 280°W to 350°W in Deuteronilus 

Mensae, Nilosyrtis Mensae and Protonilus Mensae (see figure 3.4). They extend from far 

in the uplands down to the lowland plains, and represent broad, flat-floored channels, in 

which flow lines axe a common feature. Crater counts suggest the channels formed between 

the late Hesperian to the Amazonian (see tables 2.3 and 2.4).

It is apparent that the three channel types vary from one another with respect to morphol

ogy, time of formation, and spatial distribution. This implies that they formed in different 

ways, and therefore separate proposals for the respective origins have been made.

3 .5 .1  O rig in  O f R u n o ff C h an n els

Based on morphological similarities to drainage networks on Earth runoff channels are 

considered to have been carved by water (Carr 1986).

Wilhelms and Baldwin (1989) eliminated the possibility that runoff channels in the plateau 

material formed by surface runoff on the basis that they are not as well-organised, or as 

integrated, as drainage networks formed by rainfall on Earth. As an alternative, they 

proposed that they formed by sapping. It should be noted at this point that sapping is 

an erosional process where ground-water discharges to the surface at a point of geological 

control (e.g., a fault or a joint; Jakosky 1989). The overburden is then undermined so that 

headward erosion occurs at the point of emergence (Tanaka and Davis 1988). Wilhelms and 

Baldwin stated that sapping could also account for several other morphological features 

not seen with surface runoff. First, the wider valley formation, second, the rugged and 

irregular walls observed in high resolution images, and third, the termination of these 

valleys in an enclosed alcove. They also found these morphological characteristics to be 

consistent with the sapping-formed drainage networks observed in the southern Colorado
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plateau on Earth. Thus Wilhelms and Baldwin concluded their proposal. They did 

not extend their proposal to explain the existence of runoff channels on the flanks of 

the three volcanoes in the northern hemisphere. Instead Gulick and Baker (1989) put 

forward an explanation. They began by observing the morphological characteristics of 

the runoff channels on Alba Patera. They determined that the V-shaped cross-sections, 

the headwater regions that blend gradually with the surrounding landscape, and the high 

drainage densities are compatible with a formation by surface runoff accompanied by small- 

scale sapping. They also found these morphological characteristics to be consistent with 

the rainfall runoff channels found on the flanks of Hawaiian volcanoes on Earth. Thus 

Gulick and Baker concluded their proposal. Finally, Gulick and Baker suggested that 

the intermediate characteristics of the valleys on Ceraunius and Hecates Tholus could 

be explained as having initially formed by surface runoff as on Alba Patera, and were 

subsequently enlarged by sapping processes, as in the plateau material.

3 .5 .2  O rig in  O f U n co n fin ed  O u tflow  C h an n els

A variety of mechanisms have been proposed for the formation of the unconfined outflow 

channels. For example, geothermally induced decomposition of hydrated minerals (Milton 

1973), debris flows (Tanaka 1988), and volcanic density currents (Crown 1989). However, 

the favoured mechanism for their formation is that they are the result of catastrophic 

flooding by a water-rich component.

The catastrophic flooding mechanism was first proposed by Baker and Milton in 1974. 

They carried out detailed comparative work between the unconfined outflow channels and 

the channelled scablands of Eastern Washington U.S.A, on Earth. Baker and Milton 

considered the analogy to be good on the grounds that the channelled scablands formed 

during the Pleistocene, in a region of arid climate. Subsequently the normal processes 

of continued erosion and deposition occurring on Earth would be minimal and hence 

equivalent to martian processes (see section 3.1). Furthermore, they noted that erosion 

of the scablands occurred in basaltic rock and therefore are equivalent to the favoured 

composition of the northern lowland plains on Mars in which the channels occur (see 

section 3.3.3.2).

Baker and Milton stated that the unconfined outflow channels, especially Kasei, Ares,
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Tin, Simud and Mangala Valles (see figure 3.4), show morphological characteristics strik

ingly similar to those in the channelled scablands, with respect to the overall pattern of 

depositional and erosional features (such as the ‘tear-drop’ shaped islands and longitudi

nal grooves on the channel floors). Therefore, by analogy with the channelled scabland 

formation, they proposed that the unconfined outflow channels formed by floods involving 

water discharges of millions of m3s-1 , and peak flow velocities of tens ms-1, over a few 

days. Baker and Milton concluded their proposal by acknowledging that many of the 

individual features in the outflow channels could be explained by alternative hypotheses. 

For example, aeolian processes in extremely arid deserts can also produce streamlined ero

sional forms and lineations. However, Baker and Milton concluded that their hypothesis 

of catastrophic flooding appears ‘uniquely’ able to account for the entire assemblage of 

features in the unconfined outflow channels.

Their work was elaborated on by Carr in 1979, 1981 and 1986. Carr (1986) stated that 

the morphological determination, favouring water for the fluid agent in outflow channel 

formation, is supported by subsidiary observations independent of their morphology. First, 

Carr (1981, p.182) found chemical evidence for large amounts of chemically bound water in 

the vicinity of the outflow channels. However, this statement is tenuous since the chemical 

evidence refers to results from the gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer on the Viking 

landers. The results showed that samples at both landing sites contain significant amounts 

of chemically bound water; thus the water content is not unique to the Chryse region 

(see figure 1.1). Second, Carr (1986) said that several observations in the high-latitude 

northern plains at the termini of the large outflow channels indicate that they are water 

and volatile rich. These include the ice-associated landforms of Squyres (1979), Squyres 

and Carr (1986), and Carr (1986; see section 3.2.2), and the existence of central peak and 

pitted central peak craters with fluidized ejecta (Carr et al. 1977). More conclusively, 

Carr (1986) determined that the high seasonal water vapour fluctuations between the 

atmosphere and regolith in high to middle latitudes, and not solely the polar caps, was a 

consequence of water supplied during outflow channel formation. This water migrated, and 

was then deposited at these latitudes by virtue of the latitudinal temperature gradient (see 

section 3.1.1). Using this evidence the general consensus is that the unconfined outflow 

channels were carved by a ‘water-rich component’.

Carr (1979) attempted a proposal to account for the mechanics of water release, and the
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source of water, that created the ‘floods’. First, he observed that the floods originated in 

lowland areas of collapsed ground east of the Tharsis Province (see figures 3.4 and 3.5). 

Second, he established that a flooding mechanism would involve a high rate of discharge of 

water over a short period of time. He noted that this would have required a highly efficient 

fluid-release process, in terms of water-to-rock volume, that could overcome the moderate 

porosity and low permeability of the megaregolith on Mars. With this framework Carr 

proposed there was slow migration of the water involved in runoff channel formation, 

from the high-standing old cratered terrain to lowland areas local to this region; thus 

he accounted for the source of the water creating the floods. He then proposed that this 

water accumulated below a layer of existing thick ground ice, so that a confined subsurface 

aquifer effectively developed. In this way Carr alleged the subsurface water would be 

under a state of high pressure, so that subsequent volcanism at Tharsis would provide 

the necessary hydrostatic head to allow its rapid evacuation and thence the creation of 

the unconfined outflow channels by flooding. He determined this to be stratigraphically 

feasible (see table 2.2).

Although his proposal is mechanically sound, it has two weaknesses. First, he assumes 

the highland-lowland boundary was established at the time the plateau material runoff 

channels formed (i.e., the middle to late Noachian), to enable the slow migration of water 

to lowland areas. However, it has been established in this thesis that the time of formation 

of the highland-lowland boundary is uncertain (see section 2.2.5 and 3.6.3.2). Second, his 

proposal requires that a layer of thick ground ice existed at equatorial latitudes to enable 

the formation of a subsurface aquifer. However this contradicts his speculated distribution 

for ground ice on Mars (see section 3.2.2.4). Therefore, speculation still remains with 

respect to the origin of the water for unconfined outflow channel formation.

3 .5 .3  O rig in  O f C on fined  O u tflow  C h an n els

Similarly to the unconfined outflow channels, a variety of mechanistns have been proposed 

for the formation of the confined outflow channels. However, unlike the unconfined outflow 

channels, a favoured mechanism has not been established. The morphology of the confined 

outflow channels is considered to be more explicable in terms of slow erosion, although 

what fluid involved in their formation is unclear (Carr 1981, p.149).
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Carr (1981, p.154) proposed they formed by lava erosion, on the basis that they are sinuous 

and deeply incised (see section 3.3.1.1). Furthermore, Carr considered that the complex 

branching of the confined outflow channels could be explained by eruptive surges of lava 

from Elysium volcanism. Alternatively, Christiansen (1989) proposed that they formed 

by lahars, on the basis that the channels contain morphological similarities to the lahar 

channels on the flanks of Mount St. Helens, Washington, U.S.A on Earth. Lahars are 

gravity-driven volcanic debris flows with between 22% to 36% water by volume. Finally, 

Plescia (1990) proposed the unconfined outflow channels formed by irregular, episodic 

fluvial activity.

Therefore, later proposals prefer a fluvial mechanism for confined outflow channel forma

tion, although speculation continues with regard to their origin.

3 .5 .4  O rigin  O f F re tted  C h an n els

Squyres (1979) provided a concise interpretation for the origin of the fretted channels, 

that has been supported with subsequent work by himself and Carr (1986), and by Carr 

(1986). Squyres (1979) suggested the channels predominantly formed by enlargement of 

pre-existing lowland areas of the fretted terrain (i.e., between plateaux, mesas and buttes; 

see section 3.6.3), or by enlargement of grabens such as those in Nilosyrtis Mensae, thought 

to constitute circumferential ring fractures created during the Isidis impact. He observed 

the flow lines in the channel floors, and by analogy with the labyrinth region of the 

Wright Dry Valley on Earth, proposed that enlargement occurred as a result of ice-rich 

materials within the channel floors flowing ‘en masse’ very slowly; a process that would be 

facilitated by the down-channel gradient provided by the fretted terrain (see section 3.6.3 

and figure 1.3). He determined this mechanism to be feasible on the basis that ground ice 

has the ability to flow at these latitudes (see section 3.2.2.4), and ice-precipitation from 

the atmosphere occurs at these latitudes in winter (see section 3.2.2.1). Furthermore, 

Squyres recognised that this mechanism would allow the process of enlargement to still 

continue; thus the young age of the channels can be accounted for (see table 2.4). It has 

also been proposed that enlargement might be enhanced by the sublimation of volatiles 

(Milton 1973, Neukum and Hiller 1981, Frey and Semeniuk 1988) and the slow creep of 

near-surface materials aided by freeze-thaw of ground ice (Carr and Schaber 1977).
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Thus the fretted channels are readily accounted for.

3 .5 .5  D iscu ss io n  O f F lu v ia l F eatu res

Although each channel type is accounted for separately, all proposals require a water-rich 

component to carve the channels. This itself produces many problems. First, water cannot 

be retained on the surface of Mars under present climatic conditions (see section 3.1). This 

problem was avoided by suggesting that the atmosphere was significantly thicker, and the 

climate warmer, during the first 700 ma of the planet’s history, thus allowing channel 

formation (see section 3.2.1.3). However, the evidence for a thicker atmosphere is by 

no means definitive. Indeed Gulick et al. (1988) noted that runoff channel formation 

could readily be explained alternatively, such as by the formation by ice-covered rivers, 

by hydrothermal melting of subsurface ice (this cannot explain equatorially located runoff 

channels; see section 3.2.2.4), or formation by freezing point depressants. However, these 

explanations cannot be extended to account for outflow channel formation, and therefore, 

the problem of accounting for surface water on Mars remains.

Second, water and ice are generally viewed as minor components of near-surface rocks. 

This perception is based on the following analyses (as listed by Carr 1986):

1. The atmosphere contains only minute amounts of water (see table 3.1);

2. Ice is unstable at low latitudes (see section 3.2.2.4);

3. Spectral reflectivity of the surface indicates small amounts of ice;

4. Material analysed at Viking lander sites contain only a few percent of water by 

weight;

5. Extensive areas of the northern lowland plains are thought to be composed of basaltic 

flows (see section 3.3.3.2), and as such are unlikely to contain much water;

6. The SNC meteorites, considered to have come from Mars, contain only minor amounts 

of water (also Jakosky 1989); and

7. Chemical data such as Ar to K ratios, noble to nonnoble gas ratios, and H to N 

ratios, suggest that a global layer of only 5 to 150 m of water outgassed.
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However, based on morphological considerations Carr (1986) calculated a global layer of 

425 to 475 m of chemically unbound water would be required for all channel formation. 

Thus, the problem of accounting for the water source is intensified.

In summary, the source of water and the means of keeping it fluvial on the martian surface, 

are two issues that are currently unresolved. Although this does not present a fundamental 

problem to fretted channel formation, the formation of the runoff channels, and especially 

the outflow channels, remains a highly controversial subject.

3.6 T he H ighland-lowland Boundary On Mars

The highland-lowland boundary marks the plane of division delineating the crustal di

chotomy on Mars. Therefore, it is vital to examine and summarise the geology character

ising this region, in which three main provinces can be discerned (see figure 3.5)rflmfiJy
Hr\e Tharsie Province, Hie cinaoWc terrain and Hie fretted terrain.
Key To Figure 3.5

----------: transition from highland to lowland terrain types

 : outer edge of the Tharsis and Elysium Provinces

3 .6 .1  T h e T h arsis  P ro v in ce

The Tharsis Province constitutes a broad topographic rise centred on the equator at lon

gitude 115°W. It stands as much as 10 km above the reference datum, it is approximately 

8000-km across, and it occupies approximately 25% of the surface area of Mars (Carr 1988). 

Therefore, by comparison with Earth, the size of the Tharsis Province is of ‘continental’ 

proportions on Mars.

The province is asymmetrical. It is twice as steep at the north-western limit as it is on the 

south-eastern limit. At the north-western limit it forms a continuous slope (only broken 

by remnants of old cratered terrain, e.g., Tempe Terra; see figure 3.1) with the sparsely- 

cratered northern lowland terrain, and on the south-eastern limit it forms a continuous 

slope grading into the high-standing, highly-cratered southern hemisphere terrain (see 

figure 3.5). Therefore the Tharsis Province constitutes the slope region of the highland- 

lowland boundary.
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Figure 3.5: The Highland-lowland Boundary Provinces
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The Tharsis Province demonstrates a complex and extended tectonic record and morpho

logical history, and a substantial free-air gravity anomaly. With respect to the tectonic 

record, the province is at the centre of a vast radial fracture system that affects half the 

planet. Swarms of extensional features and grabens extend outward from Thaxsis in a 

crudely radial array, and compressional and extensional features also exist circumferential 

to Thaxsis (Carr 1988; see section 3.7.1). Additionally, the huge equatorial canyons of 

Noctis Labyrinthus start at the centre of the bulge, and extend down the eastern flank to 

form Valles Marineris (see section 3.7.2). With respect to the morphological history, the 

province illustrates varied and prolonged volcanic activity. It has been established that a 

large component of the volcanic activity on Mars, including plains volcanism and some of 

the laxgest shield volcanoes in the solar system, have been concentrated on the crests and 

flanks (see sections 3.3.3.2 and 3.4.2.2). Additionally, most of the large flood features of 

the planet axe at the eastern periphery of the province (see section 3.5).

Finally, crater counts indicate that Thaxsis was born in the late Noachian, and went 

through a stage of rapid tectonic evolution over a period of a few hundred million years 

(see tables 2.2 and 2.3). Tempe Terra contains the oldest certain evidence for the existence 

of Tharsis as a discrete province because it retains the earliest record of faulting (Wise et 

al. 1979).

Therefore, Tharsis has clearly played a significant role in the evolution of the planet. In this 

way it is fundamental to my own investigation into the crustal dichotomy, to summaxise the 

work of previous researchers in order to establish how Thaxsis might have been important 

to the development of the highland-lowland boundary. This I shall attempt to do first, 

with respect to the origin of the tectonic features (see sections 3.7.1 and 3.7.2) and second, 

with respect to the development of the morphological features (see sections 3.4.2.2 and

3.5.2).

I
!

3 .6 .2  C h a o tic  T e rra in

The ‘chaotic terrain’ is concentrated between longitudes 10°W and 50°W, and latitudes 

20°S and 10°N, in the old cratered terrain between Lunae Planum and Chryse Planitia 

(see figure 3.5). It regularly connects with the large outflow channels draining northwards, 

and merges with Valles Maxineris to the west. Crater counts indicate it formed between
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the early to late Hesperian (see tables 2.2 and 2.3).

By analogy with Earth, Carr (1981, p. 125) proposed it is terrain in which the ground 

appears to have collapsed, producing jumbled arrays of blocks at lower elevations than 

the surroundings. He noted that the depth to which collapse occurred becomes less to the 

east, away from Valles Marineris. Finally, he recognised that it is unusual that this terrain 

type is found so extensively on the surface of a planetary body. These observations must 

be explained in any model for the origin of the highland-lowland boundary.

3 .6 .3  F re tte d  T e rra in

The fretted terrain constitutes the remainder of the boundary region. It occurs between 

the high-standing, heavily cratered southern hemisphere terrain and the northern plains, 

along a great circle having a pole at »  145°W and 55°N (Mutch et al. 1974; see figure

3.5). The terrain also exists around the high-standing terrain retained in the northern 

lowland plains (e.g., Tempe Terra and Phlegra Montes; see figure 3.1).

The fretted terrain is characterised by flat-topped outliers of cratered uplands, termed 

plateaux, mesas, buttes and knobs depending on their size; these terms are non-genetic. 

The differences in size is thought to reflect different extents of fracturing and subsequent 

modification, whereby greater fracturing and modification created the smaller landforms. 

The fractures describe the flat lowland areas between the landforms that have been en

larged by modification processes until geologically recent times (similarly to the fretted 

channels; see section 3.5.4).

Plateaux are «  10 km in diameter and exist adjacent to the cratered uplands. Progressing 

towards the lowlands, mesas and buttes are encountered. They are 1 to 2 km in diameter, 

are flat-topped, and have steep convex upward slopes. Plateaux, mesas and buttes are 

generally considered to have formed during creation of the relief difference (see sections 

2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.3 and 2.2.4). Alternatively, they have been proposed to represent flat- 

topped table mountains that formed due to the interaction of basaltic lava and ground 

water at low eruption rates (Tanaka et al. 1988).

Finally, in low-elevation regions, and to a lesser extent throughout the northern plains, 

knobs are encountered. These are isolated hills that range in diameter from hundreds of 

metres to a few kilometres, and have convex upward slopes and rounded tops.
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At boundary locations the formation of knobs has been attributed to either of the following:

1. Wilhelms and Baldwin (1989) said that they formed due to igneous intrusions of 

lower Hesperian material into an old, ice-rich fragmental layer. Their form was 

subsequently accentuated by wind and mass wasting processes. They suggested 

mesas and buttes might also have formed in this way, although this contradicts 

Wilhelms’ proposal for crustal dichotomy formation, in which he stated mesas and 

buttes formed by relaxation effects of the Borealis Basin rim after impact (see section

2.2.3); and

2. Tanaka et al. (1988) attributed formation of knobby and etched plains material to 

ground-ice removal. They suggested this occurred owing to an increase in thermal 

gradients from subsequent volcanism and resulted in increased degradation of the 

plateau and plains material.

The origin of the knobs in the northern plains has been attributed to either of the following:

1. Large multi-ringed basins existing subsurface to the plains (Wilhelms and Squyres 

1984, Frey and Schultz 1988, 1989); and

2. Fractured and eroded crater rims and ejecta existing subsurface to the plains (Wil

helms and Squyres 1984, Frey and Schultz 1988, 1989 and McGill (in press)).

In both these cases abundant knobs are interpreted to represent a thin covering of 

material over a buried topographic high, and few knobs are interpreted to represent 

a thick covering of material over a buried topographic low.

3. In Phlegra Montes knobs have been attributed to fracturing and erosion of the 

Elysium volcanics (Carr and Schaber 1977, quoted by Carr 1986);

4. Knobs at the mouths of the outflow channels have been interpreted to represent 

material torn away from the highlands during outflow channel formation (Tanaka 

1988); and

It should be noted proposals 1 to 4 represent interpretations to account for a local 

concentration of knobs that is extended to explain a regional development.

5. They have been interpreted as volcanic when they contain summit craters; this is a 

rare observation (West 1974, quoted by Carr 1981, p.73).
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More substantially, the final form of the fretted terrain has been accounted for in two main 

ways. Recently, as representing the shorelines of a sea (Parker et al. 1989, Baker 1990, 

Gulick 1990, Komatsu and Strom 1990, and Gulick and Baker 1989; group effort) and 

previously, by scarp retreat (Milton 1973, Neukum and Hiller 1981, Frey and Semeniuk 

1988). Both interpretations warrant discussion, with respect to originality and validity.

3.6.3.1 Ocean H ypothesis

The ocean hypothesis was founded by observing ‘gradational boundaries’ within the fret

ted terrain, such as those around Deuteronilus Mensae (see figure 1.1). By gradational 

boundaries the workers are referring to highly modified plateau, mesa and butte landform- 

s. They proposed that periodic outflow channel formation east of the Tharsis Province 

and north-west of the Elysium Province, led to periodic ocean formation that flooded the 

northern lowlands to depths of tens to hundreds of metres. Parker and co-workers ex

tended this speculation by proposing that Valles Marineris might have been the ultimate 

source for the northern hemisphere ocean, since it is connected to the chaotic terrain and 

the outflow channels east of Tharsis. Therefore the channels north-west of Elysium are 

independent of this development; this was not accounted for.

Their model makes use of two major assumptions about which many uncertainties remain; 

they failed to mention either in their proposal. First, they assumed the fretted terrain 

to have formed primordially, and to have delineated the margins of their ocean, so that 

ifc subsequently became modified in certain regions to produce ‘gradational boundaries’. 

However, McGill’s work (see section 2.2.5) showed that primordial fretted terrain forma

tion may not be correct. Second, they assumed that clement periods of climate existed on 

the martian surface, in order for an ocean to be accommodated. However, this assumption 

is not stratigraphically consistent with the h y p o t h e t i c a l  period of clement climate (see sec

tion 3.2.1.3) since both Valles Marineris and outflow channel formation post-date the first 

700 ma years of the planet’s history (see tables 2.1 to 2.3). Therefore, the ocean hypothesis 

requires clement periods of climate to have existed on Mars until the late Hesperian. This 

requirement renders the model invalid.

Even so, the originators continued, unaided by scientific evidence, and proposed their ocean
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hypothesis was a paradigm explanation for anomalous surface features on Mars. They 

illustrated this with four examples. First, the formation of runoff channels, for example 

providing the Alba Patera water source; they did not elaborate on the mechanics of how 

the water source could subsequently form the runoff channels. Second, the occurrence of 

crater degradation (see section 3.2.2.3). Third, the formation of the basal scarp around 

Olympus Mons. Finally, the formation of mesas and layered terrain in Valles Marineris, 

if indeed Valles Marineris were the ultimate water source for the ocean. The last four 

features further extend the time period required for clement climatic conditions on Mars 

(see tables 2.1 to 2.4). Therefore their model is radical!

3.6.3.2 Scarp R etrea t H ypothesis

Initial investigations of the highland-lowland boundary suggested it formed progressively 

by scarp retreat of the cratered terrain due to mass wasting and sublimation of volatiles, 

or ground-water sapping. These conclusions were based on the following observations:

1. The fact that the boundary is present as an elevated scarp in the eastern hemisphere. 

On Earth it has been established as a basic geological principle that regional erosion 

normally does not involve a general lowering of ground level, but takes place by 

recession of a scarp that maintains a characteristic angle of slope, and leaves a 

planation surface to mark its retreat (Milton 1973). Milton proposed that this 

principle is consistent with what is seen in the eastern hemisphere;

2. The presence of isolated mesas and knobs in the boundary zone adjacent to the 

cratered terrain. They are interpreted as representing the remains of erosionally 

resistant components of a southern-hemisphere-type surface during scarp retreat 

(Neukum and Hiller 1981, Frey and Semeniuk 1988). The authors proposed that 

since the knobs are smaller than the mesas they have suffered greater erosion. They 

continued by stating that since knobs are dominant in low elevation regions of the 

boundary, such regions represent the site at which erosion began that then continued 

backwards. In this way it would be expected that in millions of years the mesas 

presently observed will have undergone sufficient erosion to be reduced to the size 

of knobs; and finally



3. The presence of debris flows along the bases of isolated mesas in the main boundary 

scarp are interpreted as representing mass wastage features that facilitated scarp 

retreat (Neukum and Hiller 1981, Frey and Semeniuk 1988; see section 3.2.2.1).

However, subsequent investigations have questioned the validity of scarp retreat by noting 

that additional features expected with such a process are lacking, and many other observed 

features found along the highland-lowland boundary cannot be explained in this way. For 

example, the following points emphasise the major objections:

1. Maxwell and McGill (1989) state the scarp-retreat mechanism proposed implies ex

tensive retreat, and yet they find no evidence to suggest that the erosional processes 

leading to such extensive retreat have occurred elsewhere on Mars. They acknowl

edge that this has been accounted for by suggesting that it is the vertical face at the 

boundary region that provides a site for preferential erosion (Milton 1973, Neukum 

and Hiller 1981, Frey and Semeniuk 1988), but they do not consider this argument 

to be definitive; and

2. Recent work carried out by Maxwell (1988) using structural mapping, detailed shad

ow measurements of the ‘mesa and butte’ material, and crater counts of ‘exposed 

surfaces’, showed the tectonic record in this region to be one of structural modi

fication compared to erosional retreat. Maxwell also determined that the present 

appearance of the scarp occurred in a geologically short time interval (during the 

late Noachian to early Hesperian), and not over an extended period as implied by 

the process of scarp retreat. Maxwell was confused by his results, since he knew 

them to be inconsistent with previous proposals for crustal dichotomy formation 

(see sections 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.3 and 2.2.4). Therefore Maxwell concluded his work by 

saying that his observations gave little evidence to constrain original theories for the 

creation of the cratered terrain boundary.

I find Maxwell’s results stimulating. His work was thorough and careful, and therefore 

the contradiction between his results and previous assumptions, coupled with McGill’s 

proposal for crustal dichotomy formation (see section 2.2.5), prompted me to examine 

thoroughly the highland-lowland boundary in my own research, to question the validity of 

a primordial origin for the crustal dichotomy, and also to clarify the concept of extensive
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scarp retreat. Indeed this was the specification of my PhD application which stated ‘the 

aim of the project is to make a detailed photogeological examination of the structural 

and erosional history of the boundary region on Mars’. I had finally reached the same 

conclusion as my supervisor!

3.7 T ectonic P rocesses On Mars

The surface of Mars appears to have been stable throughout its history, and therefore, is 

not affected by the process of plate tectonics that governs crustal deformation on Earth. 

This has been established from a number of observations. First, Wise et al. (1979) and 

Tanaka and Davis (1988) noted that structural features appear to have retained one con

figuration from the late Noachian onwards. Second, Kiefer and Hager (1989) explained the 

enormous heights of shield volcanoes (see section 3.4.2.2) as a consequence of continuous 

and prolonged eruption from a point source vent. Finally, features characterising plate 

tectonics on Earth such as fold mountains, trenches, island arcs and large transcurrent 

fault zones (Bott 1982, p.139), are not found on Mars.

The absence of plate tectonics can be explained by the thickness of the lithosphere. A 

thicker lithosphere on Mars compared to Earth can be predicted by first, observing the 

smaller size of the planet compared to Earth (see table 1.1; whereby the greater surface- 

area-to-volume ratio effectively increases the rate of cooling after accretion) and second, 

observing the enormous heights of the volcanoes reached in the Tharsis Province (whereby 

the hydrostatic head needed to pump magma to the top of the Tharsis volcanoes requires 

magma to have been melted to a depth of at least 200-km below the surface. This is about 

four times greater than the depth required for volcanoes on Hawaii, and thus, the martian 

lithosphere at the time the Tharsis volcanoes formed was considerably thicker than the 

lithosphere on Earth; Carr 1976). Indeed Siever (1974), estimated the lithosphere to be 

approximately 150 to 200-km thick compared to between 70 to 150 km on Earth (Windley 

1986, p.235). On Earth, the tension which predominantly causes continental drifting is 

provided by the trench suction force at subduction zones (Bott 1982, p.364). Calculations 

summarised by Bott (1982, p.222) show that downbending at subduction zones cannot be 

accommodated by a lithosphere exceeding 80 km in thickness; thus, it can be explained 

why the process of plate tectonics does not occur on Mars.
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Therefore, the thicker lithosphere on Mars has determined the subsequent style of tectonic 

deformation. It is with this framework that I shall proceed to discuss the nature, and mode 

of formation, of tectonic features on Mars.

Tectonic features are primarily located on the flanks of, and surrounding, the Tharsis 

Province, in the form of extensive faulting and canyon formation. The two will be discussed 

separately.

3 .7 .1  F au lt F o rm ation  A ro u n d  T h a rsis

The faults around Tharsis dominantly formed during the late Noachian to early Hesperian 

(see table 2.2). Faulting then continued throughout the Hesperian epoch, and finally 

ceased in the Amazonian. The prolonged occurrence of faulting has been determined by 

observing that volcanic flows were emplaced over a protracted period (as determined by 

crater counts; see table 2.2). Therefore, since volcanic flows and faults crosscut one 

another, the two must have formed simultaneously (Carr 1981, p.115).

Low resolution imagery indicates the faults to be approximately radial to the centre of the 

Tharsis Province. Wise et al. (1979) tested this observation by plotting the distal ends of 

well-defined faults. They used stereographic projection to eliminate curvature distortions 

produced by the Mercator projection. From their results, Wise et al. concluded that 

the faults show a truly radial pattern that converges at 14°S 101°W (in Syria Planum), 

close to the present high point of the Tharsis Province. The most intensely faulted areas 

occur north-east of Tharsis, south-south-east from Pavonis Mons, and around Alba Patera 

(Wise et al. 1979, Carr 1976). Deviations to this pattern are only found to occur locally, 

mainly in older fault systems (Carr 1976), and such deviations have been attributed to be 

the surface expression of thermal stresses accompanying a cooling lithosphere (Zimbelman 

1989). Thus, they are readily accounted for.

The faults are essentially considered to be normal faults in the form of grabens. Their 

existence requires a circumferential stress system of astonishing stability for their forma

tion, that was pervasive in the late Noachian to early Hesperian and continued to the 

Amazonian. This stress system has been explained by three factors. First, as a result 

of Thaxsis doming (Wise et al. 1979), second, as a result of extrusion of volcanics (Wise 

et al. 1979), and third, as result of surface gravity and the presence of the topographic
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high itself (Phillips and Ivins 1979 and Phillips et al. 1981, quoted by Carr 1981, p.117). 

A combination of these factors can also explain why the brittle upper crust was in a s- 

tate of horizontal deviatoric tension (factors 1 and 2), why faulting dominantly occurred 

penecontemporaneously with uplift (see tables 2.2 and 2.3; factors 1 and 2), why it is 

largely confined to the region of elevated topography (see figure 3.6; factors 1 and 2), and 

why faulting continued to occur over a protracted period (factor 3). This interpretation 

for the faulting is concise and has been accepted for many years.

Recently a new interpretation has been made regarding the mode of formation of early 

faulting around Tharsis (Forsythe and Zimbelman 1988). It is noteworthy, but does not 

change the initial interpretation.

Forsythe and Zimbelman used high resolution images to examine the southern 290 km 

of the Gordii Dorsum escarpment (see figure 1.1). They argued that by analogy with 

laboratory experiments, and field studies, there has been approximately 30 to 40 km of 

left lateral displacement. Therefore, they proposed that the Gordii Dorsum escarpment 

is a left-lateral, strike-slip fault of lithospheric proportions and not a normal fault, and 

that it occurred during the late Noachian to early Hesperian. Forsythe and Zimbelman 

concluded that the speculated presence of strike slip faulting would suggest that martian 

tectonic processes in the past (i.e., > 2.5 ba ago), might have been similar to those on the 

Earth but then diverged as the cooling martian lithosphere rapidly thickened in its early 

history. In this way they acknowledged that the proposed earlier phase of lithospheric 

mobility on Mars does not invalidate the evidence for lithospheric immobility during the 

remainder of the martian geological history.

3 .7 .2  C an yon  F o rm a tio n  A ro u n d  T h a rsis

Valles Marineris exists to the east of the Tharsis Province, just south of the equator, and 

refers to a vast system of interconnected canyons. It extends from Noctis Labyrinthus, 

at 5°S 100°W, eastwards for 4000 km until it merges with the chaotic terrain (see figure 

3.5). Along the entire length are multiple, parallel canyons, chains of craters, and grabens 

(Lucchitta 1990). The canyons are better integrated towards Noctis Labyrinthus and more 

segmented towards the chaotic terrain. In most places individual canyons are over 3-km 

deep, and 100-km wide, although in the central section three parallel canyons merge to
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are
form a depression over 7-km deep and 600-km wide. Therefore, the canyons significantly 

larger than the Grand Canyon, Arizona, U.S.A on Earth, which is 450-km long, with a 

maximum depth of 2 km and a maximum width of 30 km.

The canyon walls are steep and gullied, and in many places have collapsed in gigantic 

landslides. In contrast, the canyon floors are generally flat and possess outcrops of layered 

terrain (see section 3.2.1.3). Levelling of the floors has been enhanced by a covering of 

debris, possibly from the landslides. The landslides, the layered terrain, and the debris, all 

imply a fluidizing mechanism in their formation, but besides these features there is only 

evidence for slow erosion in the canyons, independent of fluvial activity (Lucchitta 1990).

Noctis Labyrinthus exists to the west of Valles Marineris, at the summit of the Tharsis 

Province, close to the point of convergence of the radial fault system, at latitude 5°S and 

longitude 100°W. To the north of the labyrinth the direction of faults is predominantly 

north-north-east, south-south-west, and these trends are also represented in the canyons 

that make up the labyrinth (Masson 1977). In the western part of the labyrinth most of the 

depressions are unconnected and consist of lines of coalesced pits, with the floor of each pit 

being at a different level. In the eastern part of the labyrinth troughs and canyons prevail 

(Tanaka and Davis 1988). Both Valles Marineris and Noctis Labyrinthus were created in 

the lower Hesperian (see table 2.2), and subsequently underwent small-scale modification.

From the morphology and the location of the canyons, proposals have been made for their 

formation.

It is generally agreed that the formation of Valles Marineris is ‘in some way’ related to 

the evolution of the Tharsis Province, because canyon location correlates with the Tharsis 

circumferential extensional stress field (Phillips 1990). Lucchitta (1977) proposed that 

Valles Marineris represents a gigantic rift, forming from down-dropped grabens. To ac

count for the present wall configuration, Lucchitta suggested that the walls were subse

quently eroded, as with scarp retreat (see section 3.6.3.2), and likewise Tanaka and Davis 

(1988) suggested that they were modified by mass wasting processes, as indicated by the 

landslides.

The Noctis Labyrinthus canyons have been accounted for by a collapse mechanism. Tanaka 

and Davis (1988) argued that larger canyons in Noctis Labyrinthus formed either quick

ly, by a catastrophic event that involved major sapping, or slowly, during the speculated
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period of warmer climate when water might have been stable at the surface (see section 

3.2.1.3). They favoured the first alternative owing to the uncertainty in the second model, 

coupled with the young age of Noctis Labyrinthus (see table 2.2). Furthermore, Tanaka 

and Davis determined that the Noctis Labyrinthus canyons had morphological charac

teristics indicating sapping was involved in their formation by analogy with Hawaiian 

sapping-dominated valleys on Earth (e.g., coalesced pits with the floor of each pit being 

at a different level). Tanaka and Davis furthered their proposal by suggesting that the 

initial phase of the sapping process involved reactivation of tectonically weakened zones 

(e.g., buried grabens). They felt this could account for the absence of tributaries leading 

into smaller canyons which would be expected with a sapping process, and also for the 

dominance of nearby pits and chains observed neighbouring the canyons.

Indeed, the final speculation of Tanaka and Davis is consistent with the proposal by Peter

son (1978), who suggested that Noctis Labyrinthus formation might have been facilitated 

by antipodal effects of impact basins (see section 3.4.2.1). His proposal is based on the 

observation that Noctis Labyrinthus lies north-west of Syria Planum at 10°S 110°W, and 

west Sinai Planum at 15°S 91°W. He determined these locations to be exactly antipodal 

to the centre the Syrtis Major and Isidis impact basins at fa 10°N 290°W and 15°N 271°W 

respectively. (Therefore, he assumes the Syrtis Major formation to be an impact basin, 

and this assumption has not been verified). Even so, he supported his hypothesis with 

an analysis of Noctis Labyrinthus fault orientations. He noted that some components are 

approximately radial to the Syrtis Major - Isidis antipodes, and other components are 

nearly concentric about them. Hence he concluded that Noctis Labyrinthus formation 

could have been influenced by the antipodal effects.

In summary, the favoured mechanism that is considered to be responsible for, or to have 

contributed to, the formation of Valles Marineris and Noctis Labyrinthus, is incipient or 

aborted tectonic rifting (by analogy with Earth), with collapse along the crest of the bulge 

due to subsurface withdrawal of material (Phillips 1990).

3 .7 .3  O rig in  O f  T h e  T h a rsis  P r o v in ce

The Tharsis Province has now been reviewed with respect to volcanic and tectonic pro

cesses. At this stage it is advantageous to determine how the results outlined in sections
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3.4.2.2, 3.7.1 and 3.7.2, can be used to confirm a proposal for the origin of the Tharsis 

Province (see section 3.6.1).

It can be deduced from the results that the key statement reflecting Tharsis evolution is 

its two-fold development from the late Noachian to geological present; a time-span almost 

unbelievable, even by geological standards (Wise et al. 1979). The first stage involved 

rapid development of the topographic rise to maturity accompanied by the development of 

a vast radial fault system during the late Noachian to early Hesperian. The second stage 

involved an extremely long-lived volcanic history accompanied by subsidiary faulting from 

the lower Hesperian until the present. Therefore, three questions need to be clarified in a 

proposal for the origin of the Tharsis Province. They are:

1. What process initiated the development of Tharsis?

2. How did this process subsequently allow large-scale volcanism? and

3. How did the process enable tectonic and volcanic processes to be so sustained at 

Tharsis, whilst most of the rest of the planet remained relatively unaffected?

Proposals listed by Phillips (1990), that were made to explain how Tharsis came about, 

and how it sustained itself throughout the planet’s history, agree that extensive doming 

is a consequence of the Tharsis Province being centred over an area of high subsurface 

thermal activity. They are as follows:

1. It represents a major episode of partial melting of the martian mantle following 

fractionation of a primary crust;

2. It represents a major episode of partial melting in the mantle that was induced by a 

primordial heterogeneity in the mantle occurring coincidentally with the Borealis im

pact (see section 2.2.3). Fracturing of the lithosphere subsequently allowed passive, 

prolonged emplacement of the volcanic material;

3. It is associated with a hotspot;

It should be recognised that proposals 1 and 2 imply, although do not specify, the 

existence of a hotspot, since it is only in this way that the mantle can be in a state 

susceptible to partial melting prior to a huge release in pressure. Therefore, proposals 

1, 2 and 3 overlap.
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4. Finally a novel proposal is that it is the result of convection in the mantle. It was

proposed that subduction is represented north-west of a line approximately parallel

to that joining Ascraeus, Pavonis and Arsia Mons (see figure 3.3), and back-arc

extension is represented by the Noachian faults in Claritas Fossae (see figure 1.1). 
(Sleep rviEVTV Easton USA 1^88").

Therefore, both hotspots and convection have been used to explain subsurface thermal 

activity initiating the Tharsis Province. I favour the hotspot model for three reasons. 

First, hotspots have long been invoked to explain localised and prolonged volcanic activity 

on Earth, resulting from concentrated upwelling of material from deep in the mantle (Carr 

1974, Bott 1982, p.352, White and McKenzie 1989); hence volcanic activity observed at 

Tharsis could also be explained in this way. Second, the mechanical effects of hotspots, 

coupled with the resultant thermal expansion and increased partial melting of the crust 

over the hotspot, is used to explain why the overlying lithosphere becomes faulted on 

Earth; likewise faulting at Tharsis prior to the volcanism could also be accounted for in 

this manner. Finally, the concept has been extended on Earth to suggest that stresses at 

the base of the lithosphere may become so great from hotspot activity, that the lithosphere 

breaks up into new plates moving away from the point of upwelling. Hence, I suggest 

canyon formation at Thaxsis (in which rifting was suppressed due to lithospheric effects; 

see section 3.7) could be explained in this way. Therefore, the hotspot model can readily 

account for surface observations at Tharsis.

At this stage it should be noted that if such a hotspot caused the Tharsis Province, either it 

must have been much larger than the hotspots proposed to explain volcanism and doming 

on Earth, or the effects of the hotspot were simply amplified by their sustained action on 

a stable crust. Indeed, a combination of these effects could have been applicable.

Using this framework, the doming observed at Tharsis can be accounted for by employing 

one of the following explanations previously proposed:

1. Wise et al. (1979) suggested doming occurred as an isostatic response to compen

sate for thermal anomalies produced by hotspot activity. They noted that their 

proposal is consistent with the gravity anomaly at Tharsis, the distribution of faults 

(see section 3.7.1), and the remnants of old cratered terrain north of the Thaxsis 

Province that could be as a result of crustal thinning (such as Tempe Terra; see 

figure 3.1). Thus, this proposal provides a concise explanation for a collection of
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surface observations at Tharsis;

2. Solomon and Head (1982) proposed that doming is laxgely due to near-surface, and 

therefore intrusive, accumulation of volcanics; and

3. Finnerty et al. (1988) proposed a new model that is a variant of proposals 1 and 2. 

They suggested that accumulation of near-surface volcanics cause density changes 

resulting from the vertical transport of magma, and this produced the doming.

Subsequent events that occurred at Tharsis after doming until geologically recent times, 

such as local faulting and the construction of giant shield volcanoes, can readily be ex

plained by the hotspot model in that they represent the continued and final stages of 

internal activity at Tharsis (Wise et al. 1979).

In summary, it is hoped an exact model for Tharsis formation can be developed by im

proved gravity data from forthcoming missions. It is known that gravity anomalies provide 

a means for assessing the structure of the crust and density distribution down to depths 

of 100 km (Bott 1982, p.353). From this it could be determined whether doming is due 

to accumulation of near-surface volcanics, or isostatic effects. Additionally convective mo

tions can be gleaned from gravity data, and therefore it could be determined if Tharsis is 

actively supported by convection or a hotspot.

3 .7 .4  O rig in  O f T h e  E ly s iu m  P ro v in ce

The Elysium Province is considered to represent a small-scale version of Tharsis (Lynn 

Hall et al. 1986, Kiefer 1989). It is 5-km high, «  2000 km in diameter, and is centred on 

latitude 25°N and longitude 210°W. As outlined by Lynn Hall et al. and Kiefer, similarities 

to Tharsis include a volcanic and tectonic history, a broad free air gravity anomaly, and 

Phlegra Montes which is assumed to be an island of old cratered terrain on the northern 

flank of Elysium Mons. Therefore, if the favoured proposal for subsurface thermal activity 

at Tharsis is applicable to Elysium, then it appears that there is a bimodal distribution 

of hotspots on Mars.
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3.8 Sum m ary C hapter T hree

The information summarised in this chapter has shaped the approach to my own research. 

It has enabled me to differentiate geological regions important to the crustal dichotomy, 

and therefore subsequently decided my choice of mapping area. Furthermore, it prompted 

me to plot the global distribution of geological landforms, such as fluvial features and 

central volcanoes, to ascertain if they were related to or independent of each other. Finally, 

the deductions of a stable lithosphere and low rates of erosion on Mars reassured me that 

a global surface history could be constructed, and thus that, ultimately, an interpretation 

can be attempted for the crustal dichotomy on Mars.
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C hapter 4

G eological M apping Studies

‘THE TEST OF OUR PROGRESS IS NOT WHETHER WE ADD MORE TO 

THE ABUNDANCE OF THOSE WHO HAVE TOO MUCH; IT IS WHETHER 

WE PROVIDE ENOUGH FOR THOSE WHO HAVE TOO LITTLE’: FRANKLIN 

D. ROOSEVELT.

4.1 C onstructing A  P hotogeological M ap

The process of photogeological mapping is simple in principle. It uses the fundamental 

concept that a planetary crust is composed of three-dimensional bodies of rock, called 

geological units. The rocks of each unit formed relative to those of the neighbouring units, 

by a discrete process or related process, and in a discrete time span (Greeley and Batson 

1990, p.120). Geological units are recognised remotely by distinctive surface morphologies 

(that is coarse features), or distinctive surface textures (that is fine features), that can be 

explained by a uniform set of processes acting in a discrete time span. Using these criteria, 

photogeological mapping can begin, even if the exact processes producing the unit and 

the absolute time of formation are unknown.

Geological maps on Earth axe constructed using stratigraphical principles. Stratigraphical 

principles refer to the laws of stratigraphy that were enunciated for Earth by Nicolaus 

Steno in 1669. They are (as outlined by Greeley and Batson 1990, p.217) that each new 

geological unit:
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1. Was deposited on older deposits and remains above them unless subsequently dis

turbed (law of superposition);

2. Was deposited approximately horizontally and approximately parallel to the under

lying surface (law of horizontality); and

3. Spread out laterally until it pinched out or was blocked (law of continuity).

By applying these simple principles during photogeological mapping, relative ages can 

be determined between adjacent geological units. In order to do this, boundary regions 

command particular attention during mapping. Boundary regions are drawn by scanning 

each unit until its end. The contact is then traced until the two units it delimits no longer 

meet. At this point the boundary either terminates or continues as a contact between the 

first unit and a different second unit. Therefore, by using this procedure and by applying 

the laws of stratigraphy, the age relations of adjacent geological units can be determined.

An acknowledged variation to the third law encountered in planetary mapping, is that 

some units, I o t  example secondary impacts, were discontinuous when deposited. However, 

such features are not considered important to the crustal dichotomy, and so did not present 

problems in my mapping studies.

4.2 Selection  O f M apping A reas

4 .2 .1  C o n str u c tio n  O f S k etch  M ap s

I began my mapping studies with a basic mapping exercise. The purpose of the mapping 

exercise was to practise photogeological mapping techniques, and to construct sketch maps 

that emphasised the geological context and age relations of the major units in the area un

der study. Two north-south traverses were chosen along the highland-lowland boundary, 

that allowed a comparison between contrasting types of transition from highland to low

land (see section 3.6 and figure 4.1). Standard MC lithographs were used at a scale of 1: 2 

000 000 (1 mm = 2 km) at 27.472°, in combination with the corresponding photomosaics.

Traverse 1 spans the fretted terrain, between latitudes 47.5°N and 47.5°S, and longitudes 

247.5°W to 292.5°W. It covers a region removed from major volcanism and tectonism so 

that relatively old surfaces are exposed at the boundary region. Traverse 2 spans the centre
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region of the Tharsis Province, between latitudes 47.5°N and 47.5°S, and longitudes 90°W 

and 135°W. Therefore, this traverse covers a region heavily affected by major volcanism 

and tectonism (see section 3.6.1), so that relatively young surfaces are exposed at the 

boundary region.

Key To Figure 4.1

 : transition from highland to lowland terrain types

 : outer edge of the Tharsis and Elysium Provinces

4 .2 .2  D e ta ile d  G eo lo g ica l M ap p in g

Traverse 1 was chosen for detailed geological mapping since the boundary region is removed 

from the geological influences associated with the Tharsis Province, and thus enabled rel

atively older morphological processes unique to the highlands to be studied. Additionally 

the pilot studies in this region highlighted two research-worthy geological phenomena not 

mentioned in the literature.

First, it was found that young plains material exists in the southern highlands, that cannot 

be classed as ridged plains or plateau material (see section 3.3.2). The plains material du

plicates many characteristics of the northern lowland basaltic plains (see section 3.3.3.2). 

Such characteristics include a protracted development spanning the decline of heavy im

pact flux and continuing until geologically recent times (as indicated by superimposed 

impact crater distribution), instantaneous emplacement over extensive areas (as indicated 

by superimposed impact crater distribution), and the existence of lava rilles (see section

3.3.1.1). These plains dominantly exist peripheral to the fretted terrain, suggesting there 

has been an overlap of basaltic plains volcanism into the high-standing southern hemi

sphere terrain. I wanted to investigate this observation further.

Second, it was found that the fretted terrain illustrates local changes in geology. For 

example, the boundary style from Nilosyrtis Mensae down to the lowlands is different 

f - r o r n  that on the south rim of Isidis down to the lowlands (see figures 1.1 and

4.1). In Nilosyrtis Mensae ‘archetypal’ fretted terrain exists. Therefore, ‘plateaux, mesas 

and buttes’ (see section 3.6.3), stand on a densely-cratered terrain. On the southern rim 

of Isidis the transition to lowland is in the form of rugged mountainous regions that close
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upwards in a point and are separated by smooth plains. I wanted to investigate these 

variations in surface geology further.

Finally the fretted terrain has not yet been mapped in detail with respect to crustal 

dichotomy formation (see section 3.6.3.2). Therefore, it was hoped that a detailed inves

tigation would provide evidence for the formation of the fretted terrain boundary, that 

subsequently could be combined with previous interpretations of the other two boundary 

provinces, and thence place constraints on a proposal for crustal dichotomy formation.

Again low resolution MC lithographs were used for mapping, in combination with the cor

responding photomosaics. However, interpretations made from high resolution images by 

previous workers (e.g., see sections 3.2.2.1 and 3.3.3.2), and the geological details included 

in the U. S. Geol. Surv. maps (1986,1987), were extrapolated to supplement my analyses 

of the geological units mapped in traverse 1.

Key To Figure 4.2 And Table 4.1 

BOUNDARY TERRAINS:

HNpht Peripheral Highland Terrain

Niismt Nilosyrtis Mensae Terrain

LOWLAND TERRAINS:

Asf Smooth Featureless Plains

Akpm

Aeva

Knobby Plains Material

Eastern Volcanic Assemblage

Hpfp

Hcrp

Hlrp

Hmplp Mottled Plains With Less Pronounced Albedo Contrasts

Hmpsc Mottled Plains With Sharp Albedo Contrasts

Polygonally Fractured Plains

Concentrically Ridged Plains

Lowland Ridged Plains
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Figure 4.2: Geological Map
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T a b l e  4 . 1

C h r o n o l o g i c a l  s e q u e n c e  o f  u n i t s  f o r  f i g u r e  4 . 2 .
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HIGHLAND TERRAINS:

Apcm

Ahem

Hhmu

Hsmrp

Hhbl

Hhb2 •

Hcast

Hhprp | 

Htprp j

Himu

Nlmu

Nroct

Nru

Nat"

GENERAL

Proximal Channel Material

Hellas Channel Material

High Modification Unit

Syrtis Major Highland Ridged Plains

Hellas Band 1

Hellas Band 2

Channel Associated Stripped Terrain 

Hadriaca Patera Highland Ridged Plains 

Tyrrhena Patera Highland Ridged Plains 

Intermediate Modification Unit 

Low Modification Unit 

Runoff Channel Terrain 

Rim Unit 

Ancient Terrain

CHARACTERISTICS:

mapped transition from highland to lowland terrain types

definite boundaries (i.e., contacts that can be positioned to within a few 

millimetres)

gradational boundaries (i.e., contacts of doubtful position). Such boundaries 

are subjective and difficult to map with absolute precision. Therefore, it may 

be questioned why they are not represented with a regionally straight line. 

However, I considered that by trying to locate the boundary as realistically as 

possible, resulting irregularities would reflect and emphasise the high degree 

of association often observed between the geological units
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outer edge of deeply furrowed flow from caldera of highland patera 

impact craters superimposed on boundary regions 

grabens modified with later plains material 

central caldera complex of highland patera 

location of cross-sections

FIXED PLACE NAMES:

TP: Tyrrhena Patera 

HP: Hadriaca Patera 

MP: Meroe Patera 

IP: Isidis Planitia

4.3 A nalysis O f T he G eological M ap

The surface geology of Mars is complex, since a number of processes act in any one area to 

produce the resultant landforms. Therefore, to determine whether a given terrain consists 

of one unit, I considered whether the observed morphology could be explained by one 

laterally continuous rock body. If this was the case a ‘geological unit’ was mapped. If it 

could not, then adjacent, sub-adjacent and subsurface rock bodies, and post-depositional 

modifications were considered, to determine if the surface geology could be explained 

(see sections 3.2.2.1, 3.5.4 and 3.6.3.2). If this was the case then a ‘geological terrain’ 

was mapped. In this way, a geological terrain characterises an area in which the surface 

geology can be explained by a uniform set of processes acting on a uniform set of geological 

units; the way in which this was determined will become apparent in the text. To aid the 

identification of such terrains, the third dimension was always kept in mind by drawing 

cross-sections; thus emphasising the importance of stratigraphical principles to solve the 

problems in planetary geology.

Other observations recorded for each unit or terrain mapped included the type of boundary 

(i.e., if sharp or ill-defined), age of formation (approximate ages were decided by observing
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the number and average size of superimposed impact craters), latitude and longitude, 

elevation and angle of slope, and neighbouring geological units or terrains (both in this 

traverse and globally; in the latter case the U. S. Geol. Surv. maps (1986, 1987) were 

used for reference).

Using this framework each unit or terrain should have been mapped in such a way that 

only the subsequent interpretation made, and not its contacts or status as a geological 

unit or terrain, may need to be revised when new data are obtained.

The units or terrains are named according to the observational criteria used to define 

them, except where the origin of the unit or terrain is well established (e.g., the rim unit 

of the Hellas and Isidis Basins; see figure 4.2). The following text lists, and illustrates 

photographically, the observational criteria used to define each unit or terrain. An inter

pretation then follows; thus the interpretation is kept separate from the objective data 

used to define the unit or terrain. Where the origin of the unit or terrain is uncertain, in 

that it cannot be determined absolutely with the data available, alternative interpretations 

are given that are consistent with the observations made. In this way, the readers of the 

geological map will be made aware of uncertainties that exist.

Finally, since the analyses of the geological units and terrains involves a lengthy discus

sion, it is best used for reference to understand the cross-sections that follow and the 

interpretations made in chapter 6.

Key To Photographic Illustrations

( £ )  : impact craters superimposed on boundary regions

: boundary to unit; dashes mark the outer edge of the boundary

SU 1 : sub-unit 1

SUB. : sub-unit 2

SU3 : sub-unit 3

5U4- : sub-unit 4

CT  : crater type

m : mesa
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b : butte

K : knob

: outline of impact crater

 : boundaries delineating sub-units

t -T- t : escarpment in runoff channel terrain

: intermontane plains

sr~* : sinuous rille

WRs : wrinkle ridges

rc : radial channels

TP : Tyrrhena Patera

H P : Hadriaca Patera

cc  : central caldera

- • - : gradational boundary

fP : flow fronts

SC : subsurface crater

cd : cratered domes

cjs : central peak craters

mj^sac : mottled plains with sharp albedo contrasts

mjsljsac : mottled plains with less pronounced albedo contrasts

4.4 Fretted  Terrain

The fretted terrain has been mapped as two boundary terrains, named the Nilosyrtis 

Mensae terrain and the peripheral highland terrain. They will be dealt with at length 

since they provide information with respect to the mode and time of formation of the 

fretted terrain.
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4 .4 .1  N ilo s y r t is  M en sae: N n sm t

DIAGNOSTIC CHARACTERISTICS.

Nnsmt is characterised by a tract of plateau material superimposed on a heavily-cratered 

base (see figure 4.3). It occurs between the 2 to 3-km contours (see figure 4.2). The plateau 

material is furrowed to form mesas and buttes of varying sizes with irregular margins (see 

section 3.6.3). The plateau material is dated as middle to late Noachian age, and the 

heavily cratered base as lower to middle Noachian age.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

Nnsmt displays a variety of geological phenomena (see figure 4.3). For example:

1. Surfaces of the plateau material are etched;

2. Furrows separating the mesas and buttes in large crater floors, radiate outwards 

from a centre point;

3. The floors of many of the furrows show striation parallel to the walls;

4. Cross-cutting, west-north-west to east-south-east trending graben structures exist 

independent of the furrowing. They are straight on a regional scale and their floors 

are smooth; and

5. Different types of channels can be located within the unit. For example, at the 

margins of the large impact craters described in point 2 (see figure 4.3). Channel 

types become more variable in the area just west off the traverse, where they form 

bulbous shaped depressions to small-scale rille type structures.

Despite the variety of features in Nnsmt, an overall sequence in the surface geology is 

apparent, whereby unbroken plateau material passes to mesas and buttes located on crater 

floors, which passes to closely knit mesas and buttes not constrained to crater floors, before 

gradation into the peripheral highland terrain (see section 4.4.2).

| INTERPRETATION.

The furrows producing the mesa and butte landform, and causing re-exposure of pre

existing craters, are interpreted to represent faults in the plateau material. The faults 

subsequently have been enlarged by modification processes such as ground-ice sapping,
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Figure 4.3: Photograph Illustrating The Nilosyrtis Mensae Terrain
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and to a lesser extent volcanism associated with the northern plains. This is consistent 

with past interpretations of faulting (see sections 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.3, 2.2.4 and 3.6.3), and 

ground-ice sapping (see section 3.G.3.2). Furtherm ore, I propose tha t the confinement of 

faulting to boundary regions (see figure 4.4) suggests faulting occurred as a consequence 

of form ation of the fretted terrain boundary. Since the faulting postdates middle to late 

Noachian plateau m aterial, a lower age limit is placed on boundary formation. Conversely 

since the mesa and bu tte  form is not found in m aterial younger than the la te Noachian 

plateau m aterial, an upper age limit is placed on boundary formation. This timing of 

events is supported by the work done by Maxwell (19S9; see section 3.6.3.2).

Key To Figure 4.4

□  : mesa and bu tte  form plateau m aterial

 : transition from highland to lowland terrain types

: channelled terrain bordering highland-lowland boundary

 : outer lim it of the Tharsis and Elysium Provinces

At this stage a history of geological events can be complied to explain the Nilosyrtis 

Mensae terrain. I propose th a t the middle to late Noachian plateau m aterial was cmplaccd 

(possibly further north than presently observed, as indicated north-cast of this unit; see 

figure 1.1), and became consolidated. It caused the inundation of large, pre-existing impact 

craters (as indicated to the south of this unit). The crustal dichotomy forming process then 

ensued to produce the straight regional faults, and the faults producing the mesa and butte 

landform. Sapping accompanied the faulting. At these latitudes ground ice can be retained 

subsurface (sec section 3.2.2.4). Therefore, I propose tha t sapping occurred simultaneously 

by melting of in situ ground ice. Melting was provoked by associated crustal disturbances, 

and increased therm al gradients provided by peripheral volcanic activity in the northern 

lowlands (see section 3.3.3.2, tables 2.2 to 2.4 and figure 4.2). This accentuated the 

faulting, and therefore exposure of pre-existing im pact craters, and produced the variety 

of enclosed channel types found within the terrain. The striations observed in the furrows 

can be accounted for by ice-ricli m aterial moving slowly down-gradicnt ‘cn m asse’ since 

early Hesperian times (see section 3.5.4). Finally, side-cffects of such large-scale crustal
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Figure 4.4: Map To Illustrate The Restricted Location Of Mesas and Buttes To The 

Fretted Terrain Boundary
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disturbances can readily account for the remaining variations observed. For example, the 

etched surface can be attributed to weakly consolidated surface materials produced during 

fretted terrain formation, that were subsequently eroded by wind since the early Hesperian 

(see section 3.1.3).

In summary, Nnsmt is vital in that it represents a key area retaining the surface geology 

from the late Noachian to early Hesperian, and represents the geology of the highland 

prior to the main part transition to the lowland (see figure 4.2). In this way, it has been 

used to place constraints on the age and mode of formation of the fretted terrain boundary 

at higher elevation regions.

4 .4 .2  P er ip h era l H igh lan d  Terrain: H N p h t

DIAGNOSTIC CHARACTERISTICS.

HNpht represents the transitional region between highland and lowland terrain types, 

between the 3 to 1-km contours (see figure 4.2). It extends from Nilosyrtis Mensae into 

the northern lowlands, to form a 300-km wide zone of scattered mesas, buttes and knobs, 

surrounded by plains material (thus HNpht resembles a widely spaced Nilosyrtis Mensae 

terrain phenomena; see figures 4.3 and 4.5). The mesas, buttes and knobs are irregular 

in shape, and randomly distributed (i.e., sometimes absent and sometimes occurring in 

clusters; see figure 4.5), although their size and frequency of occurrence generally decreases 

downhill. The plains material is dated as early Hesperian to Amazonian age (see tables

2.2 to 2.4), and the mesas, buttes and knobs as late Noachian to early Hesperian age (see 

section 4.4.1).

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

HNpht has been divided into four sub-units (see figure 4.5), that illustrate a variation in 

geology.

SUB-UNIT 1: this exists adjacent to Nnsmt, where there is a progression from closely 

packed Nilosyrtis mesas and buttes into slightly smaller and more sparsely distributed 

examples. Many of the mesas are ‘tear-drop’ shaped downhill (see figure 4.5). The ground 

in between the mesas has been invaded by material emplaced since the lower Hesperian.

SUB-UNIT 2: this constitutes occurrences of sub-unit 1 landforms contained within larger
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Figure 4.5: Photograph Illustrating The Peripheral Highland Terrain
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expanses of plains material. Other phenomena found therein include:

1. Large, cross-cutting Nili Fossae channels that are broad, flat floored and regionally

straight (see figure 4.2 and figure 4.5). They originate in and crosscut the Syrtis

Major formation, and extend through HNpht on the ‘extrapolated’ north-western

rim of the Isidis Basin (see figure 4.2). They occur between the 2and 3-km contours.

Their floors exist at a lower elevation with respect to the surrounding terrain, and
in

the material within is dated as Amazonianage;

2. An outlier of knobby terrain, that has gradational boundaries with the adjacent terrain

(see figure 4.2); and

3. Concentric crater fill in pedestal crater floors between latitudes 30 to 45°N.

SUB-UNIT 3: this constitutes large expanses of plains material with closely packed knobby 

hills or blocky remnants at random intervals. Closely packed knobs are found around the 

basal regions of Nili Fossae, and clusters of blocky remnants are found at more northerly 

localities (see figure 4.5). The sub-unit occurs at the lower limits of HNpht, prior to the 

mapped transition from highland to lowland terrain types, and is gradational with the 

knobby plains material where the two adjoin (see figure 4.2).

SUB-UNIT 4: this occurs north of Nnsmt and includes an outlier of less pronounced 

mottled plains (see figure 4.5). The size of the mesas and buttes diminishes progressing 

northwards, resulting in widely spaced clusters of knobs and large expanses of plains 

material at low elevations. The plains material has a faint swirl texture, and only causes 

slight modification of constituent pedestal craters (see figure 4.5). Finally, many of the 

hills in the 40°N to 50°N latitude band are surrounded by debris flows (see section 3.2.2.1).

The peripheral highland terrain also displays four distinct crater types (see figure 4.5).

CRATER TYPE 1: a large crater (diameter = «  100 km) can be outlined to the west of 

Isidis Planitia. It spans the boundary between HNpht and the smooth featureless plains 

(see figure 4.2). The distribution of closely-spaced conical hills defines its subsurface 

existence (see section 3.6.3).

CRATER TYPE 2: a second large crater (diameter = «  50 km) can be located on the 

north-western rim of the Isidis Basin (see figure 4.2). A gullied rim and a central peak are 

observed, although ejecta detail is lacking;
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CRATER TYPE 3: superimposed pedestal craters (uppermost diameter = «  10 km), 

occur in sub-unit 4. They are shallow, flat floored, with eroded rims and ballistic ejecta 

where discernible; and

CRATER TYPE 4: central peak and pitted central peak craters with fluidized ejecta 

(uppermost diameter = «  5 km), occur at southerly locations superimposed on the plains 

material.

N.B. No large subsurface craters can be defined between the 3and 1-km contours (see 

section 3.6.3 and figure 4.5). This is in contrast to the adjacent terrain in the highlands 

and lowlands (such as the floor of the Isidis Basin).

INTERPRETATION.

The geology of HNpht suggests the fretted terrain did not form by a consistent geological 

process, such as the application of a homogeneous stress field, but entailed a process 

that produced a variable band of terrain of specific extent (see figures 3.5 and 4.2). The 

formation of HNpht was determined by interpreting the geology observed therein and then 

uniting the interpretations. This work is summaxised in the following:

The plains material is interpreted to be equivalent to that forming the northern lowland 

plains. Evidence for this comes from flow fronts, small-scale lava rilles and the gradational 

boundaries observed with the northern lowland plains (see figure 4.5).

SUB-UNIT 1: sub-unit 1 is interpreted to represent the faulting and sapping of plateau 

material continuing from Nnsmt. Faulting is exposed at the surface since subsequent mod

ification by plains material is minimal. The mesas are ‘tear-drop’ shaped with the long 

axis trending downhill; this suggests the landform was produced by downhill directed ten

sion. The original shape might have been accentuated by subsequent erosion, for example, 

by plains material draining downhill.

SUB-UNIT 2: sub-unit 2 is interpreted to represent highly faulted and modified plateau 

material. Evidence for this interpretation comes from the geology of the mesas, buttes and 

knobs found throughout the sub-unit (see section 4.4.1 and figures 4.3 and 4.5), and the 

rapid reduction in elevation (see figure 4.2). The outlier of knobby terrain may represent 

a region of accumulation of plains material, that caused the subsurface to be inundated 

to a greater extent than adjacent regions so that knobs, compared to mesas and buttes,
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protrude Athe surface (see section 3.6.3). Greater accumulation of plains material might 

have been due to a localised increase in subsurface magma supply (see section 3.3.3.2), 

coincident with a subsurface situation that enabled ponding of plains material.

SUB-UNIT 3: the randomly spaced clusters of knobby material found within sub-unit 3 

have been interpreted to be due to any, or a combination, of the following:

1. Faulted subsurface material was dislodged and subsequently became entrained dur

ing emplacement of later plains material. It was then deposited with a reduction in 

velocity of the plains material (e.g., on reaching gentler gradients); or

2. A relatively thin covering of later plains material compared to surrounding areas in 

the sub-unit, causing a faulted pre-existing topography to be exposed at the surface.

SUB-UNIT 4: the swirl texture of the plains material found in sub-unit 4 is interpreted 

to represent a belated episode of rapid lava coverage, that solidified quickly fossilizing 

the observed texture. Since debris flows surround the knobby inliers it suggests they are 

composed of weakly consolidated material (see section 3.2.2.1). Thus the knobby inliers 

may represent the presence of faulted southern-hemisphere-type surface existing beneath 

the plains.

CHANNELS: From the location and elevation of the Nili Fossae channels it is valid to

attribute their origin to concentric grabens created during Isidis impact basin formation.

If this is the case, it implies that much of the relief of the Isidis rim has been retained 
under the.

surface at these localities. However, the Isidis rim must have suffered some disturbance 

as indicated by the ‘gradual’ reduction in elevation towards Isidis Planitia, compared to 

a rapid reduction in elevation at the southern rim (see figure 4.2). By observing the 

scattered occurrence of sub-unit 3 at the boundary to Isidis Planitia, and the eventual loss 

of elevation of the channels at northern extremes (see figure 4.2), it is proposed that the 

rim was ‘strained’ towards the lowlands, but was not profoundly faulted as for Nnsmt and 

sub-unit 1. Therefore, if the interpretation of the origin of the channels is correct, then 

the subsurface structure in these regions is different fr&mthat north of Nilosyrtis Mensae. 

Hence, variations in surface geology of the fretted terrain can be explained by variations 

in subsurface geology (see section 4.2.2).

The constituent material within the channels is interpreted to represent either recycled
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existing material by ground ice and annual ice precipitation from the atmosphere (see 

section 3.5.4), or plains material that subsequently flooded the channels.

CRATER TYPE 1: the size and extent of modification of this crater type indicates it

impacted early in the martian history. Relief created during impact will have been con
it

siderable relative to the neighbouring terrain. Therefore, ̂ is interpreted to represent a 

pre-existing crater protruding through the lowlands plains, and hence may represent an 

isolated piece of evidence for a southern-hemisphere-type surface existing beneath the 

northern lowland plains (see section 3.6.3). If this is the case, it can be inferred that there 

was small-scale faulting of the southern-hemisphere-type subsurface at these reaches, that 

produced the faulted rim yet allowed the circular form to be preserved.

CRATER TYPE 2: this might have been formed in one of two ways. First, as for crater 

type 1, but because impact occurred at higher limits of the Isidis Basin rim where covering 

by plains material is not as thick, more internal detail is visible at the surface. Alternative

ly, it may represent a large, late-stage impact crater that occurred after formation of the 

peripheral highland terrain. This would explain the singular occurrence at this elevation, 

and the fact that the rim is not faulted as with crater type 1, or sub-unit 3 in which it is 

contained. Therefore, this alternative is preferred.

CRATER TYPE 3: they constitute craters superimposed on the surface, and therefore the 

peripheral highland terrain must have been created prior to their formation (i.e., before 

middle to late Hesperian times, consistent with the time of formation proposed for the 

Nnsmt mesas and buttes; see section 4.4.1). Pedestal craters, and the concentric crater 

fill found within, are considered to be latitudinally controlled phenomena. Pedestal crater 

formation is explained by enhanced effects of deposition and deflation of surfidal debris 

poleward of 40°, compared to equatorial latitude bands (Carr 1981, p.53), and concentric 

crater fill formation is explained by the presence of subsurface ice (see section 3.2.2.2). 

Thus, their morphology is unrelated to crustal dichotomy formation.

CRATER TYPE 4: they constitute impact craters superimposed on the surface at low 

latitudes. The central peaks and pitted central peaks indicate that impact occurred into 

a fluid medium (Carr et al. 1977). Since the crater size is small and the number of craters 

low, their geology suggests that extrusion of plains material occurred until geologically 

recent times at these reaches.
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Finally, there is no evidence of large subsurface craters between the 3 to 1-km contours 

(see section 3.6.3). This is in contrast to the adjacent terrain in the highlands and low

lands. Therefore, this observation supports the proposal made in this section and section 

4.4.1, that fretted terrain formation resulted by extensive faulting and sapping of the late 

Noachian southern-hemisphere-type surface, causing evidence of the early cratering record 

to be lost.

In summary, by combining the above interpretations, and by keeping the chronological 

sequence of events clear, I propose the peripheral highland terrain formed in the following 

manner:

Sub-unit 1, in conjunction with Nnsmt, represents the plane of surface rupture of the

late Noachian southern hemisphere high-standing terrain downwards. Sub-units 2 and

3 represent continued large-scale faulting and sapping of this surface to result in rapid

elevation loss. Thus the continued presence of knobby material, its inconsistent exposure
arewithin the units, and the lack of evidence of large pre-existing craters A explained. Finally 

elevation loss assumes a more gentle gradient as represented by sub-unit 4. In such re

gions more complete subsurface impact crater forms are retained and the remainder of the 

lowlands approximates to an ‘epeirogenous’ form (see figures 1.3, 1.4 and 4.2). Therefore, 

if a late Noachian southern-hemisphere-type surface exists beneath the northern plains, 

reduction in elevation must have occurred in the form of coalesced subcrustal founder

ing, compared to extensive faulting and sapping as for the fretted terrain. The apparent 

levelling of the topography in the lowland regions can be explained simply by the accu

mulation of lava plains until geologically recent times (see section 3.3.3.2 and tables 2.2 

to 2.4). This sequence of events took place after the late Noachian (see section 4.4.1), 

and before the middle to late Hesperian (this is the age at which superimposed impact 

craters are retained on the surface; also see section 4.4.1). Finally, the degree of exposure 

of the subsurface topography in HNpht is determined by the thickness of plains material 

subsequently emplaced.

4 .4 .3  Su m m ary To F retted  T errain F orm ation

It should be noted that the style of transition from highland to lowland outlined for 

the fretted terrain has been simplified. It is apparent that other influences also govern
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the transitional style. For example, elevation loss is suppressed on the western rim of the 

Isidis Basin compared to in Nilosyrtis Mensae, and the southern rim of the Isidis Basin has 

remained intact. This latter observation indicates the process leading to crustal dichotomy 

formation lessened towards southerly extremes of the Isidis Basin. Furthermore, since this 

traverse is removed from major sites of volcanism and tectonism, it suggests that initiation 

of the crustal dichotomy forming process might have been centred on the Tharsis Province; 

this speculation needs to be investigated further.

4.5 Lowland Terrains

4.5 .1  E a stern  V olcan ic A ssem blage: A eva

DIAGNOSTIC CHARACTERISTICS.

The plains have hummocky relief and a textured surface with small-scale ridging and oval 

shaped pits (see figure 4.6). Aeva is dated as Amazonian age.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS.

The plains illustrate sharp albedo contrasts and a gradual transition with the adjacent 

mottled plains (see figure 4.2).

INTERPRETATION.

I did not carry out a detailed study of the unit. The U. S. Geol. Surv. interpretation 

(1987) attributes the unit to volcanic terrain, with the flows possibly derived from the 

Elysium region (see figure 1.1). They propose the volcanics were extensively modified by 

fluvial, aeolian and periglacial processes, to produce the observed texture. Analysis of 

the boundary regions shows the flows thinned gradually, causing slight covering of the 

adjacent mottled plains.

4 .5 .2  M o ttled  P la in s  W ith  Sharp A lb ed o  C on trasts: H m p sc

DIAGNOSTIC CHARACTERISTICS.

The plains axe characterised by impact crater ejecta blankets that have higher albedo than 

the surrounding terrain, resulting in the mottled appearance (see figure 4.7). The plains
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Figure 4.6: Photograph Illustrating The Eastern Volcanic Assemblage

Figure 4.7: Photograph Illustrating The Mottled Plains
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in
are dated as middle HesperianAage.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

Hmpsc extends from north of the mapping area southwards to «  43°N. Further south 

a few inliers are encountered in younger terrain (see figure 4.2). Boundary regions are 

ill-defined, but a marked change in surface geology occurs over »  10 to 50 km. Sparsely 

distributed knobby inliers are found within the unit.

INTERPRETATION.

The base unit is interpreted as lava flows erupting from fissures (U. S. Geol. Surv. in

terpretation 1986, 1987), where resurfacing ceased in the middle Hesperian. Gradational 

boundaries with adjacent units indicate the volcanic flows thinned gradually. The unit 

constitutes a site removed from the fretted terrain boundary where the surface has been 

exposed to external agents of modification since the middle Hesperian (namely aeolian 

mantling and harsh climatic conditions, so that the ejecta surrounding the craters act as 

traps for fine-grained, wind-blown debris; see section 3.1). The general consensus is that 

such effects produced the mottled pattern (Carr 1981, p.79). The origin of the constituent 

knobs is uncertain. They are generally interpreted to be faulted remnants of an old sub

surface crust, or impact crater rims, protruding through the northern plains material (see 

section 3.6.3). If this is the case, then evidence for a pre-existing topography existing 

beneath the northern plains is retained at these extremes.

4 .5 .3  M o ttled  P la in s  W ith  Less P ronou n ced  A lb ed o  C ontrasts: H m p lp

DIAGNOSTIC CHARACTERISTICS.

The definitive characteristics of Hmplp are equivalent to those of Hmpsc, but the albedo 

contrasts are less pronounced (see figure 4.7). The plains are dated as upper Hesperian 

age.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS.

Hmplp extends from «  43°N to «  37 0 N (see figure 4.2). Knobby inliers are found 

that occasionally outline a circle (see figure 4.7).

1 INTERPRETATION.

i
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Hmplp is interpreted to be analogous with Hmpsc. However this unit provides additional 

evidence allowing more conclusive interpretations to be made for both units. Both units are 

found in mid to high latitudes (also supported by their occurrence around the Hellas Basin 

in the southern hemisphere; see figure 4.2). Therefore, this supports the proposal that 

the elaborate spatial arrangement of surficial debris was caused by the effects of aeolian 

mantling and harsh climatic conditions over time (see sections 3.1 and 4.5.2). However, 

since Hmplp is younger than Hmpsc, such effects have been reduced. The younger age 

of Hmplp compared to Hmpsc, combined with the closer proximity to the fretted terrain 

boundary may indicate that the plains forming process was more protracted in this area 

as a consequence of increasing proximity to the fretted terrain boundary. This deduction 

implies a direct association of fretted terrain formation wiife volcanic plains activity, as 

suggested in section 3.4.3; this speculation needs to be investigated further. Finally, 

evidence of a pre-existing topography beneath the plains is retained in the form of knobby 

inliers, that occasionally define a subsurface impact crater (see section 3.6.3).

4 .5 .4  P o ly g o n a lly  F ractured P la ins: H pfp

DIAGNOSTIC CHARACTERISTICS.

Hpfp is characterised by curvilinear and polygonal patterns of grooves and troughs that 

occasionally intersect at «  60°N. Closed polygons are «  20-km wide and occasionally
in

outline a circle (see figure 4.8). The plains are dated as upper Hesperian ̂ age.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

Hpfp displays a localised, regional trend that approximates the trend of the fretted terrain 

boundary (see figure 4.2). Where bordering the smooth featureless plains a thin veneer of 

plains material modifies the polygons. Larger superimposed craters («  20 km in diameter), 

have central peaks and ballistic ejecta.

INTERPRETATION.

The base material is interpreted to be the same as for units Hmpsc and Hmplp, as suggested 

by the gradational boundaries between the units. The origin of the polygonal cracks is 

uncertain, but on formation the host material must have been consolidated since they 

are well defined. Origins proposed include sedimentary material compaction, periglacial
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Figure 4.8: Photograph Illustrating The Polygonally Fractured Plains
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processes or tensional tectonics (see section 3.3.3.1). The last alternative seems most 

fitting with surface observations since the regional trend implies an indirect association 

with fretted terrain formation, which itself involved tensional tectonics (see section 4.4).

There is evidence that the plains cover a pre-existing topography. This comes from the 

cracks that outline a circle in the southern most limits of the unit (see figure 4.8), inter

preted to reflect the presence of a subsurface impact crater (Hills 1988), and the larger
o p  J - A e  I a l + e r  crater  t y p e ,  

craters with central peaks and ballistic ejecta. The geologyAndicates they impacted into

a hard subsurface (as would be provided by a pre-existing topography), causing rebound 

that produced the central peak (Carr et al. 1977).

4.5.5 C oncen trica lly  R idged  P la in s: H crp

DIAGNOSTIC CHARACTERISTICS.

Hcrp is characterised by concentric low ridges («  1 to 2-km wide), of even, regular spatial 

arrangement (see figures 4.9a and 4.9b). They are dated as upper Hesperian^age. Based 

on their geology and age, the two areas mapped for this unit were grouped together (see 

figure 4.2). However, detailed inspection shows the direction of concentric ridging occurs 

in reverse modes (see figures 4.9a and 4.9b).

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

The northern unit has well-defined boundaries determined by the ridging itself. Within 

the unit there is a concentric darkening on the surface and knobby inliers outline small 

circles (see figure 4.9a).

The boundaries defining the unit in Isidis are gradational. For example, at the northerly 

limits knobs are found before complete transition into the knobby plains. Apart from such 

marginal variations, the character within the unit is constant (see figure 4.9b).

INTERPRETATION.

The base material is interpreted to be the same as for units Hmpsc, Hmplp and Hpfp (see 

sections 4.5.2, 4.5.3 and 4.5.4). The origin of the aligned concentric ridges is uncertain. 

They have been putatively attributed to spatter cones on the basis that they appear on 

lava fields, where the domes overlie long strings of fissures within the brecciated megare- 

golith (Carr 1981, p .110). They have also been attributed to the repeated deposition and
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Figure 4.9: Photograph Illustrating The Concentrically Ridged Plains
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removal of surficial debris by wind, by comparison to aeolian modification of impact craters 

(Soderblom et a!. 1973, from Carr 1981, p.110). Alternatively, the units are proximal to, 

and approximate the trend of, the fretted terrain boundary, and therefore the polygonally 

fractured plains for the northern unit (see figure 4.2). Although all are spatially sepa

rated, I suggest this observation may indicate that they have a common origin, linked to 

tensional tectonics associated with fretted terrain formation (see section 4.4). However, 

this possibility was not explored further in this thesis.

4 .5 .6  K n o b b y  P la in s  M a te ria l: A k p m

DIAGNOSTIC CHARACTERISTICS.

Akpm is characterised by smooth plains with conical knobby hills occurring at irregular 

intervals. The knobs bear many similarities to those in the peripheral highland terrain, 

but they are smaller and spaced further apart (see figures 4.5 and 4.10). The knobs often 

outline small circles. Boundary regions are gradational. The plains are dated as lower to 

middle-upper Amazonian age.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

They are an extensive northern plains type, often intergradational with HNpht when 

adjacent to it. They display a global trend that is crudely circumferential to the fretted 

terrain boundary (U. S. Geol. Surv. maps 1986, 1987; also see figure 4.2). Generally the 

concentration of knobs decreases in a perpendicular fashion away from the fretted terrain 

(see figure 4.10). At higher latitudes small-scale debris flows (~ 2-km wide) surround the 

bases of the knobs.

INTERPRETATION.

The circumferential nature to the fretted terrain boundary, the gradational nature with H- 

Npht, and the increased concentration of knobby materials at boundary locations, suggest 

a common origin for knob formation. Since the knobs in the peripheral highland terrain 

have been attributed to heavily faulted late Noachian southern-hemisphere-type surface 

(see section 4.4.2), the knobs in the lowland plains material may represent a faulted late 

Noachian southern-hemisphere-type surface existing beneath the plains material. This is 

consistent with previous interpretations (see section 3.6.3), and the formation of debris
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Figure 4.10: Photograph Illustrating The Knobby Plains Material
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flows around higher latitude knobs (see section 3.2.2.1). Using this deduction, combined 

with the distribution of knobs, I suggest there has been heavy faulting of the late Noachian 

southern-hemisphere-type surface in the immediate vicinity of the fretted terrain, and less 

faulting further away. This reinforces the proposal made in section 4.4.2.

Finally the intervening plains are interpreted as volcanic (see section 3.3.3.2), where resur

facing continued until geologically recent times. Therefore the closer proximity of the 

knobby plains to the fretted terrain boundary (compared to units Hmpsc, Hmplp, Hpfp 

and Hcrp), combined with their younger age, supports the speculation that volcanic plains 

activity is related to fretted terrain formation (see sections 3.4.3, 3.6.3, 4.5.3 and 4.5.4).

4.5 .7  S m oo th  F eatu re less P la ins: A sf

DIAGNOSTIC CHARACTERISTICS.

. The plains are flat and featureless, and are strictly a lowland phenomena since a direct

connection can always be made to the lowland plains (see figure 4.2). They are dated as
in

lower to upper AmazonianAage.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

They dominantly occur in the vicinity of the fretted terrain boundary. Occasional faint, 

randomly orientated flow fronts are observed, and a few knobby inliers are found that 

occasionally outline a circle (see figures 4.11a and 4.11b). Knobby inliers outline larger 

circles adjacent to HNpht, compared to in more central locations of the unit. Boundaries 

are gradational.

INTERPRETATION.

Asf is interpreted to represent regions with a protracted and undisturbed covering of 

volcanic plains material (see section 3.3.3.2). Material covering must be thick, on the basis
throu.c^t

that only small-scale knobby inliers protrudeJthe surface (see section 3.6.3). This suggests 

there must have been an increase in subsurface magma supply compared to neighbouring 

units. Also, if the knobby inliers outlining circles represent impact craters under 

the plains, then the age of the subsurface unit in central regions of Asf is marginally older 

than the surface covering, and approximates to the ages determined for adjacent units, 

such as Akpm. These plains themselves record an age of a marginally older unit still
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Figure 4.11: Photograph Illustrating The Smooth Featureless Plains
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existing subsurface to them. Using these observations I suggest that material coverage 

producing the smooth featureless plains was protracted, indicating their formation was 

subject to a ‘continued’ supply of plains material until geologically recent times. This 

deduction, combined with the closer proximity of Asf than other plains to the fretted 

terrain boundary, supports the speculation that volcanic plains activity might have been 

related to fretted terrain formation (see section 4.5.6).

Finally, the smooth featureless plains breach the southern rim of the Isidis Basin (see figure

4.2), and therefore, there is an overlap of northern plains volcanism into the high-standing 

southern hemisphere terrain.

4 .5 .8  L ow land R id ged  P la ins: H lrp

DIAGNOSTIC CHARACTERISTICS.

Hlrp is characterised by a planar surface, textured with lobate deposits, and coparallel, 

linear to sinuous wrinkle ridges (« 30 to 70-km apart; see figure 4.12). They are dated as 

eaxly to middle Hesperiaiyige.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

The plains are located on the extrapolated eastern rim of the Isidis Basin, between latitudes 

13°N to 20°N, and between the 2 to 3-km contours (see figure 4.2). Additional features 

found therein include cratered domes, regions of small-scale disaggregation, and sparsely- 

distributed blocky remnants (see figure 4.12). Superimposed impact craters have central 

peaks and fluidized ejecta patterns.

INTERPRETATION.

It is an unusual unit that includes many puzzling features. Before making conclusive 

statements it would be useful to carry out a detailed examination of equivalent plains 

outside the traverse area. This was not done in this thesis. However, such a study might 

provide evidence for the process of crustal dichotomy formation, since the plains are of 

early to middle Hesperian age, and therefore were emplaced subsequent to fretted terrain 

formation (see section 4.4).

They are interpreted to represent the swift emplacement of low-viscosity lava (see section

3.3.3.2), where the small-scale cratered mounds might constitute the volcanic vents (U. S.
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Figure 4.12: Photograph Illustrating The Lowland Ridged Plains
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Geol. Surv. interpretation 1986, 1987).

As indicated by their location and elevation, it is apparent that they overlie a region of 

the Isidis Basin rim for which some of the relief has been maintained (see figure 4.2). The 

presence of a near-surface rim is further indicated by the presence of central peak impact 

craters, since it is known that central peaks can result by rebound from a hard subsurface 

(Carr et al. 1977). However, this is a subsidiary observation, since they can also form if 

the impacting medium is fluid, and the flow observed in the ejecta supports this alterna

tive (Carr et al. 1977). Since lava coverage is not interrupted by rim inliers or knobby 

material, it indicates that material coverage must be sufficiently thick to completely mask 

the subsurface topography. However, from the presence of wrinkle ridges it can be spec

ulated that the subsurface rim was strained towards the lowlands by tensional tectonics 

(see sections 3.3.1.2 and 4.4). However, further north subsurface foundering must have 

occurred, as indicated by further loss in elevation and the presence of knobs and blocks 

within the knobby plains (see section 4.5.6 and figure 4.2).

4.6 H ighland Terrains

Although the highland terrains were not directly involved in crustal dichotomy formation, 

they provide information about the geology of the early martian surface. In this way the 

highland terrains can be used as a reference to show the way in which the geology was 

subsequently altered to produce the northern lowlands via the fretted terrain (see section

4.4). Therefore, they were important to map and interpret.

4 .6 .1  A n cien t Terrain: N a t

DIAGNOSTIC CHARACTERISTICS.

Nat is characterised by either moderate relief areas with clusters of large craters (diameters

= />  50 km), or mountainous terrain (see figures 4.13a and 4.13b). Subsequent material
in

mantling is minimal. It is dated as early Noachian^age.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

Nat is scattered throughout the southern highlands, becoming increasingly prominent at
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Figure 4.13: Photograph Illustrating The Ancient Terrain
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higher latitudes (see figure 4.2). Boundaries with adjacent units are well-defined, and 

often deeply embayed (see figures 4.13a and 4.13b).

INTERPRETATION.

Nat is interpreted to represent the early form of the martian crust created during the 

period of heavy impact cratering, 3.9 ba ago. The lack of superimposed deposits, combined

with the increased occurrence of Nat at higher southern latitudes, further supports the
)

speculation that volcanic plains activity is related to crustal dichotomy formation (sec 

section 4.5.7).

4 .6 .2  R im  U n it: N ru

DIAGNOSTIC^ CHARACTERISTICS.

Two main provinces exist within the rim unit. First, high relief massifs of variable size with 

irregular margins, that have been heavily impact cratered (sec figures 4.14a and 4.14b). 

They are dated as lower Noachian age. Second, low relief intcrmontane plains that isolate 

the massifs. In the Isidis rim unit they have gradational boundaries with the adjacent 

plains, and occasionally contain sinuous rilles (e.g., Arnus Valles; see figure 4.14a). The 

plains are dated as upper Hesperian to Amazonian age.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

The rim unit is of limited extent, circumferential to the Isidis and Hellas Basins (sec figure

4.2).

The Isidis rim unit is only found to the south and north-west of the basin (see figure 4.2). 

The massifs are closely spaced towards the basin centre, and become more widely spaced 

with lower relief further out (as would be expected for impact basin rim morphology; 

Howard et al. 1974). Therefore, that Isidis represents an impact basin with a breached 

north-western rim cannot be doubted. The intermontane plains are smooth and are of 

Amazonian age. They are faulted by the Amenthus Fossae grabens, that are most promi

nent at the north-west and south-east of the rim, and lie circumferential to the centre.of 

the basin. They arc defined by knobby inliers (sec figure 4.14a).

The Hellas Basin occurs at high latitudes in the southern hemisphere removed from the 

fretted terrain boundary (sec figure 4.2), where there has been less resurfacing of the rim
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Figure 4.14: a: Photograph Illustrating The Isidis Rim Unit

Figure 4.14: b: Photograph Illustrating The Hellas Rim Unit
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unit compared to Isidis rim unit. Thus, the original form of the massifs and intermontane 

plains is more exposed at the surface. Therefore, observations in this region have been 

used to supplement those at the Isidis Basin.

INTERPRETATION.

The massifs are interpreted to represent ancient crustal material uplifted during impact 

basin formation, that was faulted into horsts and grabens. The production of horsts and 

grabens has been attributed to relaxation effects after impact (Howard et al. 1974). The 

massifs were then heavily impact cratered. The intermontane plains are interpreted to be 

interbedded volcanic and fall-back material generated during impact (U. S. Geol. Surv. 

interpretation 1986, 1987). At the Isidis Basin additional lava plains were subsequently 

emplaced, as indicated by the continuum nature of the intermontane plains with the 

adjacent northern plains (see figure 4.2), and isolated rilles found therein (see section 

3.3.1.1). At Hellas volcanic plains activity is minimal, and therefore, the original rough fall

back texture is sometimes exposed, and probably enhanced by harsh climatic conditions 

through time (see figure 4.14b and section 3.1); thus the coarse surface texture is explained.

Finally, the spatial arrangement of the Amenthus Fossae fractures suggeststhey constitute 

concentric grabens created during Isidis Basin formation, similarly to the Nili Fossae 

grabens (see figure 4.2 and section 4.4.1). The absence of intermediary ring fractures 

suggests they have been buried by later plains activity. The Amenthus Fossae fractures 

have subsequently been infilled by later plains material, as indicated by their smooth 

nature and shallow depth.

4 .6 .3  R u n off C hannel Terrain: N ro ct

DIAGNOSTIC CHARACTERISTICS.

Nroct characterises a hilly uneven surface, of moderate and locally high relief, that has 

undergone intermediate amounts of mantling (see figure 4.15). It is highly dissected by 

runoff channels that drain regionally and locally downhill (see section 3.5). It possesses 

a morphologically distinct crater type, lacking a raised rim and evidence for an ejecta 

blanket; therefore the material mantling constitutes plateau material (see section 3.3.2). 

The surface surrounding the craters is often etched, especially towards boundary locations 

(see section 4.4.1). Nroct is dated as middle to late Noachian age.
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Figure 4.15: Photograph Illustrating The Runoff Channel Terrain
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

In this traverse the unit dies out around 29°S. The greatest abundance of runoff channels 

are found between latitudes 0 to 20°S, being most extensive and well developed to the 

southerly limits of this region. The irregularity of the terrain is enhanced by gullied, 

discontinuous escarpments, that are concentric and inward facing to both the Isidis and 

Hellas Basins (see figure 4.2 and section 4.6.2). Some areas lack the presence of runoff 

channels for tens of kilometres.

Boundaries were determined by the abundance of runoff channels. They are highly em

bayed and often gradational with adjacent younger units such as the intermontane plains 

of the Isidis rim unit (see figures 4.2 and 4.15).

INTERPRETATION.

The heterogeneous nature is accounted for in the following way. The base material formed 

during a period of high impact flux, and therefore, comprises a mixture of impact breccia, 

aeolian material, and possibly some impact induced volcanics (U. S. Geol. Surv. inter

pretation 1986, 1987). This surface was subsequently covered by a thin veneer of plateau 

material, the origin of which is uncertain (see section 3.3.2). Plateau material emplace

ment ceased in the middle to late Noachian, and from thereon the surface became prone 

to degradation, and runoff channels formed (see section 3.5.1). The restricted location of 

runoff channels to plateau material has been used to date their time of formation as late 

Noachian (see tables 2.1 and 2.2).

Finally, since Nroct constitutes hilly terrain of moderate relief that has undergone slight 

mantling, compared to Nat which constitutes high relief terrain almost free from material 

mantling, it is possible to unify the different highland terrain types, based on the extent 

of subsequent modification (similarly to the lowland terrain types; see sections 3.6.3 and

4.5).

4 .6 .4  Low M odification U nit: N lm u

DIAGNOSTIC! CHARACTERISTICS.

Nlmu characterises flat, smooth terrain that has undergone intermediate amounts of ma

terial mantling. It possesses the morphologically distinct crater type observed in the
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runoff channel terrain (see section 4.6.3, and figures 4.15 and 4.16); therefore the material 

mantling constitutes plateau material (see section 3.3.2). Nlmu is dated as middle to late 

Noachian age.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

Nlmu is pervasive throughout the southern highlands (see figure 4.2). Occasionally the sur- 
cvn

face has ^etched appearance most enhanced towards boundary locations (e.g., north of the 

Syrtis Major formation; see figure 4.2). Regions exist within the unit that show increased 

amounts of modification with occasional flow fronts (e.g., around Scopulus Oenotria; see 

figure 4.2).

INTERPRETATION.

For interpretations of base material and plateau material see sections 4.6.3 and 3.3.2 

respectively. Regions of increased modification, such as around Scopulus Oenotria, are 

interpreted to represent a later episode of volcanic plains material emplacement; a volcanic 

origin is indicated by the presence of flow fronts. At Scopulus Oenotria rising magma 

appears to have exploited the inward facing escarpment to the Hellas Basin (see figure

4.2). Even so, it should be noted that the supply of volcanic plains material in these 

regions is limited and short-lived, compared to the northern lowland plains.

The absence of runoff channels might be a consequence of the flatter topography of Nlmu 

compared to the rugged, hilly topography of Nroct, so that runoff channel formation was 

hindered due to lack of downhill drainage.

4 .6 .5  In term ed ia te  M odification  U nit: H im u

DIAGNOSTIC CHARACTERISTICS.

Himu characterises a rough, subdued cratered unit. Besides the subdued cratered forms 

it is relatively featureless apart from occasional flow fronts (see figure 4.17). It is dated as 

early to middle Hesperian age.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

Himu occurs as an isolated unit in higher southern latitudes, that has gradational bound

aries with, and locally embays adjacent units (see figure 4.2). It is seen elsewhere as a
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Figure 4.16: Photograph Illustrating The Low Modification Unit

Figure 4.17: Photograph Illustrating The Intermediate Modification Unit
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transient phase at boundary regions of Nroct and Nlmu, but is only found as a sufficiently 

large expanse to be mapped as a separate unit at this location. It has a relief intermediate 

between Nroct and Nlmu.

INTERPRETATION.

Similarly to Nroct and Nlmu, the base material is interpreted to comprise of interbedded 

lava flows, impact generated material, aeolian debris, and plateau material. The presence 

of flow fronts and gradational boundaries indicates that Hesperian aged modification was 

in the form of lava plains (see section 3.3.3.2). However, this modification is slight as 

indicated by the partial exposure of underlying rocks. The isolated occurrence in the 

southern latitudes reflects decreasing resurfacing of volcanic plains material progressing 

southwards into the high-standing old cratered terrain (see section 4.6.1).

4 .6 .6  H igh  M od ification  U nit: H hm u

DIAGNOSTIC CHARACTERISTICS.

Hhmu characterises a smooth and featureless unit, with occasional flow fronts (see figure 

4.18). It is not continuous with the northern lowland plains (see figure 4.2). Hhmu is 

dated as upper Hesperian to Amazonian age.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

Hhmu occurs as isolated patches between latitudes 0 to 47.5°S (see figure 4.2). It has 

gradational boundaries with adjacent units.

INTERPRETATION.

Hhmu is interpreted to be the result of a prolonged, localised supply of volcanic plains 

material in the high-standing terrain, that caused the subsurface situation to be completely 

masked. From this observation it could be speculated that the underlying rocks are either 

relatively flat, or have a valley type form to allow ponding of volcanic plains material. The 

dominance of the unit towards equatorial latitudes suggests that northern lowland plains 

volcanism only overlaps marginally into the southern hemisphere. This is in accordance 

with observations made in sections 4.6.1, 4.6.4 and 4.6.5.

POINT OF INTEREST: in this traverse the unit is not found above the 5-km contour (see
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Figure 4.18: Photograph Illustrating The High Modification Unit
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figure 4.2). This indicates the magma source exploited lower elevation regions, where less 

magma pressure is needed to reach the surface. If volcanic activity is related to fretted 

terrain formation (sec section 4.5.7), and hence crustal dichotomy formation (sec section

3.6.3), then this observation supports the suggestion that this traverse is removed from 

the site initiating crustal dichotomy formation (sec section 4.4.2).

In summary, Nlmu, Himu, Hhmu were divided according to different thicknesses of the 

resurfacing unit. Different thicknesses caused the pre-existing topography to be exposed 

to different extents, and thus produced a different surface geology. In this way the units 

have been unified similarly to the lowland terrains (see sections 3.6.3 and 4.5), and the 

runoff channel terrain and ancient terrain (see section 4.6.3).

4 .6 .7  H igh land  R id ged  P la ins: H sm rp , H tp rp , H hprp  

DIAGNOSTIC CHARACTERISTICS.

Hhrp characterise areally extensive plains that can be positively identified to a central 

volcano, referred to as patera (see section 3.4.1). The surfaces are characterised by long 

linear to sinuous wrinkle ridges and flow fronts that generally radiate outwards from the 

volcanic centres (see section 3.3.1 and figures 4.19a and 4.19b).

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

In this traverse three ridged plains units-were distinguished (see figure 4.2). They will be 

discussed separately.

SYRTIS MAJOR RIDGED PLAINS (Hsmrp): Hsmrp is dated as middle to upper Hes

perian age. It can be associated to two volcanic centres, namely Nili Patera at longitude 

«  293°W and latitude 9°N (just west off the traverse), and Meroe Patera at longitude «  

291.5°W and latitude 8°N. Both patcras have low profiles, and central caldera complexes 

(see figure 4.19a).

Boundary regions to this unit arc gradational. For example, inliers of Nlmu are found at 

the margins of Hsmrp (see figure 4.2), and approaching the lowland smooth featureless 

plains the unit becomes progressively younger (as indicated by a reduction in the num

ber of superimposed impact craters), and possesses fewer wrinkle ridges. Other notable 

characteristics include ragged flow fronts, and Arnus Valles (a sinuous rille).
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Figure 4.19: a: Photograph Illustrating The Syrtis Major Ridged Plains

Figure 4.19: b: Photograph Illustrating Tyrrhena and Hadriaca Ridged Plains
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TYRRHENA AND HADRIACA RIDGED PLAINS (Htprp and Hhprp): they are dated as 

lower Hesperian age. They are located in higher southern latitudes and can be associated 

to Tyrrhena Patera and Hadriaca Patera respectively (see figure 4.2). The patera are 

areally extensive, low relief features with central caldera complexes, and radial channels 

running down the flanks. Therefore they are more prominent surface features than the 

Syrtis Major patera (see figures 4.19a and 4.19b).

Htprp is largely enveloped by runoff channel terrain (see figure 4.2). Runoff channels do 

not exist within Htprp, but terminate at the margins. Very occasionally a few extend a 

short distance (i.e., w 5 km), into the unit, but they are faintly submerged. This further 

constrains the upper age of runoff channel development to be pre-early Hesperian (see 

section 4.6.3). Additional features in Htprp include transverse flow fronts, especially at 

the most northerly limits of the unit. These lead directly into the smooth featureless plains, 

which also initially contain faint, parallel flow fronts. This flowage of material towards the 

lowland represents a clear link of volcanic activity between highland and lowland terrains. 

Downhill directed flow towards the lowland is supported by the presence of sinuous rilles 

(see figure 4.2). Finally, ragged flow fronts, sharp albedo variations, and a coarser surface 

texture characterise the southerly limits of the unit.

Hhprp is located on the north-eastern edge of the Hellas Basin (see figure 4.2). General 

characteristics therein are the same as those observed at the southern limits of Htprp, but 

the unit is not as areally extensive.

INTERPRETATION.

SYRTIS MAJOR RIDGED PLAINS (Hsmrp): it constitutes a discrete phase of volcanic 

material emplacement subsequent to the time proposed for fretted terrain formation (see 

section 4.4). A volcanic origin is indicated by the associated volcanic constructs, wrinkle 

ridges, flow fronts and sinuous rilles (see section 3.3.1). Evidence for a heavily impact 

cratered unit existing beneath Hsmrp comes from inliers of the low modification unit at 

the margins.

The younger age of the unit towards the smooth featureless plains indicates the supply of 

volcanic material must have been replenished in geologically recent times. Therefore the 

marginal influence of northern lowland volcanism overlapping into the highland terrains 

is again observed. Additionally this suggests there has been emplacement of volcanic
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material from fissure type eruptions as well as the pateras within Hsmrp. Therefore, a 

combination of processes act in any one unit that must be distinguished to understand 

the surface geology.

TYRRHENA AND HADRIACA RIDGED PLAINS (Htprp and Hhprp): they also con

stitute a discrete phase of volcanic material emplacement subsequent to the time proposed 

for fretted terrain formation (see section 4.4). An overlap of northern plains volcanism 

into the southern hemisphere is again observed at the north of Htprp.

4 .6 .8  P rox im al C han nel M aterial: A p cm

DIAGNOSTIC^ c h a r a c t e r is t ic s .

Apcm characterises smooth, flat material proximal to channels or grabens, that have been 

exploited by plains material (see figure 4.2). It is dated as middle to upper Amazonian^ 

age.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

Surface detail includes some faint flow fronts and occasional small-scale lava rilles. 

INTERPRETATION.

The material is interpreted to represent a flood deposit that formed when volcanic plains 

material exploited the associated channels or graben (e.g., the Hellas channels or the Nili 

Fossae graben). The plains material is interpreted to be volcanic as indicated by the 

presence of flow fronts and small-scale lava rilles (see section 3.3.1).

4 .6 .9  N o rth -ea stern  R im  O f H ellas

The Hellas region is removed from the fretted terrain boundary, and hence direct surface 

effects attributed to fretted terrain formation are negligible. The main use of the geological 

mapping studies carried out for this area were to support observations made at the Isidis 

Basin thus aiding its three-dimensional representation (see sections 4.6.2 and 4.7).

4.7 Cross-sectional Interpretations
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Figure 4.20: Cross-section A-B
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Figure 4.21: Cross-section C-D-E
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Figure 4.22* Cross-section
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Figure 4.23: Cross-section
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Figure 4.24: Cross-section J-K
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Key To Figures 4.20 To 4.24

/=V__v= • representation of faulted plateau material and heavily impact cratered sub

surface in boundary regions

'T T -*" : representation of faulted late Noachian southern-hemisphere-type surface ly

ing beneath the northern plains.

— -- : blocky remnants of faulted subsurface that have been dislodged and entrained

in the lava plains

: small volcanic domes that can be occasionally identified in the northern lava

plains

 : projected subsurface path of geological unit

'yT ’P : fissure type volcanic constructs in Isidis Planitia interpreted to have produced

the concentric ridging

^  : escarpments concentric to and inward facing to the Isidis and Hellas Basins.

Arrows show the relative direction of movement of the rocks

• concentric ring fractures produced during impact basin formation (e.g., A- 

menthus Fossae)

rzrrr : plateau material (equivalent to runoff channel terrain in hilly areas, and low

modification unit in flatter areas of the highlands)

TTT : Hadriaca and Tyrrhena Patera ridged plains

rrr : Syrtis Major ridged plains

: lowland ridged plains

: lower Hesperian northern plains material

: middle-upper Hesperian northern plains material

: Amazonian plains material, including the intermontane plains of the Isidis

Basin rim unit
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= 1  : Hellas Basin material

: Eastern volcanic assemblage

Description Of Figures 4.20 To 4.24

Although buried layers are commonly invisible at the surface, the cross-sections could be 

drawn because their existence can be inferred from outcrops in the adjacent units (e.g., 

outcrops of the low modification in the Syrtis Major ridged plains; see section j.S.l), 

and the knowledge gained from the stratigraphical determinations. The most significant 

units are those whose defining characteristics result from the unit’s emplacement process 

and not later modifications. Although units have been defined by features resulting from 

modifications of the base material (e.g., see sections 4-5.2, 4-5.3, 4-5-4 and 4-5-5), the 

processes producing these features have been distinguished from the base material in the 

interpretations made. Subsequently units Hmpsc, Hmplp, Hpfp and Hcrp were lumped 

as middle-upper Hesperian northern plains material in the cross-sections. Because the 

cross-sections have been simplified in this way they may appear unrepresentative of the 

surface geology on Mars. Therefore, they should be used in combination with the plan map 

(see figure 4-%)> and the U. S. Geol. Surv. maps (1986, 1987) for a full understanding 

of the surface geology. I considered it necessary to use such an approach in drawing the 

cross-sections because the interaction and effects of many events had to be incorporated 

that occurred prior, during and after formation of the fretted terrain (see section 4-4)- 

Therefore, the purpose of the cross-sections is to emphasise the geological development of 

the fretted terrain boundary.

The interpretations made for the geological units and terrains mapped in traverse 1, and 

thence the geological development determined for this traverse, now need compared to and 

combined with the interpretations made for the origin of the Tharsis Province (see section

3.7.3), and the chaotic terrain (see section 3.6.2), to ascertain how the three highland-
S b f i d f y

lowland boundary provinces are related. This is essential before A _ing final constraints 

for a proposal for crustal dichotomy formation. Such issues will be dealt with at length in 

chapter 6.
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Chapter 5

Explanation O f Anom alous 

Surface Features On Mars

‘VOLCANISM IS THE UNIVERSAL ANSWER’: JOHN GUEST.

5.1 Anom alous Surface Features On Mars

The work summarised in this chapter emerged as a side issue from the remaining research.
6*planafc'0n

The A for this is two-fold. First, during the research carried out for chapter three, I 

plotted the global distribution of the individual surface features described therein. The U. 

S. Geol. Surv. maps (1986, 1987) were used for this purpose. Second, the recognition that 

volcanic activity has profoundly shaped the surface of Mars, prompted me to investigate 

the causes, mechanics and modes of volcanism. By combining these two approaches it 

became clear that volcanism can account for the creation of the fluvial features, the North 

Polar sand dunes, and the residual North Polar cap of water-ice on Mars (see sections 3.5, 

3.2.1.4 and 3.2.2.4 respectively). These features are often described as ‘anomalous surface 

features’ since there has been continued speculation regarding their origin. However, this 

work reveals a common origin exists for their formation, and this deduction is reassuring 

on the basis that if more surface features can be linked, the less ambiguous the global 

interpretation.
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5.2 Proposal For Fluvial Features

The presence of fluvial features on the surface of Mars has been the source of much 

speculation, especially with respect to the source of water and the means of keeping it 

fluvial on the surface (see section 3.5.5). However, their existence can be clarified on the 

basis of volcanic activity, as deduced from the following work.

5.2 .1  D escr ip tio n  To F igu res 5.1 To 5 .3

Fluvial activity peaked on Mars during the Hesperian epoch (see tables 2.2 and 2.3). It 

was not distributed evenly across the surface but was concentrated in the Chryse region, as 

unconfined outflow channels (see section 3.5). The map shows the channels are peripheral 

to the Tharsis Province, and crater counts show the channels are penecontemporaneous 

in age with the initiation of Tharsis volcanism, and the volcanic plains that form Chryse 

Planitia (see table 2.2 and section 3.3.3.2). Therefore, the fluvial features are spatially 

and stratigraphically related to a localised source of intense thermal activity.

Hesperian fluvial features also occur next to Apollinaris and Hadriaca Patera. There

fore the stratigraphical and spatial association of fluvial activity^^a volcanic centre is 

repeated.

Finally, fretted channels in Deuteronilus Mensae, between latitudes 40 to 50°N and lon

gitudes 335 to 350°W, have been mapped as Hesperian fluvial features. It has been 

established that they are a fretted terrain boundary phenomenon, and that their for

mation is latitudinally controlled (see section 3.5.4). Therefore, they should be treated 

independently to this proposal.

Hesperian volcanic centres also exist that lack associated channel formation. These include 

Tyrrhena Patera, Nili Patera, Meroe Patera, Peneus Patera and Amphitrites Patera.

5 .2 .2  D escr ip tio n  To F igu res 5 .4 A nd  5.5

Amazonian fluvial features predominantly exist peripheral to the Elysium Province (see 

section 3.5). They can be found around Elysium Mons and Hecates Tholus, where several 

large channels start in grabens close to the volcanoes, and extend north-west down the
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Figure 5.1: Distribution Of Hesperian Fluvial Features In The Western Hemisphere
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Figure 5.2: Distribution Of Hesperian Fluvial Features In The Eastern Hemisphere
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Figure 5.3: Distribution Of Hesperian Fluvial Features At The South Pole
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Figure 5.4: Distribution Of Amazonian Fluvial Features In The Western Hemisphere
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Figure 5.5: Distribution Of Amazonian Fluvial Features In The Eas tern Hemisphere
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regional slope for several hundred kilometres. The channels have numerous fluvial features 

(e.g., ‘tear-drop’ shaped islands and streamlined terraced walls; see section 3.5.3). Also, 

Hephaestus Fossae in Elysium Planitia has many fluvial attributes and appears to be 

formed in part by fluvial action (U. S. Geol. Surv. interpretation 1987). The plains in 

which they are contained are also of Amazonian age. Therefore, the fluvial features are 

spatially and stratigraphically related to a localised source of intense thermal activity.

Amazonian fluvial features also exist that lack channel formation. These include the 

later Tharsis volcanoes, that is Olympus Mons, Arsia Mons, Ascraeus Mons and Pavonis 

Mons.

5 .2 .3  D escr ip tio n  To F igures 5 .6 To 5 .8

Noachian fluvial features are represented by runoff channels. Runoff channels are perva

sive in the middle Noachian plateau material in the old cratered terrain of the southern 

hemisphere (see tables 2.1 and 2.2, and sections 3.5.1, 4.6.3 and 4.6.7). Since the origin of 

the plateau material is uncertain (see section 3.3.2), the direct spatial and stratigraphical 

relation between fluvial features and volcanism cannot be directly applied.

Key To Figures 5.1 To 5.8

 : transition from highland to lowland terrain types

 : outer edge of the Tharsis and Elysium Provinces

: region where unconfined outflow channels border highland-lowland boundary

 : gradational boundary of channelled region

Geological units mapped:

(equivalent units of Scott and Tanaka, and Guest and Greeley U. S. Geol. Surv. maps 

(1986, 1987) given in brackets)

Q  : lower-middle Noachian plateau material containing runoff channels (see sec

tion 4.6.3; Npld, Npll)

□  : lower-middle Noachian plateau material without runoff channels (see section

4.6.4; Nple)
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Figure 5.6: Distribution Of Noachian Fluvial Features In The Western Hemisphere
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Figure 5.7: Distribution Of Noachian Fluvial Features In The Eastern Hemisphere
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Figure 5.8: Distribution Of Noachian Fluvial Features At The South Pole
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Average Composition of Volcanic Gases Released From 

Basaltic Magma; source: Macdonald 1972, p.50

VOLATILE PERCENTAGE

water % 70 (or greater)

carbon dioxide % 10 to 15

carbon monoxide % 1 to 8

nitrogen etc. % 5 to 7

Table 5.1: Typical Percentages Of Volcanic Gases Released From Basaltic Magma 

HD : (Hchp, Hch, Hcht) middle to late Hesperian channel material

Hch: longitudinally striated channel material (see section 3.5.4)

Hchp: channel flood plain material adjacent to channels (see section 4.6.8)

Hcht: chaotic material at source area and along margins of channels

fffl : (Ach, Achu, Acl4) Amazonian channel material

5 . 2 . 4  S u m m a r y  T o  M a p s

From the stratigraphy and spatial distribution of the existing channels it is apparent that 

there is a close association between fluvial features and regions of simultaneous intense 

volcanism. For these reasons, it is im portant to investigate how volcanism can release 

water.

There are two primary ways in which water can be released in association with volcanism. 

First, as juvenile water, and second, by melting of ground ice.

W ith respect to a juvenile origin, water is thought to constitute the major bulk of volatile 

gases emitted from basalts on Earth (MacDonald 1972, p.50). Table 5.1 lists the percent

ages of volatiles considered to be released in this way, and they might also be applicable 

to Mars, since volcanism is considered to be predominantly basaltic (see section 3.3.3.2):

It should be stated that although water vapour is the most abundant volatile species 

in most magmas on Earth, the source of the water vapour has been the subject of long

standing speculation (Fisher and Sclimincke 1984, p.38). Fisher and Schmincke noted that
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there are three possible alternatives. First, it is derived from the magma itself. Second, it 

is recycled meteoiitic water, and third, it is meteoritic water absorbed by the magma in 

the magma chamber from the country rock. A combination of these three alternatives may 

also apply. Siever (1974) proposed a mechanism outlining how water could be released 

from rising magma in these ways. He suggested that water is released from ascending 

magma as pressure is reduced. It will then accumulate if magma rise is inhibited. At 

this stage the magma body will also become prone to fractional crystallization, that may 

cause the initial volcanism to be more acidic. If this occurred on Mars it could explain 

the proposed compositions for highland patera and Elysium volcanoes (see sections 3.4.1 

and 3.4.2.2 respectively). Siever concluded his mechanism by stating that on extrusion the 

water and other volatiles are released in association with the volcanism either directly, or 

via hot springs or geysers as superheated water or steam. He noted that the quantity of 

volatiles released depends on the extent of volcanism, and therefore, large-scale volcanism 

would release large quantities of volatiles.

With respect to melting of ground ice, the process of volcano-ground ice interaction on 

Mars was investigated using thermodynamic calculations and observations of Viking Or- 

biter images, by Squyres et al. (19$7). They found that for eruption of lava over per

mafrost, the amount of water liquid and vapour produced is small because most heat 

flow is lost by radiation and atmospheric effects. Therefore, small channels are produced, 

and hence this mechanism would be favourable for runoff channel formation. They found 

that for intrusion of magma into permafrost, most of the heat eventually goes into water 

phase changes to produce larger amounts of water. Therefore, this mechanism would be 

favourable for the formation of larger channels peripheral to volcanic centres. In both cas

es, Squyres et al. found that the discharge rate of the water to the surface is determined 

by the degree of lava-ground ice interaction, and soil permeability.

From this brief review it is apparent that the fluvial features on Mars could be explained by 

release of water in association with volcanism. However, the way in which it is applicable 

for the morphologically different fluvial features needs to be discussed more fully.
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5.2.5 H esperian Fluvial Features Proposal

The proposal is focused on explaining the existence of unconfined outflow channels (see 

figures 5.1 to 5.3), although it could be extended to explain the Hesperian fluvial features 

neighbouring Apollinaris and Hadriaca Paterae.

Using the evidence collected in sections 5.2.1 and 3.5.2 it has been established that several 

points must be considered in an explanation for the unconfined outflow channel formation. 

First, that flooding is a local phenomenon, peripheral to the Tharsis Province (see section

5.2.1), and occurred simultaneously with the associated volcanism (see tables 2.2 and 2.3). 

Second, that vast quantities of water were rapidly supplied to provide peak discharges of 

millions of m3/s, and that water need only have persisted briefly oi  ̂the martian surface, 

compared to the Missoula floods on Earth (Baker and Milton 1974). Third, that water was 

present in the deeper megaregolith during lower Hesperian times in Mars’ history (Carr 

1986). Fourth, that the channels emerge suddenly from areas of collapsed ground in low 

areas peripheral to the Tharsis Province (Carr 1979), and finally that the channels are an 

inherent development feature of the Chryse plains compared to a later erosional feature 

(Schonfeld 1978 and Masursky et al. 1977, quoted by Carr 1981, p.149).

It is proposed that the water carving the channels has a juvenile origin, having accumulated 

in the megaregolith from a magma body fractionating beneath (see section 5.2.4). It then 

became trapped as ice in the permafrost conditions (see section 3.2.2.4). Subsequent high 

level magmatism at Tharsis and Chryse then led to the simultaneous release of water at 

the primary source of volcanism (see section 5.2.4). It might have been released as a geyser 

via the ejection of superheated water or steam since they are laterally, and not upwardly 

ejected, as is necessary for the outflow channel formation. Alternatively, the directional 

emplacement might have been gravitationally controlled, since it has been determined that 

the relief difference was already in existence at the time they formed (see sections 2.2.5,

3.6.3.2 and 4.4). The increase in size downstream might be due to frictional effects leading 

to the geothermally induced decomposition of subsurface ice, thereby increasing the erosive 

power, or local hydrothermal production of clay minerals that facilitated the erosion of the 

outflow channels, since water saturated clays can be readily liquefied under the conditions 

of high pore pressure (Nummedal and Prior 1981, from Carr 1986) postulated for the 

source regions of the channels (Carr 1979).
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This mechanism fulfills the constraints outlined in the following way. First, flooding is a 

local phenomenon resulting from the location of the subsurface magma body, and subse

quent region of expulsion of volcanics. The stratigraphical relation to volcanism suggests 

that the associated volcanism was necessary to produce the hydrostatic head for the si

multaneous expulsion of volcanics and volatiles, assisted by the huge release of pressure 

on reaching the surface. Second, such large-scale volcanism would be expected to produce 

large-scale floods (see section 5.2.4), and therefore the water need only have existed on 

the surface for a geologically brief time, determined by the time of expulsion of material. 

Third, a juvenile origin explains the existence of water in the deeper megaregolith during

lower Hesperian times, since ground ice is considered to be unstable at these latitudes (see
46 ahterved

section 3.2.2.4). Fourth, collapsed ground would resultAto infill subsurface voids created 

on removal of volcanic and water-rich material, in order to maintain surface equilibrium. 

Finally, since the channels are an inherent development feature of the Chryse plains, it re

moves the problem of where ‘erosional’ material involved in their formation was deposited. 

The formation of the channels in Chryse as opposed to the flanks of Tharsis could be due 

to the upwarp and downwarp of the crust at this time (see table 2.2), causing the water 

to accumulate in the lowland areas.

5 .2 .6  A m azon ian  F lu v ia l F eatu res P ro p o sa l

The proposal in section 5.2.5 can be extrapolated to the Elysium Province, where confined 

outflow channels are similarly concentrated around an area of pronounced volcanism. Ad

ditionally, primordial water could be retained as ground ice in the megaregolith at these 

latitudes (see figures 5.4, 5.5 and section 3.2.2.4). Therefore, hydrothermal melting of 

ground ice might provide an additional source of water carving the confined outflow chan

nels. In either way the release of water is explained by endogenic thermal activity, related 

to the associated region of intense volcanism.

5 .2 .7  N oach ian  F lu v ia l F eatu res P ro p o sa l

The origin of the water carving the runoff channels is complicated by the uncertain origin 

of the plateau material, in which the runoff channels are contained (see section 3.3.2), 

and their erratic distribution and time of formation throughout the martian history (see
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section 3.5., tables 2.1 to 2.4, and figures 5.6 to 5.8). However, if the plateau material has 

a volcanic origin then there is a linking factor for the formation of all the fluvial features, 

although the runoff channels are pervasive throughout the plateau material and are not 

tied to a centralised source of volcanism. In this case, one of three alternatives may apply 

to runoff channel development:

1. As for the outflow channels, but from a magma source leading to plateau type 

volcanism rather than central vent volcanism;

2. As for 1, but the water was recycled back into the megaregolith to be re-released in 

association with continued volcanism; or

3. The water stems from primordial outgassing and is retained globally in the megare

golith as ground ice. An increase in thermal gradient associated with the volcanism 

(see section 5.2.4), melted the ice and provided the water to carve the runoff chan

nels.

In all cases the impact cratered subsurface would provide a region of high porosity allowing 

the circulation of hydrothermal fluids for runoff channel development.

If proposals 1 or 2 are correct, it can be determined from the spatial distribution of the 

runoff channels, and the deduction that juvenile water is released at the primary source 

of volcanism (see section 5.2.4) that the plateau material is the surface expression of slow 

effusive flood volcanism (compared to the mass expulsion of volcanics in the Chryse Region 

or the point source development of a central volcano).

Finally that runoff channel development is volcanically controlled is supported by work 

carried out by Fanale (1990). He calculated that even if the total atmospheric inventory for 

carbon dioxide ranges between 1.5 to 3 bars, then internal heat flow is essential to account 

for the wide latitudinal distribution of runoff channels, since precipitation of water from 

the atmosphere alone cannot explain their existence under these conditions. Furthermore 

volcanism on Earth can contribute to a transient atmosphere. If this is applicable to Mars 

it would have enabled water to be retained at the surface to form the runoff channels.

In summary, it must be remembered that the three alternatives outlined are end-members 

for possible modes of formation of the runoff channels. Therefore, it is a combination of 

these processes that is likely to be applicable to their formation.
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5.2.8 Sum m ary Fluvial Features

The above proposals for the fluvial features evoke many problems previously encountered 

when attempting to explain their existence (see sections 3.5.5 and 5.2). For example, the 

contradiction in results for the amount of water expected to have outgassed from the planet 

using the morphological approach of Carr (1986), compared to chemical data and the 

chemistry of the atmosphere (see section 3.5.5). Carr (1986) estimated that the amount 

of water required for outflow channel formation is equivalent to 350 m of planetwide 

unbound water. However, if the water carving the outflow channels had a juvenile origin 

related to the associated volcanism, it indicates there was a local concentration rather 

than a global distribution of water. Therefore, the requirement of 350 m of planetwide 

unbound water is removed, and new estimates for the amount of water outgassed will be in 

accordance with the chemical data and chemistry of the atmosphere etc. Additionally, an 

endogenic mechanism requires liquid water only during channel formation, and therefore
frc>rr\ vohal-

does not require the atmosphere or climate to have been substantially different A they 

are today (see section 3.2.1.3). Finally, the early emission of water forming the outflow 

channels would leave behind a water poor residuum, and therefore later volcanism would 

be expected to be in the form of dry basalt as observed (see sections 3.3.3.2 and 3.5.5). 

Similarly, it also explains why major water discharges resulting in channel formation are 

only associated with early phases of intense volcanism, and thence explains their absence 

on the later Tharsis shield volcanoes etc. (see sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2).

With respect to the runoff channels, Carr (1986) established that the amount of water 

required for their formation is equivalent to 75 to 125 m of planetwide unbound water. I 

estimated that the ‘exposed’ plateau material is capable of storing «  90 m of planetwide 

water, assuming a porosity of 20% (see figure 5.9). This shows the plateau material is 

capable of retaining the volume of water required for formation of the runoff channels, 

and therefore that predicted to have outgassed on Mars based on chemical data and 

atmospheric chemistry etc. Therefore, this does not complicate the proposal that late 

fluvial features have a juvenile origin genetically related to the associated volcanism, and 

indeed it favours the third alternative proposed for the source of water carving the runoff 

channels.

Therefore, a primordial origin for the water carving the runoff channels, and a juvenile
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Average thickness of plateau material: T = «  1 km (Determined using the Dc Hon 

method. This is a commonly used depth determination technique applied to planetary

Corrections are made for variations in sun angle across the frame under investigation. 

Previous work has shown that errors incurred using this technique are minimal; Maxwell 

and McGill 1988).

Estimated porosity of plateau material: (p = 20%

(by analogy with sandstone on Earth).

Surface area of exposed plateau material:

S.A.pm = 6.7 x 107 km2 (U.S. Geol. Surv. maps 1986, 1987).

Average volume of exposed plateau material:

Vpm = S.A.pm x T Vpm = 6.7 x 107 km3

water storage capacity of plateau material:

Vsc = <f) x Vpm = 1.34 X 107 km3

surface area of Mars: S.A.m = 7r d2 

(assuming Mars to be spherical) 

where: d = diameter of Mars = 6788 km 

S.A.m = 1.44 x 108 km2

effective global water storage capacity of exposed plateau material:

W ac = Vac 4- S.A.m = 0.092 km = 92 m

Figure 5.9: Calculations To Estimate The Global Water Storage Capacity Of The Plateau 

Material

bodies. It involves the measurement of shadow lengths cast by impact craters, in the 

following manner:

Ds . c^L A .c \r \ f~y C H 5 i n C |

non - cnfsl a i a m e r C  c ^ r v e

n o u i n

C = T e  '  b
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origin for the water carving the later channels on Mars can account for the variable water 

budget, the time of formation and the spatial distribution of the channels, and is consistent 

with the morphological and direct evidence available.

5 .2 .9  P rev io u s  P ro p o sa ls  A sso c ia tin g  W ater A n d  V olcan ism

withThe association of water A volcanism has been made many times in martian literature. 

For example:

1. Greeley (1987) suggested that juvenile water might have provided a contributory 

water source at the surface throughout martian history. He considered the 

rate and timing of volatiles released from the interior in association with volcanism 

observed at the surface, to determine the amount of ‘juvenile or new’ water that 

could be released at the surface in this way. He did not proceed to speculate about 

the fate of the juvenile water released. Therefore, Greeley’s work introducing the 

concept of juvenile water on the surface of Mars, used a reverse approach to my own;

2. In Carr’s (1986) proposal for unconfined outflow channel formation (see section

3.5.2), he stated that although he preferred a global distribution for the water source, 

it could also be argued that anomalously large amounts of ground water occurred in 

the source area for the outflow channels because of their location peripheral to vol

canic regions where anomalously large amounts of outgassing took place. Therefore, 

he considered the essence of my proposal in his work although he did not proceed to 

investigate it further;

3. Gulick et al. (1989) proposed that the water for runoff channel formation on Alba 

Patera, Ceraunius Tholus and Hecates Tholus (see section 3.5.1) has a hydrother

mal origin produced by the intrusion of magma into rocks rich in ice or water. Their 

research showed that hydrothermal systems axe capable of melting ground ice, focus

ing the resulting flow of water into narrow effluent zones, and then transporting these 

fluids to the surface by springs and seeps. Therefore, these deductions add support 

to my own proposal for runoff channel formation. Furthermore, they showed that 

compared to Earth locally warmer environments might develop near regions of hy

drothermal activity inducing zones of enhanced precipitation, thereby contributing
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an additional source of atmospheric water;

4. Similarly Wilhelms and Baldwin (1989) proposed that the water for runoff channel 

formation in the plateau material has a hydrothermal origin. They stated that an 

increase in thermal gradient might be produced either by the penecontemporaneous 

emplacement of the highland ridged plains (see table 2.2 and sections 3.3.2 and 

4.6.7) that melted subsurface ice and triggered valley formation, or by sill intrusion 

beneath the entire current extent of valley networks, warming an overlying ice-rich 

deposit sufficiently for local melting and consequent valley development; and

5. Phobos results indicate there is a direct association between high water concentra

tions and the Tharsis central volcanoes. Bibring et al. (1990), used results of the 

composition of the surface from the Phobos ISM experiment. This covered a range 

of terrain types including Pavonis Mons, Arsia Mons and Ascreaus Mons, Tharsis 

Montes, Valles Marineris, Syrtis Major, Arabia Terra and Isidis Planitia. They found 

a prominent absorption band that was attributed to surface hydration, showing the 

flanks of the major volcanoes in the Tharsis Region to be systematically more hy

drated than the remaining areas. However, they noted that absorption could also 

be due to the presence of hydroxide, because the 1.9//m absorption band specific to 

water is weak, and therefore their argument for water is not conclusive. Even so, sub

sidiary support for their observations comes from the results of Moroz et al. (1990; 

using Phobos data), and Carr and Evans (1980; using Viking data), that indicate 

water clouds exist over the Tharsis volcanoes.

In summary, the association of volcanism and water has been made many times by inde

pendent authors, and the above represents a select sample of examples. Perhaps this itself 

entitles the release of water by volcanism to be recognised as a commonplace concept in 

martian geology, until evidence is obtained indicating otherwise.

5.3 Sand Dune Proposal

There has been much debate regarding the origin of the North Polar dunes that form an 

almost complete collar around the cap (see section 3.2.1.4). It was established that the 

main problems in interpretation are the source of material involved in their formation,
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their restricted location to the North Pole, and the long time required to accumulate
CliYw'nal-edl

material in an area to form dunes. These problems are easily a. if the North Polar 

dunes are explained in terms of volcanism.

On Earth it is known that volcanism can throw enough dust into the air to spread a 

fine layer of debris all around the world. The dust mainly affects the hemisphere in 

which the eruption occurs, and it commonly settles out in polar regions due to seasonal 

frost deposition. Applying this principle to Mars, it is proposed that the biased location 

of the sand dunes in the northern hemisphere is a consequence of the biased northern 

hemisphere volcanism. The volcanism supplied the dust component forming the dunes, 

that was transported and settled out at polar regions as a consequence of the latitudinal 

temperature gradient (see section 3.1.1). In this way the young age of the dunes is also 

accounted for (see table 2.4), and similarly the time relation of aeolian resurfacing to 

volcanism is explained (see tables 2.1 to 2.4).

5.4 R esidual W ater-ice Cap Proposal

Viking data revealed that the residual North Polar cap is composed of water-ice and carbon 

dioxide, compared to the residual South Polar cap that lacks the water component (see 

section 3.2.2.4). The reason for the different chemistry can also be clarified on the basis 

of volcanic activity.

Since the residual North Polar cap is composed of water-ice it indicates the northern 

hemisphere contains a surplus of water. Therefore, it is proposed that the water component 

was sourced from the water-rich material that carved the unconfined outflow channels (see 

section 3.5.2 and 5.2.5). The water then migrated and was deposited in the polar regions 

due to the latitudinal temperature gradient (see section 3.1.1). Therefore, an indirect 

association to volcanism is implied.

5.5 Summary

In this way, volcanism is crucial in understanding many of the surface features on Mars and 

enables many of the hemispheric surface differences to be explained. Therefore, utilising
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fundamental principles of geology facilitates the interpretation of the martian surface, 

and thence the determination of features relevant to the process of crustal dichotomy 

formation.
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Chapter 6

Conditions That M ust B e  

Explained In A Proposal For 

Crustal D ichotom y Form ation

‘NOTHING PAINS SOME PEOPLE MORE THAN HAVING TO THINK’: 

MARTIN LUTHER KING.

6.1 Introduction

From the detailed geological mapping studies and the background research, five conditions 

have been determined that must be met in any proposal for crustal dichotomy formation. 

They are:

1. The fretted terrain boundary formed between the late Noachian and early Hespe

rian, and small-scale structural adjustment occurred thereafter This time and 

sequence of events needs to be accounted for in the proposed explanation;

2. The subsurface thermal activity leading to surface volcanism in the late Noachian 

to early Hesperian needs to be accounted for in the proposed explanation;

3. The existence of a faulted southern-hemisphere-type surface beneath the northern 

plains needs to be accounted for in the proposed explanation;
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4. The origins of the three highland-lowland boundary provinces (namely the Tharsis 

Province, the chaotic terrain and the fretted terrain) need to be compatible with 

the proposed explanation; and

5. The global geodesy needs to be accounted for in the proposed explanation.

I shall proceed to outline how these conditions were determined, and in what way they 

are important to crustal dichotomy formation.

6.2 Condition One: ‘Formation O f The Fretted Terrain 

Boundary Occurred B etw een The Late Noachian And  

Early H esperian’

Recognised proposals for crustal dichotomy formation consider it originated early in 

martian history (see sections 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.3 and 2.2.4). Results from the detailed geo

logical mapping studies, supplemented with evidence collected from previous work, suggest 

this conventional view needs revision, and that the fretted terrain boundary formed be

tween the late Noachian to early Hesperian. The following reviews the evidence supporting 

the new time of formation.

6.2.1 E v id en ce  F ro m  T h e  G eological M ap p in g  S tu d ies

The detailed geological mapping studies provided three pieces of evidence that place con

straints on the age of formation of the fretted terrain boundary.

First, where the plateau material borders the boundary, it has a mesa and butte form 

(e.g., at Nilosyrtis Mensae; see section 4.4.1). It was established that confinement of 

the landform to boundary regions (see figure 4.4) is a consequence of formation of the 

fretted terrain by faulting and sapping. The definite form of the mesas and buttes shows 

breakup occurred after emplacement and consolidation of the plateau material (i.e., beyond 

middle to late Noachian times). Therefore, a lower age limit could be placed on fretted 

terrain formation. Conversely, the mesa and butte form is not found in material younger 

than plateau material. Therefore, an upper age limit could be placed on fretted terrain 

formation.
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Second, the Isidis Basin, dated as lower Noachian, straddles the fretted terrain boundary 

(see table 2.1 and section 4.6.2). The absence of the north-eastern rim indicates fretted 

terrain formation came about subsequently, causing its destruction (see sections 4.4.2, 

4.5.8 and 4.6.2). However, it was noted that the process of crustal dichotomy formation 

did not extend as far as the southern rim, since it remains intact (see section 4.6.2).

Finally, from the absence of large subsurface craters in the peripheral highland terrain, it 

was interpreted that evidence of the early cratering record was lost as a consequence of 

extensive faulting and sapping of the late Noachian, southern-hemisphere-type surface in 

this region (see section 4.4 and figure 4.5). Intact crater forms are retained from the late 

Hesperian onwards, and therefore fretted terrain formation must have stabilised by this 

period.

6.2 .2  E v idence  F ro m  S tru c tu ra l  M ap p in g

Two pieces of structural evidence also place constraints on the age of formation of the 

fretted terrain boundary. First, Maxwell (1989) dated fretted terrain boundary^in the 

eastern hemisphere by observing the time of resurfacing events and structural modification 

of the plateaux and mesas (see section 3.6.3.2). In this way he determined the elevation 

difference formed as discrete structural event between late Noachian to early Hesperian, 

and that faulting of the plateau material continued to occur to a lesser extent at later 

times. Maxwell interpreted the small-scale faulting to represent protracted tectonics along 

the fretted terrain boundary, possibly in an attempt to regain structural equilibrium. 

Second, McGill (1989) presented new evidence on the age of formation of the crustal 

dichotomy, based on a detailed analyses of Viking line-of-sight gravity data (see section 

2.2.5). The data show a weak negative gravity anomaly is associated with the fretted 

terrain boundary. McGill stated this implies the fretted terrain boundary is not yet fully 

compensated, as would be expected if it had formed immediately after accretion, but is 

still undergoing protracted structural adjustment.

6 .2 .3  S u m m a ry

In summary, the fretted terrain boundary formed in a geologically short time, between the 

late Noachian to early Hesperian. Later protracted, yet smaller-scale, structural adjust-
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ment then en sued. Therefore, this sequence of tectonic events along the fretted terrain 

boundary must be explained in a proposal for crustal dichotomy formation.

6.3 Condition Two: ‘The Subsurface Therm al A ctiv ity  

Leading To Surface Volcanism B etw een The Late N oachi

an To Early H esperian’

The volume of resurfacing material available was most abundant during the late Noachi

an to early Hesperian epochs (see section 2.2.5 and table 2.2), coincident with the time 

of formation established for the fretted terrain boundary (see section 6.2). Resurfacing 

was then protracted, but diminished in magnitude through time. Hence the time phas

es determined for tectonic activity in condition 1, is repeated for phases of resurfacing. 

Furthermore, resurfacing is biased to the northern hemisphere (see sections 3.2.1, 3.3.3,

3.4 and 3.5). On this basis, the creation of relief, and resurfacing activity appear to be 

related. Therefore, if resurfacing activity is involved in crustal dichotomy formation, it is 

important to examine the sources of the resurfacing material; this will be discussed here.

6 .3 .1  F lu v ia l R esu rfac in g

As outlined in sections 3.5 and 5.2, the martian surface retains evidence of fluvial activ

ity. It shows a variation in spatial distribution, time of formation and morphology, as 

expressed by runoff channels, outflow channels and fretted channels. As established from 

their morphology, the three channel types have resulted in different ways. The source of 

water carving the runoff channels has been explained by primordial water, and to a lesser 

extent juvenile water, released with the associated volcanism (see section 5.2.7); this is 

consistent with spatial distribution, time of formation and water budget. The source of 

water carving the outflow channels has been explained by a juvenile origin (see sections

5.2.5 and 5.2.6); this is also consistent with spatial distribution, time of formation and 

water budget. The fretted channels are accounted for independently. By observing their 

concentrated occurrence in the fretted terrain, and the restriction to the + /- 40°latitude 

bands, they were interpreted to represent a mass wasting process, where unconsolidated 

boundary material, subsurface ground ice, and ice precipitation from the atmosphere in
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mid-winter, provided the material to carve the channels (see section 3.5.4).

Therefore, it can be concluded that the source of material carving the fluvial channels on 

Mars is not directly related to crustal dichotomy formation.

6.3.2 A eo lian  R esu rfac in g

Aeolian resurfacing is relatively simplistic, and can be summarised as follows:

1. Pronounced resurfacing occurred during the era of heavy impact cratering; this would 

be expected due to the abundance of crater-ejecta material produced during impact;

2. Pronounced resurfacing occurred during the late Noachian to eaxly Hesperian. The 

source of this material can be explained by the volcanism occurring simultaneously 

(see section 5.3);

3. Substantial aeolian deposition occurred at the North Pole during the early Amazoni

an, producing an almost complete collar of dunes around the cap; the source of this 

material can be explained by the biased northern hemisphere volcanism (see section

5.3);

4. Recent aeolian activities are minimal, and are restricted to small-scale redistribution 

of surficial debris, causing its homogenisation ra\her than fractionation (see sections 

3.1.3 and 3.2.1).

Therefore, it can be concluded that the source of aeolian material is not directly related 

to crustal dichotomy formation.

6.3 .3  V olcanic R esu rfac in g

As summarised in sections 3.3 and 3.4, volcanism on Mars is widely distributed, occurred 

throughout most of the geological history, and shows a variation in morphology.

Plains volcanism will be discussed first. It covers both the highland and lowland with a 

bias of 30 to 70% respectively, assuming the plateau material to be of volcanic origin. In 

the high-standing southern hemisphere, the volcanic resurfacing record retained includes 

the ridged plains (see sections 3.3.2 and 4.6.7), the middle Noachian plateau material (see
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sections 3.3.2, 4.6.3 and 4.6.4), and protracted volcanic resurfacing of local significance, 

that occurs predominantly proximal to the fretted terrain boundary (see sections 3.3.2,

4.6.5 and 4.6.6). This latter observation is thought to indicate that their development is 

dependent on proximity to the subsurface magma supply leading to the northern plains 

volcanism (see sections 4.5 and 4.6).

In the northern lowlands, evidence for plains volcanism is retained on the surface from the 

early Hesperian. In the traverse mapped, this is represented by the lowland ridged plains 

of early Hesperian age (see section 4.5.8), and the mottled, polygonal and concentrically 

ridged plains of middle Hesperian age (see sections 4.5.2, 4.5.3, 4.5.4 and 4.5.5 respective

ly). Resurfacing continued through to the Amazonian especially towards boundary loca

tions, as observed in the knobby plains and smooth featureless plains (see sections 4.5.6 

and 4.5.7). By supplementing these observations with those for the southern hemisphere, 

it can be determined that the dominant magma supply for plains formation exists 

beneatK the northern lowlands proximal to boundary locations, and was in a state that 

allowed the extended emplacement of volcanic plains material. Furthermore, it involved a 

style of volcanism that generated huge volumes of lava, at sufficiently high eruption rates 

to result in almost instantaneous emplacement over extensive areas. These observations 

must be accounted for when attempting an explanation for the subsurface thermal history 

beneath the northern lowlands.

Central vent volcanism furthers strengthens the association of volcanic activity to crustal 

dichotomy formation. In the high-standing southern hemisphere recognisable volcanoes 

include Amphitrites Patera, Tyrrhena Patera, Hadriaca Patera, and the Syrtis Major Pa

tera (see figure 1.1). It has been proposed that they are the result of impact-induced 

volcanism, and that the circumferential ring fractures created during impact basin forma

tion served as eruption conduits for magma to reach the surface (see section 3.4.1). Thus 

the central volcanoes in the southern hemisphere can readily be explained.

In the northern hemisphere central vent volcanism occurs in two distinct provinces. The 

Tharsis Province is the most pronounced region of volcanism. It possesses four large shield 

volcanoes, and the Alba Patera volcano at the northerly limits (see section 3.4.2). Volcan

ism became prominent during the Hesperian and continued through to the Amazonian (see 

tables 2.2 to 2.4). The Elysium Province is the second most pronounced volcanic region.
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It possesses three smaller-scale shield volcanoes that developed between the early to late 

Hesperian (see tables 2.2 and 2,3). Therefore, it appears that a bimodal distribution of 

volcanic hotspots formed in the northern hemisphere simultaneously with the creation of 

lowland relief (see section 6.2).

In summary, a number of observations indicate that the volcanic activity expressed at 

the surface between the late Noachian to early Hesperian, was directly related to crustal 

dichotomy formation. First, the restricted bias of nearly all major volcanism to the north

ern lowlands reflects a major difference occurred in the subsurface thermal activity 

between the two hemispheres. Second, crater counts indicate that volcanism became 

prominent at the surface between the late Noachian to early Hesperian, and was then sus

tained at reduced amounts until geologically recent times. Therefore, the time pattern and 

scale of events for structural modification along the fretted terrain boundary (see section

6.2) is repeated for volcanic resurfacing. Therefore, a model for the thermal evolution of 

Maxs (that explains the bimodal distribution of hotspots, and extensive plains formation) 

needs to be combined with other geological activities involved in the creation of the relief 

difference, in a proposal for crustal dichotomy formation.

6,4 Condition Three: ‘The E xistence O f A Faulted Southern- 

hem isphere-type B eneath The Northern P lains’

Convincing evidence is retained in the northern lowlands that suggests a high-standing 

southern-hemisphere-type surface continued throughout the northern hemisphere in the 

early history of Mars. Such evidence is summarised in the following:

1. The stretch of highland terrain extending into the northern hemisphere to 50°N (see 

figures 1.1 and 1.3);

2. The highland regions existing as ‘islands’ in the northern hemisphere. They are 

Tempe Terra and Mareotis Fossae found between longitudes 60 to 80°W and 30 to 

50°W respectively at the northern limits of the Tharsis Province, a crescent shaped 

area 20°N of Olympus Mons, and Phlegra Montes north-west of the Elysium Province 

(see figure 3.1). These areas maintain the relief of the southern hemisphere, and 

cumulative frequency curves show they retain a resurfacing event equivalent in age
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to the plateau material. In this way they strongly resemble the southern highland 

old cratered terrain.

3. Craters lying subsurface to the northern plains unit can be identified (see sections

3.6.3,4.4.2 and 4.5). They often survive as strings of knobs defining their rims, com

pared to complete rim representation. This appearance indicates the craters were 

faulted before burial, where the knobs represent faulted remnants of a southern- 

hemisphere-type surface on which the plains were deposited. This deduction is sup

ported by the presence of debris flows surrounding the knobs in the 30 to 50°latitude 

band. It has been established that debris flow formation is latitudinally controlled, 

and is dependent on accessibility to unconsolidated highland material (see section

3.2.2.1). Therefore, this suggests the rheological properties of the knobs is equiva

lent to faulted highland material. Furthermore, it has been determined from regions 

containing a high proportion of knobs that they acquired their present character 

during the early Hesperian epoch (Maxwell and McGill 1988). Maxwell and McGill 

stated the ‘young’ age could be due to the difficulty in fitting a production curve 

to a crater distribution that has undergone resurfacing, or that the age determined 

may be ‘real’ and reflects the time at which the craters were faulted. The latter 

alternative would be expected, since it has been established that the fretted terrain 

boundary, and thence the creation of the northern lowlands, occurred between the 

late Noachian to early Hesperian (see sections 3.6 and 6.2). Therefore, it appears 

that during creation of the relief difference, the southern-hemisphere-type surface 

retained beneath the northern lowlands was faulted in such a way that the original 

character of the surface was preserved, in contrast to the peripheral highland terrain 

(see section 4.4.2); and

4. Large impact basins lying subsurface to the northern plains can be identified. They 

are defined using knob abundance and distribution, buried craters, and ring frac

tures, and interpretations can sometimes be supported by roughly coincident mas- 

cons. Examples of such basins include the Tharsis Basin («  1400 km in diameter), 

the Chryse Basin («  2000 km in diameter), an unnamed basin east of Elysium Mon- 

s (also «  2000 km in diameter) and the Utopia Basin (« 3300 km in diameter) 

(Wilhelms and Squyres 1984, Frey and Schultz 1988, and McGill 1988).
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In summary, the observations described above imply the early accretion of a ‘globally 

homogeneous’ crust on Mars, extending throughout both hemispheres. The crust became 

heavily impact cratered and was resurfaced with plateau material. The northern hemi

sphere was then extensively faulted and suffered loss of relief in a dominantly vertical 

sense between the late Noachian to early Hesperian. Therefore, a mechanism for crustal 

dichotomy formation must be able to explain these phenomena.

6.5 C o n d itio n  Four: ‘T h e V ariable Form  O f T h e H igh land- 

Jowland B o u n d a ry ’

The highland-lowland boundary consists of three provinces (see figure 3.5). They are 

the Tharsis Province (where the boundary is delineated by a slope), the chaotic terrain, 

and the fretted terrain (where the boundary is delineated by a scarp). The geology of 

these three provinces has been discussed and explained (see sections 3.6.1, 3.6.2, 3.6.3 and

4.4). Their relation to each other now needs to be clarified.

6.5.1 T h e  T h a rs is  P ro v in ce

The information collected for the stratigraphical development of Tharsis (see sections 

3.4.2.2, 3.7.1 and 3.7.2) needs to be compared with the stratigraphical development 

determined for the fretted terrain boundary (see section 6.2).

Work carried out by Wise et al. (1979), and Scott (1989), has shown that the initial devel

opment of Tharsis was expressed at the surface in the late Noachian. This was determined 

from the age dating of faults south of Tharsis and in Tempe Terra. Therefore, this precedes 

the time of formation of the fretted terrain boundary. This observation is im portant since 

it might imply the early activities recorded at Tharsis represent the initiation of crustal 

dichotomy formation; this possibility is consistent with the speculations made in sections

4.4.2 and 4.6.6. Tharsis then proceeded to go through a period of rapid tectonic evolution 

for 100 ma, between the late Noachian to early Hesperian. This was determined from 

the age dating of faults south of Tharsis in the old cratered terrain (Barlow 1989). This 

suggests the growth of Tharsis, and the creation of the fretted terrain were simultaneous. 

Beyond the late Noachian to early Hesperian, protracted, smaller-scale faulting occurred
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at Tharsis, similarly to the small-scale structural adjustment at boundary regions in the 

eastern hemisphere (see sections 3.7.1 and 6.2.2). Therefore, it can be concluded that 

there is a direct correlation between the timing, and scale of geological activities, occur

ring in the two boundary provinces. Furthermore, this might reflect the mode of crustal 

dichotomy formation itself.

Since the proposal for the Tharsis Province must be explained in a proposal for crustal 

dichotomy formation, the observations summarised for Tharsis in sections 3.4.2.2, 3.6.1,

3.7.1 and 3.7.2, and the subsequent proposal made for Tharsis in section 3.7.3, will be 

condensed and outlined here.

It has been established that a proposal for Tharsis should be able to explain the two-fold 

development. First, the substantial free air gravity anomaly, the equatorial canyons that 

start at the centre of the bulge and extend down the eastern flank, the vast radial fault 

system that affects half the planet, and the ‘islands’ of old cratered terrain at the northerly 

limits. Second, the morphological processes that postdate its evolution, including the 

growth of the giant shield volcanoes such as Olympus Mons (see section 3.4.2.2), and the 

large flood features existing at its peripheries(see sections 3.5 and 5.2.1).

Using these observations the Tharsis Province is explained as a consequence of being cen

tred over a hotspot by analogy with Earth. On Earth hotspots have long been invoked to 

explain localised and prolonged volcanic activity, resulting from a concentrated up welling 

of material from deep in the mantle (White and McKenzie 1989). Therefore, such a mech

anism can explain the volcanic activity observed at Tharsis. The mechanical effects of the 

hotspot, coupled with the resultant thermal expansion and increased partial melting of the 

crust over the hotspot is used to explain why the overlying lithosphere becomes faulted on 

Earth. Likewise, this mechanism can explain the faulting that occurred at Tharsis prior 

to volcanism, why faulting is largely constrained to the region of elevated topography, and 

why faulting is penecontemporaneous in age with doming. Finally, the concept has been 

extended to suggest that stresses at the base of the lithosphere on Earth might become so 

great from hotspot activity, that the lithosphere breaks up into new plates moving away 

from the point of upwelling. Hence, this stage might have led to the creation of Valles 

Marineris on Mars, although lithospheric effects will have suppressed rifting and thence 

the formation of plates (see section 3.7). This proposal fits the general agreement that
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Valles Marineris is related to the evolution of Tharsis, and the recent proposal by Phillip- 

s (1990), that Valles Marineris represents an incipient stage of aborted rifting. Noctis 

Labyrinthus can also be related to the genesis of Valles Marineris, and therefore Tharsis. 

Tanaka and Davis (1988), proposed the Noctis Labyrinthus canyons formed quickly by a 

catastrophic event that involved major sapping (see section 3.7.2). They suggested the 

initial phase of sapping involved reactivation of tectonically weakened zones, either influ

enced by the growth of Tharsis, or antipodal effects from Isidis impact-basin shocks, that 

subsequently made this region susceptible to canyon formation (Peterson 1978). Finally, 

subsequent events at Tharsis such as breakup into local topographic units, morphological 

modifications, and construction of the giant shield volcanoes, are thought to be the surface 

expression of the final stages of internal activity at Tharsis. Therefore, this proposal for 

the origin of Tharsis is concise, and can explain and unite the surface observations easi

ly. However, the way in which Tharsis is important to crustal dichotomy formation can 

only be investigated after the analyses of the remaining two highland-lowland boundary 

provinces.

Finally the proposal for the formation of Tharsis has been extended to explain the for

mation of the the Elysium Province. It represents a smaller-scale example of Tharsis (see 

section 3.7.4). Similarities include a broad free air gravity anomaly, faulting, an ‘island’ 

of old cratered terrain on the north-western flank (i.e., Phlegra Montes), shield volcanoes, 

and channels at the peripheries. The Elysium Province itself is not an inherent develop

ment feature of the boundary, but it is important to recognise a bimodal distribution of 

hotspots exists on Mars (see section 6.3.3).

6 .5 .2  T h e  C h a o tic  T errain

Chaotic terrain occurs on the eastern margins of the Tharsis Province. It merges with 

Valles Marineris to the west, shallows eastwards, and regularly connects with the uncon

fined outflow channels draining northwards (see figures 1.1 and 3.5). It is interpreted 

as terrain that has suffered collapse into a subsurface void, where deep regions indicate 

greater collapse. This has been determined from morphological similarities to equivalen- 

t terrain types on Earth, such as jumbled arrays of blocks at lower elevations than the 

surroundings, the closed nature of many of the chaotic regions, and the preservation of
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surface features on the blocks of chaotic terrain (see figure 6.1).

Since the chaotic terrain is contained extensively within the highland-lowland boundary, 

and since it is unusual for this terrain type to be found so extensively on a planetary 

body, the implications of its existence with respect to formation of the highland-lowland 

boundary, and thence crustal dichotomy formation, must be investigated.

The accepted mechanism of collapse is accounted for by the undermining of coherent 

near-surface material, due to the removal of underlying material, causing the downward 

movement (Carr 1979, 1986). This deduction is feasible, since Carr (1979) estimated 

that the area of subsurface drained in this region to provide the material forming the 

adjacent outflow channels, is equivalent to «  1.6xlO7 km2 (i.e., a tenth of the surface 

area of the planet). Therefore, it would be expected that during the late Noachian to 

early Hesperian, when the outflow channels formed, the source region was in a state of 

disequilibrium due to mass expulsion of material. This created subsurface voids, and 

initiated collapse. In this way, the extensive occurrence of the chaotic terrain can be 

accounted for at these localities, together with the shallowing eastwards in combination 

with a reduction in material expulsion at these limits. Since unconfined outflow channel 

formation can be related to Tharsis and Chryse volcanism (see section 5.2.5), it can be 

deduced that formation of the chaotic terrain is also a consequence of the Tharsis activity, 

and therefore the two provinces are related.

Finally, it can be established from the restricted location of chaotic terrain at the margins 

of Tharsis, and the proposed origin of formation, that subsurface removal of material was 

more prominent at this location than elsewhere on Mars. Therefore, this deduction further 

suggests that the Tharsis Province is the major source area for geological events prompt

ing crustal dichotomy formation (see section 6.5.1), in contrast to the region mapped in 

traverse 1 determined to be removed from the main force leading to crustal dichotomy 

formation (see sections 4.4.2 and 4.6.6).

6 .5 .3  T h e  F retted  T errain

The fretted terrain forms the remainder of the highland-lowland boundary. It is the term 

applied to describe the mesa and butte transition from highland to lowland, coincident 

with scarp regions of the boundary. It also borders the ‘islands’ of old cratered terrain
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Figure 6.1: Preservation Of Surface Features On Jostled Blocks Of Chaotic Terrain
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found in the northern lowlands (see figure 3.1). Fretted terrain lies along a great circle 

having a pole at «  145°W and 55°N, and so is continuous with the trend of the pronounced 

north-east and south-west faults in Tharsis. This observation, in combination with the 

stratigraphical development, and scale of geological activities (see section 6.5.1), certifies 

the related geological development of the three highland-lowland boundary provinces. 

Therefore, the proposal for the origin of the fretted terrain will be reviewed here, since it 

must be explained and correlated with the interpretations made for the Tharsis Province 

and the chaotic terrain, in a proposal for crustal dichotomy formation.

As summarised in section 3.6.3, the final form of the fretted terrain has been accounted for 

in two main ways. Recently, as representing the shorelines of a sea, and previously by scarp 

retreat (see sections 3.6.3.1 and 3.6.3.2 respectively). With the new information obtained 

in sections 4.4 and 5.2, the importance of these processes can now be demonstrated.

The ocean hypothesis makes use of two assumptions. First, the relief difference came 

about primordially, and second, the sea was present during clement periods of climate in 

martian history. Condition 1 invalidates the first assumption, and the proposal for 

fluvial features in section 5.2, makes the second assumption redundant.

The concept of scarp retreat should not be dismissed so quickly, since mass wasting fea

tures, such as debris flows, are apparent in the fretted terrain. Therefore, it is the extent to

which scarp retreat has affected the fretted terrain, that needs to be clarified. Previously, 
has

it A been argued that the original boundary of the crustal dichotomy was in a different 

place than presently represented by the fretted terrain, on the basis of scarp retreat (see 

section 3.6.3.2). Subsequently, the non-coincidence of boundary regions to the expected 

position for previous proposals, was explained (see sections 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.3 and 2.2.4). 

However, the stratigraphical development of fretted terrain shows such long-term retreat 

cannot be valid (see sections 4.2 and 6.2). The features attributed to scarp retreat exist 

within the plateau material. It is known that the plateau material was emplaced until 

middle Noachian times, and was subsequently faulted at boundary locations from the late 

Noachian onwards (see table 2.2 and section 6.1). Since scarp retreat exploits such faults, 

it can only have taken effect since late Noachian to early Hesperian times. Deuteronilus 

Mensae and Nilosyrtis Mensae are good examples showing scarp retreat exploiting such 

faults (see figure 6.2).
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Figure 6.2: Deuteronilus Mensae And Nilosyrtis Mensae
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Description to Figure 6.2

1. DEUTERONILUS MENSAE: centred on longitude 340° W and latitude 4$°N.

2. NILOSYRTIS MENSAE: centred on longitude 2823 W and latitude 25°N.

Both Deuteronilus Mensae and Nilosyrtis Mensae are cited as examples of fretted terrain, 

and yet a variation in surface appearance is evident. This variation can be explained if the 

formation mechanism of the mesa and butte landform, and the location of the two regions, 

axe considered. It has been concluded that the difference in size of mesas, buttes, and knobs 

is determined by the degree of faulting and subsequent modification (see sections 3.6.3 and 

4.4). Furthermore, the degree of surface exposure is determined by the amount of volcanic, 

fluvial and aeolian resurfacing that has occurred, postdating its formation. Thus, it can be 

concluded that a combination of these processes causes the variation in surface appearance, 

although it does not iMply a different genesis; this is an important clarification. Therefore, 

in Deuteronilus Mensae the mesas and buttes are relatively shallow and more widely spaced 

because subsequent resurfacing is substantial, compared to Nilosyrtis Mensae where the 

mesas and buttes are clearly defined, well exposed, and closely packed because subsequent 

resurfacing is minimal. Fretted channels have also caused increased modification and 

enlargement of lowland regions in the fretted terrain. It is known that enlargement is 

latitudinally controlled, whereby more enlargement occurs with increased accessibility to 

subsurface and atmospheric water (see section 3.5.4). Since Deuteronilus Mensae exists 

in a latitude band with greater access to such water (see section 3.2.2.4 and figure 6.2), it 

further explains the apparent widening of lowland regions compared to Nilosyrtis Mensae, 

and therefore the variation in surface appearance.

Using this evidence the fretted terrain is regarded as one province, in which scarp retreat 

has caused its modification to varying extents depending on location. Therefore, scarp 

retreat should be treated as a subsidiary process, and hence the fretted terrain should be 

evaluated in its present form with respect to crustal dichotomy formation.

Observations made in traverse 1 indicate that this region of the highland-lowland bound

ary represents a site removed from the main force initiating crustal dichotomy formation. 

Such observations include the form of the Isidis rim unit (whereby the southern rim was 

not involved in crustal dichotomy formation; see sections 4.4.1, 4.6.2 and 4.6.7), and the
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location and elevation of the high modification unit (see section 4.6.6). Such a situation 

would be expected on the basis that this traverse exists antipodal to the Tharsis Province, 

and observations at Tharsis indicate this is the region initiating crustal dichotomy for

mation (see section 6.5.1). Therefore, a proposal for crustal dichotomy formation must 

explain the pronounced tensional stress regime that produced the fretted terrain boundary 

at these extremes.

Analyses of the Nilosyrtis Mensae terrain and the peripheral highland terrain mapped 

in traverse 1, showed tensional tectonics played a dominant role in the formation of the 

fretted terrain. It was determined that the plateau material was faulted by normal faults 

at boundary locations from the late Noachian onwards. This produced the mesas, buttes 

and knobs throughout the fretted terrain, and caused evidence of the early cratering record 

to be lost in this region (see section 4.4). Further evidence suggesting tensional tectonics 

comes from the ‘tear-drop’ shape of the mesas downhill (see figure 4.5). Tensional tectonics 

is also evident in the ‘islands’ of old cratered terrain in the northern hemisphere, since 

they were extensively faulted by normal faults in the late Noachian to early Hesperian 

(see sections 3.7.1 and 6.4). The escarpments bordering the lowlands strongly resemble 

those along the fretted terrain boundary, both in scale and form. Therefore, the statement 

that tensional tectonics is important to fretted formation, and thence crustal dichotomy 

formation, is strengthened.

Subsidiary evidence for tensional tectonics is also retained in the volcanic plains units 

mapped in traverse 1. For example, the cracks in the polygonal plains could be explained 

by a tensional stress regime (see section 4.5.4). Similarly, the lowland ridged plains, and 

the highland ridged plains, possess an abundance of wrinkle ridges, that can be explained 

by tensional faulting (see sections 3.3.1.2, 4.5.8 and 4.6.7). Since these plains units were 

emplaced subsequent to crustal dichotomy formation, the observations imply tensional 

tectonics was pervasive immediately after crustal dichotomy formation, but became less 

so at later times, since features indicating tension are absent. Although the subsidiary 

evidence is interesting, it must be regarded lightly because it is indirect, and based on a 

number of assumptions that cannot be tested at present.

It was determined that sapping also played a role in the formation of the fretted terrain. 

This is indicated by modified faults, accentuated partial exposure of pre-existing craters,
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and various enclosed channel types and closed depressions found throughout the unit. 

The closed depressions are either linear or sinuous. Although tectonic subsidence can 

explain the linear depressions, it is unlikely to have caused the sinuous closed valleys with 

tributaries found to the west of the traverse mapped (see section 4.4.1). Thus, they are 

explained by sapping. It was proposed that sapping occurred simultaneously with the 

faulting, by decay of in situ ground ice (see section 4.4), or by expulsion of material such 

as lava (similarly to the chaotic terrain; see section 6.5.2).

Finally, the elevation loss assumes a more gentle gradient towards the lowlands, as rep

resented by sub-unit 4 of the peripheral highland terrain. This implies a state of surface 

equilibrium was regained at these extremes. In the lowlands intact crater forms can be 

discerned beneath the northern plains, although they sulfered some faulting during the 

late Noachian to early Hesperian (see sections 4.4.2, 4.5 and 6.4). This indicates crustal 

disturbances to the southern-hemisphere-type surface in the lowland regions were mini

mal. The implications for this eventually need to be combined with the interpretation for 

the highland-lowland boundary in a proposal for crustal dichotomy formation.

6 .5 .4  S u m m ary

In summary, this work indicates the initiation of crustal dichotomy formation was centred 

on the Tharsis Province, as a consequence of hotspot activity. It led to the creation of the 

chaotic terrain by collapse, and formation of the fretted terrain by tensional tectonics and 

sapping. The time pattern and scale of geological activities determined for the formation of 

the Tharsis Province and the fretted terrain (and the volcanic resurfacing rates; see section

6.3) indicates the crustal dichotomy formed in the late Noachian to early Hesperian, and 

that the consequences of formation were protracted, decreasing in magnitude through 

time, as internal and surface equilibrium was regained.

6.6 Condition Five: ‘The Global G eodesy’

Three important observations can be obtained from the global geodesy that must be 

explained in a proposal for crustal dichotomy formation. First, Mars is often crudely 

described as ‘pear-shaped’. This is a consequence of the restricted location of the lowland
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j lowlands.
relief rn the northern hemisphere, and I the topography of the a Relief is lost most rapidly 

at boundary locations, but a continued loss of relief occurs until 80°N (see figures 1.3 and

1.4). Second, there is no evidence of rebound in the northern lowlands, and no broad scale 

gravitational anomaly. Any tectonic signatures found therein can be attributed to local 

activities, such as Tharsis volcanism and subsurface impact basins (Morgan 1971, Sjogren 

19-79). Therefore, this suggests the northern lowlands are in isostatic equilibrium at the 

present elevation, implying the lithosphere must be homogeneous everywhere with respect 

to composition, although not thickness (Sleep 1989). Finally, Mars is less seismically active 

than Earth (Anderson et al. 1977), and possibly has no magnetic field (Hubbard 1984, 

p.141).

6.7 Sum mary To Chapter Six

At this stage, it is important to ascertain whether any of the previous proposals for crustal 

dichotomy formation can satisfy the conditions outlined above. This is summarised in table

6.1 (overleaf) and shows a new proposal for crustal dichotomy formation is required.
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Comparing Previous Proposals For The Crustal 
Dichotomy Of Mars With The Conditions Determined

Author Basis Of Argument Failure Points
Mutch and
Saunders
(1976)

Endogenic origin. 
Primordial, bimodal 
thickness of crust 
developed. 
Therefore, different 
elevations resulted 
due to isostasy.

1. Inconsistent with condition 1
2. Condition 2 is not accounted 
for
3. The protracted nature of 
of geological activity is not 
accounted for

Wise et al. 
(1979)

Primordial, endogenic 
origin. Local 
subcrustal erosion 
of an originally 
homogeneous crust. 
Hence, different 
elevations resulted 
due to isostasy.

1. Inconsistent with condition 1
2. Condition 2 is not accounted 
for
3. The protracted nature of 
geological activity is not 
accounted for

Wilhelms and
Squyres
(1984)

Primordial, exogenic 
origin. Huge impact 
formed the Borealis 
Basin, and thence the 
the northern lowlands.

1. Inconsistent with condition 1
2. Thaxsis is not accounted for
3. Testability is zero

Frey and
Schultz
(1989)

Primordial, exogenic 
origin. Combined 
effects of several 
impacts formed the 
northern lowlands.

1. Inconsistent with condition 1
2. Tharsis is not accounted for
3. Testability is zero

McGill 
(in press)

Late-stage, endogenic 
origin. Extensional 
thinning of crust 
caused difference in 
elevations. Surplus 
crust was
redistributed globally 
subsurface.

1. Extensional process is 
inconsistent with condition 4
2. Testability is zero; no 
equivalent mechanism is known to 
exist, and the dispersal
process is not fully understood. 
However, his surface 
observations, and the features 
he considers important to 
crustal dichotomy formation are 
excellent

Table 6.1: Comparison Of Previous Proposals With The Conditions Determined
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Chapter 7

Proposed Plan Of Research For Crustal Dichotomy For
mation On Mars

‘OF WHAT WE CANNOT SPEAK, THEREOF SHOULD WE BE SILENT’: 

LUDWIG WITTGENSTEIN.

1 Proposal For T he Formation O f The N orthern Lowlands

In light of the conditions determined in Chapter 6 the following model is offered for the 

formation of the northern lowlands.

Evidence at the Tharsis Province provides important clues with respect to the surface 

manifestation of the internal heat regime on Mars (see section 3.7.3) and thence formation 

of the northern lowlands (see section 3.6). The geology of Thaxsis and the postulated 

internal heat flow patterns for this region (developed by other workers), suggest that Mars 

constitutes a single plate planet that was at the threshold of developing more than one plate 

between the late Noachian and eaxly Hesperian, and that the Thaxsis Province represents 

the site of continental rifting and the northern lowlands a region of corresponding subsidence 

due to crustal stretching, by analogy with Earth (White and McKenzie 1989). The primary 

evidence supporting this proposal is summarised in the following:

1. The Tharsis Province represents a region of doming (see section 3.6.1). The favoured 

explanation is that doming was the isostatic response to a subsurface hotspot (see 

section 3.7.3) and was subsequently maintained by volcanic loading effects (as deter

mined from gravity, topographic and tectonic relationships, assuming a lithosphere 

monotonically thickening through time: Banerdt et al. 1982, Solomon and Head 

1982, and Willemann and Turcotte 1982). This proposed mechanism of development 

is consistent with proposals for regions of doming in continental interiors on Earth, 

where White and McKenzie (1989) consider doming to be the isostatic response to a 

low density region beneath the crust as a consequence of hotspot activity that pro

duces a hot and saturated upper mantle. They suggest doming is later maintained by 

crustal thickening due to magmatic underplating which allows the affected province 

to remain topographically high in the long term;



2. Thaxsis is the most important volcanic region on Maxs. The time pattern, mode 

and composition of the associated volcanism correspond to those seen with rifting on 

Earth (Longhi 1990, Stolper 1988, Greeley and Guest 1988, Adams et al. 1988, and 

Greeley and Spudis 1981; see sections 3.3.3.2 and 3.4.2.2);

3. The flanks of Tharsis constitute the most intense region of tectonic deformation on 

Maxs, and reflect an extensile stress regime that resulted from regional doming (see 

point 1 and section 3.7.1). Most prominent is Valles Marineris (see section 3.7.2). In 

the proposed model, the canyons are accounted for as being the surface manifestation 

of rifting by crustal expansion. This can explain why Valles Marineris is unique in that 

only one such system exists on Mars (a factor that has previously caused confusion 

with respect to its origin), and is consistent with previous suggestions (as summarised 

by Phillips 1990; see section 3.7.2) that link its formation to the development of 

Thaxsis;

4. The thicker lithosphere determined for Maxs compared to Earth (see section 3.7) can 

explain why surface processes would have led to a more simplified surface geology 

compared to Earth. First, subduction would be prevented (Bott 1982, p.364) and 

thence continental drifting (White and McKenzie 1989). Therefore, the action of a 

hotspot on a stable lithosphere would amplify the effects of doming and the heights 

of the volcanoes reached and correspondingly reduce the number of these features 

produced compaxed to Earth, as observed (see section 3.7.3); and

5. It has already been established from studies on continental rift zones on Earth (White 

and McKenzie 1989) that if the crust is stretched by a factor of five above a normal 

temperature mantle it subsides immediately by 2 or 3 km (compared to crust overlying 

a 150°temperature anomaly in the mantle which would produce uplift; as expected 

at Thaxsis). Therefore, I suggest the northern lowlands correspond to a region of 

subsidence due to crustal stretching.

Cleaxly authoritative investigations are now required to show if the lowland relief can 

be genetically related to the Thaxsis Province in this way, by determining the amount of 

crustal stretching and subsidence involved in their formation.



2 M eans O f Testing The Proposal For The Form ation O f 

The Northern Lowlands

With this framework the genesis of the northern lowlands could be investigated in two 

stages:

1. By determining the tensile stress regime therein; and

2. By testing possible means of subsidence, using conditions for passive plate margins 

and sedimentary basin development established for Earth, and correcting them for 

Martian conditions. By using the conditions determined in chapter 6, it is possible 

to define the northern lowlands as representing a region of in situ downdropping (see 

condition 3) covered by plains volcanism (see section 3.3.3.2). They are separated from 

the highlands by provinces that were subjected to pronounced tensional tectonics 

during the late Noachian to early Hesperian (see conditions 1 and 4). Tensional 

tectonics is expressed as intense normal faulting, producing graben type structures 

on the flanks of the Tharsis Province (see section 3.7.1) and in the fretted terrain 

(see section 4.4). Passive plate margins and sedimentary basins on Earth are also 

characterised by subsidence and by areally extensive plains volcanism, and they show 

dominantly vertical tectonics at the margins.

To facilitate such an investigation it would be advantageous to represent Maxs three 

dimensionally in order to clarify the topographic form of the northern lowlands. It is 

difficult to visualize the topography of the northern lowlands, and their relation to the 

Tharsis Province, from the three topographic maps presently available (see figures 1.3 and

1.4).

2.1 D eterm in a tio n  O f T h e T ensile  S tress R eg im e

The tensional stress regime of the lowlands can be determined by extending to Mars ge

ological principles established for Earth. Theoretical and experimental studies on Earth 

predict a simple relationship between the orientation of the principal stress axes, and the 

shear fracture planes of normal faults (Park 1986, p.63) which provides a practical basis 

for understanding of natural fault systems on Earth, and allows the direction of the causal 

stress field to be determined (Paxks 1986, p.62). So should be the case for Mars. The 

model developed for Eaxth shows that maximum tension occurs in the horizontal plane 

perpendicular to the fault direction for normal faults. Therefore, by plotting individual



fault directions in the Tharsis Province and the fretted terrain the direction of tension can 

be determined. This will show if there is a focus of tension in the lowlands (preliminary ob

servations indicate there is), and also if a geometric relationship exists between the Tharsis 

tectonics and the fretted terrain tectonics.

Finally, the tensile stress regime thus determined can be superimposed on the three di

mensional representation of Mars, which should facilitate the understanding of any existing 

geometric relationships.

2.2  D eterm in a tio n  O f P o ss ib le  M eans O f Su b sid en ce

The northern lowlands are characterised by subsidence, volcanism and marginal tectonics, 

as with passive plate margins and sedimentary basins on Earth. On Earth subsidence in 

these regions has been attributed to three causes, namely crustal thinning, lithospheric 

cooling, and sediment loading. These effects need to be assessed for northern lowlands 

formation on Mars. In addition, I propose that convectional drag effects, with respect to 

enhancing the high latitude lowland relief (see condition 5 and figure 1.4), also need to be 

considered for Mars.

The following outlines how such effects can be extended to Mars, and subsequently 

tested.

2.2.1 W ith  respect To C rustal Thinning

On Earth crustal thinning is used to explain rapid initial crustal subsidence observed in 

sedimentary basins (e.g., the Michigan and North Sea basins) and passive plate margins 

(e.g., the North Biscay margin). The North Biscay margin provides the most clear evi

dence for such an event. As outlined by Bott (1982, p.205), results from deep sea drilling 

and associated geophysical investigations provided critical evidence showing that sediments 

deposited just after the split were laid down in 2 km of water. On this basis rapid crustal 

thinning caused by crustal stretching is thought to be the cause of the 2 km of subsidence.

Therefore, I consider it necessary to test whether crustal thinning can account for some 

of the subsidence of the northern lowlands on Mars. This can be done by measuring the 

extension involved in normal fault formation of well exposed individual faults in the Thar

sis Province (including Valles Marineris) and the fretted terrain. By extrapolating the 

measurement of extension to intermediary faults, a total estimate of extension involved in 

fretted terrain formation and Tharsis development can be obtained. This would subse

quently provide a constraint on the amount of global stretching on Mars between the late



Noachian to early Hesperian since this is the time at which canyon formation and most 

faulting occurred (see section 1 point 5 above and table 2.2). Hence the extent of crustal 

thinning that could be accommodated in this way can be ascertained.

2.2.2 W ith  Respect To Lithospheric Cooling

I suggest that such effects would not increase subsidence in the lowlands on Mars. On 

Earth it is used to explain the decrease in elevation away from a mid-ocean ridge towards 

marginal locations, on the grounds that a mid-ocean ridge is elevated by thermal effects 

in the uppermost mantle caused by upwelling convectional currents, and that the ocean 

floor would subside over time once removed from the initial heat source by plate motion, 

as cooling of the oceanic lithosphere leads to an increase in density and thence isostatic 

subsidence. On Mars plate motion is not observed (see section 3.7), and therefore there 

would not have been the creation of ‘new’ crust as on Earth. For this reason, thermal effects 

would be an in situ phenomenon, and their importance would be to explain the protracted 

subsidence observed in the stratigraphical development of the lowlands (see sections 6.2 

and 6.5).

2.2.3 W ith  Respect To Sediment Loading

On Maxs sediment loading effects need to be substituted by volcanic loading effects, since 

the volcanic plains material introduced to the surface (see condition 2) overlies a pre-existing 

crust (see condition 3) compared to creating ‘new’ crust. The depression achieved in this 

way can be estimated simply by adapting the equations outlined by Walcott (1972) for 

determining the amount of subsidence in sedimentary basins on Earth.

2.2.4 W ith  Respect To Convectional Drag Effects

I propose convectional processes operate within Mars, although subduction is not apparent. 

I consider this concept feasible for the following reasons:

1. The overturn process, commonly used to explain hotspot activity on Earth, is also 

thought to induce mantle-wide convection in an attempt to stabilize the system (Bott 

1982, p.66). Therefore, an analogous situation might have occurred on Mars;

2. Calculations carried out by Kiefer and Hager (1989) indicate convectional processes 

might have been involved in the formation of Tharsis; and



3. If mantle-wide convection has occurred the convective system would slowly exhaust 

itself. This is indicated in the low seismicity of Mars compared to Earth (implying the 

core provides little supplementary heating; see condition 5) and the absence of sub- 

duction (and hence recycling of cold material), and is consistent with the speculation 

that the consequences of crustal dichotomy formation were protracted, decreasing in 

magnitude through time (see sections 6.2 and 6.5).

Plate motion, recognised to be the surface manifestation of convection on Earth, does 

not occur on Mars owing to the thick lithosphere (see section 3.7). Therefore, other surface 

effects need to be considered. I propose that if Tharsis overlay upwelling currents, then the 

northern hemisphere overlay horizontal currents, and the north polar region down welling 

currents. Results from stage 1 will test this latter statement for the following reason. On 

Earth convection releases strain energy into the lithosphere which is released to produce 

plate motion. On Mars I propose it would have a surface tension effect, and therefore if 

tensional forces are dominant in polar regions it would support the concept of downwelling 

currents in this region. If this is true, drag effects of the downwelling currents would 

be expected to enhance the lowland relief at high northern latitudes. This suggestion is 

consistent with the continued loss of relief observed at high northern latitudes (see condition 

5), and also the roughly radial geometry described by McGill (1989; see section 2.2.5) at 

these extremes. The suggestion can be tested by calculating the effects of downward drag 

by applying techniques used for Earth (summarised by Bott 1982, p.359), and modifying 

them for Martian conditions.

Therefore, condition 5 and the speculation that the consequences of crustal dichotomy 

formation were protracted, decreasing in magnitude through time, can be fully analysed in 

this way.

3 W hat To D o In T he Future

The results yielded from such research could be used for specifications in future missions, 

and also the plan of research could be fully tested as follows:

1. Since the mode of Martian volcanism is consistent with that observed for continental 

rifting on Earth, it can be used to specify sample selection sites for the Mars Network 

(MNWK) mission planned for the end of 1990s by NASA. Returned samples can then 

test whether the hypothesis is feasible;



2. Laboratory results on Earth show that magma extracted at a higher temperature has 

more magnesium oxide than normal temperature melt (White and McKenzie 1989). 

Therefore, Tharsis volcanics and northern lowlands volcanics should be sampled (by 

MNWK), analysed and compared to determine whether the proposal for the Tharsis 

Province and northern lowlands development is valid (see section 1, point 5);

3. If downwelling currents occur at high northern latitudes, then the high latitude north

ern plains should have a composition approximating that of the southern highland 

material, on the basis of the model outlined here. Extensive studies of the high lati

tude northern plains have not been carried out, and hence these plains are described 

only as having ‘complex erosional and depositional characteristics’. Therefore, high 

latitude northern plains would be an ideal sample selection site for MNWK, and would 

also test stage 2 of the proposal; and

4. Improved altimetry from the Mars Observer mission (planned to be launched in 1992 

by NASA) will enable gravity determinations to be improved. On Earth gravity 

highs are generally considered symptomatic of upwelling currents in the mantle, and 

conversely lows of downwelling currents (Bott 1982, p.353). Hence, the proposed 

pattern of convection in stage 2 can be tested.

Finally this research plan provides a good framework for investigating the evolution 

of an active single plate planet with respect to the surface manifestation of an internal 

heat regime equivalent to that on Earth. It also has the potential for linking evolutionary 

processes on Earth and Mars by means of surface observations.
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